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SUMMARY

To enable the long-term study of tropoelastin and elastic fibre structure,

function and biosynthesis, a recombinant system was developed to provide

a source of human tropoelastin. Using synthetic gene precursors, a synthetic

human tropoelastin (SHEL) gene was constructed and cloned to produce

four different expression systems; pSHEDC, pSHELD, pSHELE and pSHELF.

A second isoform gene, SHELA26A, encoding SHEL without the 26A domain,

was produced by mutagenesis of SHEL. A further product of mutagenesis

was an aberrant form of SHEL, SHELAmodified. SHEL was successfully

expressed at a high level as a GST fusion protein from pSHELC and as the

unfused protein from pSHELF. Expression conditions for each of these

two systems were optimised to maximise overexpression. The purification

of GST—SHEL was affected by several factors, including significant protease

destruction, limiting its intact release from the fusion protein. The

purification procedure developed for unfused SHEL, however, was a relatively

simple and fast method consisting of the selective solubilisation of SHEL

with butanol. Degradation products were effectively removed using reverse-

phase high performance liquid chromatography. SHEIA26A was produced

in the same way. Highly purified products were verified by a range of

techniques, including N-terminal sequencing and mass spectrometry, and

the final yield routinely obtained was at least 50mg from one litre of

bacterial culture, a significant improvement over other recombinant systems.

The proteolytic susceptibility of SHEL and SHEIA26A to human serum

and other specific proteases was examined. Two major regions of

susceptibility to serum and other serine proteases were precisely mapped

by N—terminal sequencing. Enzymes likely to be responsible for serum

degradation were found to include plasma kallikrein in addition to another

serinc protease with trypsin-like specificity, present a much lower level.
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Potential protease inhibitors were evaluated and a peptide corresponding

to a protease-susceptible site in SHEL was designed and found to be able

to inhibit proteolysis. The process of coacervation was demonstrated to

provide substantial protection from proteolytic degradation, particularly

by kallikrein and thrombin.

Coacervation characteristics of SHEL and SHEIAZGA were assessed and

found to be highly dependent on protein concentration, NaCl concentration

and pH. The coacervation temperature of tropoelastin was, however,

demonstrated to be dramatically altered by contaminating lipids and fatty

acids. There was no detectable difference in the coacervation characteristics

of SHEL and SHELA26A, and the aberrant SHELAmodified also displayed

similar coacervation characteristics. Coacervation of each isoform at

>10mg/m1 was found to be finely tuned to occur at 37°C at lSOmM NaCl

concentration and pH 7-8, conditions which are found in the extracellular

matrix.
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1.1 ELASTIC FIBRES

1.1.1 Composition and Distribution

Elastic fibres are found in the extracellular matrix of connective tissue,

providing elasticity and resilience to tissues which require the ability to

deform repetitively and reversibly. Fibres are organised into three distinct

morphologies: small and rope-like in lung, skin and ligament; thin concentric

sheets in aorta and in a large three dimensional honeycomb structure in

elastic cartilage (Prosser and Mecham, 1988). Ultrastructurally, elastic

fibres are complex structures composed of two major components (Ross

and Bernstein, 1969): an amorphous component, consisting of the

extensively cross-linked protein elastin which makes up the bulk (90%) of

the fibre; and a fibrillar component, the microfibrils, which are rich in

acidic glycoproteins and are organized into 8-16nm fibrils of beaded

appearance (Cleary, 1987). Microfibrils themselves are made up of at least

five distinct proteins (Gibson et al., 1989) including two forms of the

350kDa glycoprotein fibrillin (Zhang et al., 1994; Sakai et al., 1986) and

two distinct but related microfibril associated glycoproteins, MAGP-l (Gibson

et al., 1991) and MAGP-2 (Gibson et al., 1996). Other components are also

thought to be present in the elastic fibre including lysyl oxidase, the

enzyme which initiates elastin cross-linking (Kagan et al., 1986), and the

elastin binding protein (EBP) or receptor (Mecham and Heuser, 1991).

Elastin is an extremely insoluble protein due to the extensive cross-linking

at Lys residues. It is also the most hydrophobic protein known. Although

there is some species variation (see below), elastin from higher vertebrates

including humans contains over 30% Gly and approximately 75% of the

entire sequence is made up of just four hydrophobic amino acids (Gly, Val,

Ala, Pro). Tissues rich in elastin include aorta and major vascular vessels

(28-32% dry weight), lung (3-70/0) elastic ligaments (50%), tendon (4%) and



 

skin (2—3%) (Uitto, 1979).

1.1.2 Evolution and Phylogenetic Distribution

1
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Elastin is found in all vertebrates studied except the primitive cyclosomes

but has not been identified in any invertebrates (Sage and Gray, 1979).

The morphology of fibres is different amongst the various phyla and individual

species studied. Fibres are most dense in mammalian aorta while in lower

vertebrates they tend to be in a more open, loose arrangement (Sage and

Gray, 1980). There is a clear difference in amino acid composition in

different species with elastin from higher vertebrates being distinctly more

1
?
"

“
"
u

hydrophobic. The most hydrophilic elastin is found in teleost fish where

Ala and Val are less abundant and hydrophilic amino acids Asp, Asn, Glu,

Gln, Ser, His and Met are increased compared with higher vertebrate

elastin which has little or none of these (Sage and Gray, 1979). Phylogenetic

analysis suggests that the first appearance of elastin coincided with the

formation of a closed circulatory system and is an adaptive response to

the high pressure and pulsatile blood flow inside arteries (Sage and Gray,

1977). The demonstration that the production of heat as resistance to

stretching is directly related to elastin hydrophobicity is consistent with

this proposal (Sage, 1982). There is some speculation given the similarity

between collagen and elastin hydrophobic domains, particularly in terms

of Gly content, that elastin may have a distant evolutionary relationship

with collagen (Rosenbloom, 1984).

Mammalian tropoelastin, the soluble precursor to elastin (Section 1.1.4) is

a moderately conserved protein with a unit evolutionary period of 5.8

million years (Boyd et at, 1991). A large amount of divergence is tolerated

in the hydrophobic domains if the overall hydrophobicity is maintained. 
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The cross-linking domains, however, are much more highly conserved

(Boyd et al., 1991).

1.1.3 Diseases Affecting Elastic Fibres

Various acquired and inherited diseases are known to affect the structure,

distribution and abundance of elastic fibres (Table 1.1). The organs most

obviously affected are those rich in elastin (Section1.1.1). Due to the

complexity of the elastic fibre and the interplay of an ensemble of molecules

in fibre formation and structure, most of these diseases do not involve

elastin as the primary defect yet severely affect the elastic fibre integrity.

Only supravalvular aortic stenosis (SVAS) and Williams syndrome have

been directly linked with alterations in the elastin gene. Three types of

mutations have been identified in SVAS. One is a large 30kb deletion

within the gene involving exons 2-27 (Olson et al., 1995). Another involves

a deletion of the 3’-end of the gene resulting in a truncated protein missing

the C-terminus from exon 28 onward (Ewart et al., 1994; Curran et al.,

1993). A third type involves various point mutations, most of which result

in the loss of the conserved C—terminus either through the introduction of

early stop codons or through frameshifts (Li et aL, 1997). Williams syndrome

is a contiguous gene disorder which results from a large (e.g. ll4kb)

deletion involving an entire elastin allele (Lowery et al., 1995; Ewart et al.,

1993) in conjunction with other adjacent genes, including LIM-kinase,

probably responsible for the neurological defects (Tassabehji et al., 1996).



 

Table 1.1: Diseases of the Elastic Fibre

 

Disease Features* Aetiology

 

supravalvular aortic stenosis
(SVAS)

Williams syndrome

Buschke-Ollendorff
syndrome

pseudoxanthoma elasticum

cutis laxa (inherited)

Marfan syndrome

Menkes syndrome

emphysema

atherosclerosis  

narrowing of arteries, reduced elastin content, architecture of

aorta disrupted

SVAS, mental retardation, premature ageing of skin, lax joints

increased thick elastic fibres, decrease in microfibrils, skin lesions,

bone dysplasia

inelastic skin, cardiovascular defects, fragmentation, clumping and

calcification of elastic fibres, increase in glycosaminoglycans

X—linked and autosomally inherited forms, loose sagging skin,

increased elastic fibre fragmentation, decreased lysyl oxidase activity

widespread skeletal, ocular and cardiovascular defects, loose skin,

increased fragmentation of elastin

X-linked, brittle hair, tortuous blood vessels, elastic fibre

fragmentation, neurological defects

increased compliance of lung, loss of elastin in lung

fragmentation of elastin in arteries, increased stiffness of arteries,

increased lipid and calcium accumulation in elastin fibres  

mutations in elastin gene (Li et al., 1997;

Olson et al., 1995; Ewart et al., 1994)

deletion of elastin gene allele and

adjacent loci (Lowery et al., 1995)

unknown but genetic (Giro et al., 1992)

unknown, elastin gene defect excluded

(Raybould et al., 1994)

uncertain, tropoelastin mRNA stability

(Zhang et al., 1995) or copper transport

defect proposed (Levinson et al., 1993)

mutations in fibrillin gene (Dietz and

Pyeritz, 1995)

defect in copper-transport ATPase Mc-l

gene (Vulpe et al., 1993)

unbalanced protease/antiprotease

activity suspected (Pierce et al., 1995)

not certain, complex (Sandberg et al.,

198 1)  
 

* Compiled from Uitto and Ryhanen, 1987; Sandberg et al., 1981; Uitto et al., 1991; Christiano and Uitto, 1994.
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Abnormal accumulation of elastin fibres is seen in pseudoxanthoma

elasticum and Buschke-Ollendorff syndrome, while an increase in

fragmentation and loss of fibres is observed in cutis laxa, Marfan syndrome

and Menkes disease (Uitto and Ryhanen, 1987). Acquired diseases include

emphysema where an increased degradation of elastic fibres is seen in the

lung, and atherosclerosis Where a loss of elasticity in major blood vessels

is accompanied by calcium and lipid deposition (Sandberg et al., 1981).

Some of these diseases have been linked to errors in copper metabolism,

and hence lysyl oxidase (Section 1.2.8), or microfibrillar proteins (Table

1.1). Thus, an alteration in one of many key molecules involved in elastic

fibre synthesis can result in severe damage to the entire fibre and organ

system affected. A more complete understanding of elastic fibre biosynthesis

and function is important to help shed light on these diseases and lead to

possible therapies.

1.1.4 Tropoelastin

Due to the insolubility of elastin, research into the process of elastic fibre

formation was hampered until the discovery of the soluble precursor,

tropoelastin. Tropoelastin was first isolated from copper—deficient animals

and even today a major source of tropoelastin is tissues from animals

such as piglets and chicks raised on copper—deficient diets or treated with

lathyrogens (Rich and Foster, 1984; Rich and Foster, 1982; Rucker, 1982;

Sandberg and Wolt, 1982) both of which reduce the activity of lysyl oxidase

thus inhibiting the cross-linking reaction (Section 1.2.8).

The amino acid sequence of tropoelastins from various sources have been

determined using molecular biological techniques to isolate and sequence

elastin genes. Human (Indik et al., 1987a, b), chick (Bressan et al., 1987),
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bovine (Yeh et al., 1989; Raju and Anwar, 1987) and rat (Pierce et al.,

1990) tropoelastin genes have all been sequenced and the amino acid

sequence determined. All of these tropoelastins were found to have a

significant homology at both DNA and amino acid level. Previously, large

segments of the porcine tropoelastin sequence were determined using

tryptic peptides (Sandberg and Davidson, 1984). Two major types of domains

are found in tropoelastin: (1) hydrophobic domains rich in polar amino

acids especially Gly, Val, Pro and Ala, and often occurring in repeats of 
three to six peptides such as GVGVP, GGVP and GVGVAP; (2) hydrophilic

domains typically rich in Lys and Ala involved in cross-linking. These

domains often consist of stretches of Lys separated by two or three Ala

residues such as AAAKAAKAA. Other hydrophilic domains do not contain

the polyAla tract but insteaéhave Lys near a Pro instead (lndik et al.,

1989, 1987b). For the most part these hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains

alternate. The amino acid sequence of a typical hydrophobic and cross—

linking domain are shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Amino Acid Sequence of Selected

Human Tropoelastin Domains

 

 

    

Domain Sequence

Hydrophobic Domain GLVPGVGVAPGVGVAPGVGVAPGVGLAPGVGVAPGVG

(Exon 24) VAPGVGVAPGIGPGGVA

Cross—link Domain GWSPEAAAKAAAKAAKY

(Exon 19)

26A GADEGVRRSLSPELREGGDPSSSQHLPSTPSSPR

C-Terminus GGACLGKACGRKRK    
 

The C-terminus of tropoelastin is highly basic and is very strongly conserved

(>70%) among all species. It contains the only two Cys residues in the
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protein and terminates with a positively charged RKRK sequence (Table

1.2) both of which are strictly conserved. Tropoelastin is secreted with a

26 amino acid signal peptide as an approximately 72kDa protein in the

human (Indik et al., 1987b), although there is some variation due to

different tropoelastin isoforms (Section 1.2.2). In addition, human

tropoelastin contains an unusual highly hydrophilic domain, exon 26A,

that does not fall into any other category and whose function is unknown

(Table 1.2). Exon 26A is enriched for Ser residues (8 out of a total of 14 in

tropoelastin) and contains numerous charged residues (Glu, Asp, Arg) and

the only His in tropoelastin (Indik et al., 1987a). This domain has not been

identified in any other species and very little is known about its role.

There is some evidence that the absence of 26A will result in a tropoelastin

isoform that is a less efficient substrate for lysyl oxidase and that this is

not solely due to the hydrophilicity of 26A (Bedell—Hogan et al., 1993). It

has been speculated that this domain may function in antibody or sugar

binding since it has a high surface probability and antigenicity index

(Debelle et al., 1992). Others have suggested that its presence may be

increased in aged or diseased elastic fibres and may be a marker of

damage (Indik et al., 1989). The effect of this domain on tropoelastin and

elastin physical properties is not known.

1.2 BIOSYNTHESIS OF ELASTIC FIBRES

1.2.1 The Elastin Gene

1.2.1.1 Structure

Evidence suggests that only a single elastin gene is present in the mammalian

genome (Olliver et al., 1987). The human gene has been localised to

chromosome 7q11.l-2l.l (Fazio et al., 1991), spanning 45kb (Bashir et
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al., 1989). The human gene has 34 exons compared with 36 in the bovine

(Bashir et al., 1989; Yeh et al., 1989) with an intronzexon ratio of 20:1,

indicating that relatively small exons are interspersed within large introns

(Bashir et al., 1989; Cicila et al., 1985). Alu repeats are found in the

human elastin gene at a frequency four times higher than elsewhere in the

genome (Indik et al., 1987b) raising the possibility of instability in this

gene in the general population (Rosenbloom et al., 1993) and possibly

contributing to diseases such as SVAS (Olson et al., 1995).

Analysis of the structure of the gene in various species shows that

hydrophobic and cross-linking domains of tropoelastin are encoded by

separate exons that alternate (Fig. 1.1), reflecting the protein structure

(Pierce et al., 1990; Bashir et al., 1989; Indik et al., 1987a; Cicila et al.,

1985). Some variation exists in the presence of exon homologues amongst

species. For example, bovine exons 34 and 35 are absent from the human

gene (Bashir et al., 1989) while the human gene has the introduction of an

unusual hydrophilic-encoding exon 26A, not described in any other species

(Bashir et al., 1989; Indik et al., 1987a). Exon 36, is extremely highly

conserved amongst species and codes for the basic C-terminus as well as

a large 3’—untranslated region (Indik et al., 1987b) suggesting the possibility

of regulatory elements in this region (Parks and Deak, 1990).
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FIGURE 1.1 Structure of the human tropoelastin cDNA. Most of the gene consists of exons encoding hydrophobic and cross-linking

domains which alternate. Exon 26A is an unusual hydrophilic exon of unknown function which does not encode any Lys residues and is

not therefore involved in cross-linking. A large 3'-un|Ianslated region is present in exon 36. Exons subject to alternate removal by splicing

are marked with an arrow (adapted from Bashir et aL, 1989).
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1.2. 1.2 Control ofExpression

Expression of tropoelastin mRNA and elastic fibre synthesis is highest in

early development and occurs primarily in a defined period (Parks et al.,

1988), as demonstrated in chick aorta (Pollock et al., 1990; Burnett et al.,

1982), human skin fibroblasts (Sephel et al., 1987), sheep nuchal ligament

(Davidson et al., 1982) and rat lung (Myers et al., 1983; Dubick et al.,

1981). The changes in elastin synthesis appear to be a consequence of

both changes in proportion and amount of elastin mRNA and a strong

correlation exists between mRNA levels and tropoelastin synthesis (Pollock

et al., 1990; Sephel et al., 1987; Burnett et al., 1982; Davidson et al.,

1982; Barrineau et al., 1981) indicating tropoelastin expression is mainly

under pre-translational control with both pre- and post-transcriptional

control mechanisms described.

Many potential control regions exist in the elastin gene including

untranslated regions, intronic regions and promoter regions. Negative

regulatory elements have been found in the first intronic region in the

bovine gene in a region that is highly conserved with the human gene

(Manohar and Anwar. 1994a). The promoter region of the human gene has

been analysed and found to contain both up and down-regulatory elements

(Rosenbloom et al., 1991). The 5' flanking region of the human elastin

gene has revealed the presence of CAAT promoter sequences but no TATA

box (Bashir et al., 1989; Fazio et al., 1990) although a possible TATA box

has now been identified in the bovine gene (Manohar and Anwar, 1994b).

The promoter region is GC—rich and multiple binding sites for Spl and

AP2 transcription factors have been found in the human promoter region

(Bashir et al., 1989; Fazio et al., 1990). Up to eight different transcription

start sites have been identified (Bashir et al., 1989; Rosenbloom et al.,

1991; Rosenbloom et al., 1993) indicating that the elastin gene is under a
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complex control mechanism.

Age—dependence of the human elastin promoter coupled to the

chloramphenicol acetyltransferase reporter-gene has been demonstrated

in mice in vivo (Hsu—Wong et al., 1994). In chick aorta cells, the decrease

in elastin synthesis that occurs with age has been shown to result partly

from the destabilisation of mRNA (Johnson et al., 1995). Growth factors

and hormones such as transforming growth factor (3 (Katchman et al.,

1994; Kahari et al., 1992), insulin-like growth factor I (Wolfe et al., 1993)

vitamin D (Pierce et al., 1992a) and interleukin-18 (Mauviel et al., 1993)

have all been shown to affect tropoelastin synthesis at either the mRNA or

promoter level. In addition, there is evidence that tropoelastin may be

under negative feedback autoregulation whereby accumulation of

tropoelastin in the extracellular matrix space may inhibit the further

production of tropoelastin mRNA (Foster and Curtiss, 1990).

1.2.2 Alternative Splicing of the Elastin Gene

The isolation of tropoelastin cDNAs indicates that significant variation is

present within a species in nucleotide sequence and size of both the

isolated mRNA and CDNA (Pierce et al., 1990; Baule and Foster, 1988;

Fazio et al., 1988a). cDNAs were found to differ only in the presence or

absence of specific domains corresponding to entire exons or segments of

exons. These variable cDNAs were shown to be the result of alternative

splicing of tropoelastin mRNA. Exon/intron borders in the elastin gene

appear to always split codons in the same way so that alternative splicing

can occur in a cassette-like fashion allowing the reading frame to be

maintained (Rosenbloom et al., 1993). Two types of alternative splicing

have been demonstrated. The first is complete excision of an entire exon,
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as seen with human exons 22, 23 and 32. The second is the excision of a

portion of an exon where alternative 5’ donor and 3’ acceptor sites are

used, as is the case for human exon 26A (Indik et al., 1987a). No obvious

sequence differences exist between consensus intron/exon boundaries of

alternatively and constitutively spliced exons in the human or bovine gene

(Indik et al., 1987a; Yeh et al., 1987) but specific sequence elements which

could contribute to alternative splicing have been identified in the rat gene

(Pierce et al., 1992b).

1.2.3 Isoforms of Tropoelastin

At least 11 human tropoelastin splice variants have been identified with

six exons shown to be subject to alternative splicing; exons 22, 23, 24,

26A, 32 and 33 (Boyd et al., 1991; Fazio et al., 1988a,b; Indik et al.,

1987a). Exon 23 is a cross—linking domain while exons 22, 24, 32 and 33

are hydrophobic domains. Exon 26A is the unusual hydrophilic domain

which does not directly participate in cross-linking.

The roles of the different isoforms of tropoelastin 1:13,; not yet been established.

Alternative splicing is developmentally regulated with age—related changes

in isoform ratio and splice site usage demonstrated in the rat (Heim et al.,

1991), cow (Yeh et al., 1989; Parks et al., 1988; Wrenn et al., 1987) and

chick (Baule and Foster, 1988; Barrineau et al., 1981). A higher splicing

out frequency of all alternatively spliced exons is seen in tissue from adult

cows compared with foetal and neonatal tissue (Yeh et al., 1989).

Tissue-specificity has not been clearly demonstrated, however, with only

minimal differences between tissues found. In rat heart, lung and aorta

mRNA of the same sizes were found in abundance in all three tissues

(Rich and Foster, 1989) and no obvious differences were seen in polypeptides
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from cell—free translation of bovine foetal ligament, lung, ear or aorta

mRNA (Parks et al., 1988). In situ hybridisation also showed that each of

the different isoforms were present in all bovine elastogenic tissue studied

(Parks et al., 1992). However, in the rat some tissue-specific splicing has

been demonstrated with exon 33 spliced at 9-12% frequency in the aorta *

and lung compared with just 2% in skin (Heim et al., 1991). Similarly,

changes in splice usage with age in chick aorta were not paralleled in

chick lung (Barrineau et aL, 1981). In addition, expressed protein containing

human exon 26A has so far been identified from foetal aortic cells but not

from skin fibroblasts (Fazio et al., 1988a; Indik et al., 1987a). In all species

and tissues, exon 33 appears to be the most frequently spliced (Parks et

al., 1992; Heim et al., 1991; Yeh et al., 1989).

1.2.4 Secretion and Post-Translational Modification

Smooth muscle cells, endothelial and microvascular cells, chondrocytes

and fibroblasts have all been demonstrated to synthesise elastin (Uitto et

al., 1991). Translation of mRNA takes place on ribosomes on rough

endoplasmic reticulum (RER). Chains of approximately 72kDa are released

into the lumen of the RER where the 26 amino acid signal peptide is

cleaved (Saunders and Grant, 1984). ’l‘ropoelastin is secreted to the plasma

membrane via secretory vesicles (Saunders and Grant, 1985; Damiano et

al., 1981) and it is possible to accumulate tropoelastin in the RER and

Golgi apparatus experimentally using inhibitors of protein secretion (Davis

and Mecham, 1996a). Inhibition of secretion of tropoelastin results in

intracellular degradation of the accumulated tropoelastin (Ikeda et al.,

1997; Davis and Mecham,l996a) and cysteine proteases have been shown

to be responsible for the degradation seen when tropoelastin accumulates

to a significant level in the RER; a process which has been speculated to
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be a clearance mechanism for aberrant tropoelastin (Davis and Mecham,

1996a). Newly synthesised tropoelastin has been estimated to take 1hr to

be secreted into the extracellular space in smooth muscle cells (Kao et al.,

1982) and as little as 20-30min in chick embryo artery cells (Saunders

and Grant, 1985; Rosenbloom and Cywinski, 1976a).

Tropoelastin undergoes very little post-translational modification and there

is no evidence for glycosylation. Hydroxylation of Pro residues occurs to a

variable degree with 3-20% total Pro hydroxylated by the enzyme prolyl

hydroxylase (Uitto et al., 1991; Uitto et al., 1976). It appears that Pro

hydroxylation is not necessary for elastic fibre synthesis and that

overhydroxylation may be detrimental. Inhibition of prolyl hydroxylase

does not affect tropoelastin secretion (Narayanan et al., 1977; Rosenbloom

and Cywinski, 1976b; Uitto et al., 1976) but overhydroxylation caused by

the addition of ascorbate, a cofactor of prolyl hydroxylase, to cell cultures

resulted in a decrease in elastin production (Davidson et al., 1997; Barone

et aL, 1985; Tinker and Rucker, 1985; Paris et 01., 1984). Overhydroxylation

may result in destabilisation of tropoelastin secondary structure thus

inhibiting coacervation and decreasing the ability of tropoelastin to form

fibres at physiological temperature (Urry et al., 1979). Cross-linking and

the formation of insoluble elastin is consequently also reduced (Section

1.2.7 and 1.2.8). Hydroxylation may therefore simply be a by-product of

collagen hydroxylation which occurs in the same cellular compartment.

More recently, however, it has been proposed that the effect of ascorbate

may be due to transcriptional regulation of elastin mRNA levels, although

the mechanism is not known (Davidson et at, 1997).
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1.2.5 The Role of Microfibrils

Deposition of tropoelastin into the extracellular space occurs only at defined

regions on the cell surface and tropoelastin is rapidly incorporated into

the forming elastic fibre without further proteolysis (Bressan and Prockop,

1977). Before any elastin is deposited, microfibrils are secreted into the

extracellular space close to the cell surface marking the first step in

elastogenesis (Cleary, 1987). In early elastogenesis elastic fibres are thus

exclusively made of microfibrils. The relative elastin content increases as

elastin is laid down in small clumps which gradually fuse to form amorphous

fibres (Mecham, 1991).

Since elastin is laid down in the same orientation as the microfibrils, it is

suggested that the microfibrils are a scaffold upon—which elastin is deposited

and thus directs the form of the growing fibre (Ross and Bomstein, 1969).

It is also suggested that the microfibrils serve to align the tropoelastin

molecules into the correct orientation for subsequent cross—linking (Mecham,

1991). The highly conserved C-terminus of tropoelastin is necessary for

correct elastic fibre formation and when missing severely alters fibre integrity,

as noted in lamb ductus arteriosis where a truncated tropoelastin is present

and does not form fibres (Hinek and Rabinovitch. 1993) and similarly in

SVAS (Section 1.1.3). The two Cys residues confined to the C—terminus of

tropoelastin have been demonstrated to form an intrachain disulfide bond

and molecular modelling has predicted the formation of a hairpin loop

forming a positively charged pocket with the C—terminal RKRK sequence at

the end (Brown et al., 1992). It was speculated that this pocket could

provide a non-covalent binding site for the highly acidic microfibrils. It has

now been confirmed experimentally that tropoelastin will indeed bind to

the microfibrillar protein MAGP—l (Bashir et al., 1994; Brown-Augsburger

et al., 1994) and the binding has been localised to the C-terminus of
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tropoelastin (Brown-Augsburger et al., 1996; 1994) and the N-terminal

half of MAGP-l (Brown-Augsburger et al., 1996). Both proteins appear to

require an intact secondary structure which has been cited as evidence

that binding is not simply ionic (Brown—Augsburger et al., 1994).

Transglutaminase mediated cross—linking of MAGP-l to tropoelastin might

then covalently lock this association (Mecham et al., 1995; Brown-

Augsburger et al., 1994). Blocking MAGP-l or the C—terminus of tropoelastin

with antibodies reduces elastin accumulation in the extracellular matrix

(Mecham et al., 1995; Brown-Augsburger et al., 1994) indicating that the

interaction between tropoelastin and MAGP—l is an important step in

fibrillogenesis.

It is still unknown how the other microfibrillar proteins contribute to

fibrillogenesis. Mutations in fibrillin-1, for example, result in Marfan

syndrome characterised by widespread connective tissue abnormalities

and an increase in elastin fragmentation (Section 1.1.3). A large number of

different fibrillin-1 gene mutations have been identified, most of them

unique and most involving single amino acid substitutions in various

domains, yet all capable of causing Marfan syndrome (Dietz and Pyeritz,

1995). Mutations in the second fibrillin gene causes a related disorder,

congenital contractural arachnodactyly (Lee et at, 1991). Fibrillin is thought

to be the major component of microfibrils which align in a head-to-tail

fashion as parallel bundles of 6-8 molecules to form most of the microfibrillar

structure (Gibson et al., 1996). It is unknown whether tropoelastin binds

directly to fibrillin. It has been speculated that MAGP-l, which has been

localised to the bead region of the microfibril (Henderson et al., 1996), may

stabilise the end—to—end or lateral aggregation of fibrillin by disulfide bonding

(Gibson etal., 1996) or possibly by transglutaminase cross—linking (Mecham

et al., 1995) thereby providing an anchor for tropoelastin to fibrillin.
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1.2.6 The Role of the Elastin Binding Protein

The mechanism behind the specific targeting of the tropoelastin molecule

to sites of fibre formation on the cell surface is gradually being elucidated.

Initially, the conserved C-terminus of tropoelastin was speculated as being

involved in membrane binding as a targeting mechanism but this has

been shown not to be the case (Grosso and Mecham, 1988). It is now clear

that an elastin associating protein such as the elastin binding protein

(EBP), or receptor, is involved in this targeting (Hinek et al., 1988).

Tropoelastin binds to a receptor complex consisting of at least three proteins:

61 and 55kDa membrane binding proteins and a peripheral 67kDa elastin

binding component (Mecham et al., 1989). The 67kDa domain is related to

an alternatively spliced form of B-galactosidase and has at least two binding

sites: one for tropoelastin and a carbohydrate binding domain (Hinek et

al., 1993). Binding of a carbohydrate such as lactose or galactose greatly

reduces affinity of EBP for tropoelastin and to the membrane anchor.

Upon carbohydrate binding, any tropoelastin bound to EBP is released

and at the same time EBP is released from its anchor on the membrane

bound protein (Mecham et al., 1991; Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2. Model of the elastin binding protein (EBP) complex. The EBP complex
consists of two membrane bound proteins of 61 and 55kDa and a 67kDa peripheral
subunit which binds tropoelastin and sugars through two separate sites. Tropoelastin
binds to the intact EBP complex (a). When a sugar moeity binds to the EBP (such as
from a glycosylated microfibril), the 67kDa subunit loses its affinity for both
tropoelastin and the membrane-bound protein (b) releasing tropoelastin onto the
growing elastic fibre (adapted from Mecham. 1991).
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EBP binds tropoelastin primarily at the VGVAPG peptide site of human

tropoelastin (Mecham et al., 1989) although other binding sequences have

also been demonstrated (Grosso and Scott, 1993a). There is evidence that

EBP and tropoelastin form a complex intracellularly and that EBP acts as

a molecular chaperone by protecting tropoelastin from intracellular

degradation and coacervation (see below; Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994).

EBP-tropoelastin complex is secreted together onto the cell-surface (Hinek

and Rabinovitch, 1994), where it is proposed to interact with highly

glycosylated microfibrils at EBP’s carbohydrate binding site thus releasing

tropoelastin specifically onto the surface of the microfibril. The EBP may

then be recycled by internalisation, transferred through endosomal

compartments where it again binds newly synthesised tropoelastin and is

secreted (Hinek et al., 1995). More recently, however, the existence of

other intracellular tropoelastin—binding proteins has been demonstrated

although their role has not yet been elucidated (Davis and Mecham, 1996b).

1.2.7 Role of Coacervation

Tropoelastin is completely soluble in cold aqueous solutions of less than

20°C. However, on raising the temperature towards the physiological range

the solution becomes cloudy as the tropoelastin molecules aggregate by

interactions between hydrophobic domains in a process referred to as

coacervation. The process is thermodynamically controlled and can be

reversed by cooling the solution. If coacervated solutions are left to settle,

a liquid—liquid phase separation occurs. The bottom layer forms a sticky

visco—elastic phase containing highly concentrated tropoelastin and

approximately 60% water While the top layer is an aqueous equilibrium

solution (Urry, 1988). Coacervation of tropoelastin is considered to be an

important step in fibrillogenesis and it has been suggested that coacervation
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both concentrates and aligns tropoelastin molecules prior to cross—linking

(Urry, 1978).

There is evidence from circular dichroism (CD) studies that coacervate

formation of tropoelastin and (x-elastin (an oxalic acid-solubilised derivative

of elastin) is an ordering process where polypeptide molecules are converted

from a state of very little order to a conformation typical of substantial

levels of structure (Starcher et al., 1973; Urry et al., 1969). Tropoelastin

coacervates studied by electron microscopy reveal filamentous arrays similar

in size to filaments from elastin (Cox et al., 1974). Bundles of filaments

thought to be due to lateral association are also seen (Bressan et al., 1986;

Bressan et al., 1983). Optical diffraction also demonstrates the presence of

5mm filaments in tropoelastin coacervates (Volpin et al., 1976). Similar

results are seen with synthetic polypeptide models of tropoelastin studied

by various techniques (Rapaka and Urry, 1978; Urry and Long, 1976; Urry

et al., 1974a, b). Thus the overall interpretation is that coacervation is a

self-assembly process of tropoelastin into a fibrillar structure which

increases both the intra— and intermolecular order of the molecule.

Overhydroxylation of Pro residues increases its hydrophilicity and may

therefore reduce the ability of tropoelastin to coacervate providing an

explanation for the reduced elastic fibre formation seen in the presence of

ascorbate (Barone et aL, 1985). Cross-linking of tropoelastin by lysyl oxidase

is greatly reduced at low temperatures when tropoelastin is not coacervated

(Narayanan et al., 1978) despite the level of lysyl oxidase activity being

unaffected (Narayanan et al., 1977). This indicates that coacervation is

crucial for adequate cross-linking. It is not known, however, if coacervation

favours cross—linking by intermolecular alignment of individual molecules,

by changes in conformation or hydrophobicity of tropoelastin or simply by

concentrating the molecules.
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1.2.8 Cross-Linking

After secretion into the extracellular space, tropoelastin is rapidly

insolubilised by cross-link formation without any further modifications or

proteolytic processing (Bressan and Prockop, 1977). The initial reaction is

an oxidative deamination of Lys residues by the enzyme lysyl oxidase to

produce allysine, also known as a—amino adipic 6—semialdehyde (Figure

1.3). All subsequent reactions are spontaneous and involve the condensation

of Lys and allysine residues to produce cross-links such as allysine aldol,

lysinonorleucine, merodesmosine and the tetrafunctional cross-links unique

to elastin, desmosine and isodesmosine (Reiser et aL, 1992). The structures

and likely route of formation of these cross-links are shown in Figure 1.3.

Lysyl oxidase is a copper-dependent enzyme, highly therrnostable and

with a broad pH optimum. It initiates cross-link formation in both collagen

and elastin (Kagan and Sullivan, 1982). When lysyl oxidase is inhibited

cross—linking is greatly reduced and tropoelastin accumulates in tissues

demonstrating the vital importance of this enzyme in elastogenesis (Tinker

et al., 1990). Nutritional deprivation of copper in humans and animals can

lead to haemorrhage and aortic aneurysms (Tinker and Rucker, 1985).

This is the basis for most tropoelastin purification protocols; animals are

either fed copper deficient diets reducing lysyl oxidase activity (Rucker,

1982; Sandberg and Wolt, 1982) or lysyl oxidase is inhibited irreversibly

by lathyrogens such as B—aminopropionitrile (Rich and Foster, 1982; Foster

et al., 1975). The affinity of lysyl oxidase is highest for insoluble forms of

tropoelastin and collagen rather than monomers in solution emphasising

the importance of tropoelastin coacervation to subsequent biosynthetic

events (Section 1.2.7). Lysyl oxidase has been localised immunologically to

the mature elastic fibre, indicating that it may be incorporated into the

growing fibre (Kagan et al., 1986).



Figure 1.3 Structure and route of formation of elastin cross-links. The reaction

catalysed by lysyl oxidase (shaded) converts lysine to allysine. The subsequent spontaneous

condensations between lysine and allysine produces the other cross-links with the

tetrafuncu'onal desmosine and isodesmosine thought to result from two different pathways.
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Most of the Lys residues in tropoelastin are incorporated into cross-links.

Desmosines and isodesmosines are formed from four Lys residues (Partridge

et al., 1964) but only link two tropoelastin chains (Foster et al., 1974).

Three allysines and one Lys residue contribute to each desmosine and

isodesmosine. It is thought that the presence of an aromatic residue (Tyr

or Phe) on the C-terminal side of Lys prevents oxidation by lysyl oxidase

(Foster et at, 1974) favouring lysinonorleucine formation and thus directing

desmosine and isodesmosine formation (Reiser et al., 1992).

Lys residues in Ala-rich regions are always in groups of two or three

separated by either two or three Ala residues. These regions are a—helical

(Foster et al., 1976) and the separation of Lys by two or three Ala places

the Lys residues near one another on the same side of the helix, resulting

in a conformation favourable to desmosine and isodesmosine formation.

Only two exons, 19 and 25, contain three Lys residues instead of two.

These exons are significant in that three separate tropoelastin chains are

joined using these domains. Exons l9 and 25 of two antiparallel chains

are joined by a desmosine and exon 10 from a third tropoelastin chain

bridges them through two lysinonorleucine cross-links utilising the

remaining two Lys residues (Brown-Augsburger et al., 1995; Mecham et

al., 1995). This is the first demonstration of specific cross—links joining

more than two chains. The Lys residues in Pro-containing domains which

dominate the N—terminal half of tropoelastin are unlikely to be a—helical

and hence unlikely to form desmosine or isodesmosine although their

specific structures and interactions have not been determined.
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1.3 DEGRADATION AND REPAIR

 1.3.1 Elastases and Elastolysis

Insoluble elastin has a very slow turnover in normal tissues. In adult rat

lung, turnover was estimated to be several years, approaching the lifetime

of the organism (Dubick et al., 1981). One of the reasons for this may be

the high resistance of elastin to proteolytic degradation. The group of

proteases able to degrade insoluble elastin are collectively known as elastases

and are generally active on a large number of substrates beside elastin.

: Serine elastases, which include pancreatic elastase, polymorphonuclear

l leukocyte elastase (also known as neutrophil elastase) and Cathepsin G

are the most abundant elastases in mammals (Stone et al., 1982). Blood   

  

  

   

 

  

  

   

    

monocytes also contain elastolytic metalloproteinases called matrix

metalloproteinases which include 92 and 72kDa gelatinases, matrilysin

and macrophage elastase (Shapiro, 1994). Blood monocytes produce serine

elastases but after differentiation to macrophages lose this ability and

produce matrix metalloproteinases instead (Shapiro, 1994). An important

regulator of elastase function, particularly in lung, is al-proteinase inhibitor

(Shapiro, 1994; Werb et al., 1982).

Elastin degradation is important in many physiological processes such as

growth, wound healing, pregnancy and tissue remodelling (Werb et al.,

1982). However, inappropriate and uncontrolled elastolysis can be

destructive, contributing to disorders such as emphysema in the lung and

atherosclerosis in arteries. Elastolysis in arteries can be enhanced by

lipids and cholesterol (Kagan et al., 1977). Increased elastolytic activity

has also been observed in skin disorders such as cutis laxa (Fornieri et al.,

1994). Increased elastolysis and degradation of elastin is also a feature of

normal ageing (Braverman and Fonferko, 1982; Hall, 1976) suggesting

elastolytic enzymes may produce damage slowly and may accumulate over
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a lifetime (Braverman and Fonferko, 1982).

1.3.2 Repair of Damaged Fibres

Repair of protease damaged elastin can occur but does not produce elastin

of the same quality as when originally laid down during growth. Some

reutilisation of elastin peptides appears to occur. Rather than complete

degradation and resynthesis of damaged elastin fibres, reduplication and

reinsertion of peptides into the fibres appears to be the repair mechanism

(Tinker et al., 1990). This is in agreement with the repair mechanism

found in damaged neonatal rat aortic tissue where it was also found that

little new tropoelastin was incorporated into repaired fibres (Stone et al.,

1988). Tropoelastin gene expression does, however, appear to be stimulated

after injury in adult smooth muscle cells suggesting that new tropoelastin

may have a role in repair (Belknap et al., 1996). A new form of cross-link

incorporating a Schiff base was hypothesised to occur in repaired elastin

resulting in an altered structure likely to weaken the overall structure

(Stone et al., 1988). This may explain the observation that in the repair of

lung tissue occurring after experimentally induced emphysema, elastin

levels can return to normal but the new elastic fibres are highly disorganised

and not fully functional (Soskel and Sandberg, 1987; Rucker and Dubick,

1984).

1.3.3 Proteolysis of Tropoelastin

Tropoelastin, compared with elastin, is far more vulnerable to proteolysis

(Christner et al., 1978). Purification of tropoelastin from tissues usually

results in extensive degradation which can be substantially reduced by
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using protease inhibitors, particularly of serine proteases (Franzblau et

al., 1989; Rich and Foster, 1984; Rucker, 1982; Sandberg and Wolt, 1982).

Specific degradation has also been noted in cell culture of smooth muscle

cells which was attributed to a metalloprotease (Hayashi et al., 1995).

Even highly purified tropoelastin has been reported to degrade into

approximately five discrete bands on prolonged storage, leading to a

hypothesis that it is co-purified with an intrinsic protease which promotes

its gradual breakdown (Mecham and Foster, 1977; Mecham et al., 1977;

Mecham et al., 1976). Mammalian serum contains proteases which are

capable of degrading tropoelastin (Romero et al., 1986). Serum has also

been shown to induce elastase activity in smooth muscle cells leading to

degradation of elastin (Kobayashi et al., 1994). Serine protease inhibitors

can reduce the degradation of tropoelastin caused by serum (Romero et

al., 1986).

There have been some differing hypotheses put forward as to the possible

role and consequences of tropoelastin degradation. Franzblau et al. (1989)

suggested that the extensive degradation seen in purified tropoelastin was

not an artifact of purification but was part of normal elastogenesis clue to

discrete cleavage from the C-terminus preferentially at Tyr residues, thus

removing any incorrectly cross-linked fibres. However, this is in conflict

with evidence showing tropoelastin to be incorporated into the fibre without

any degradation (Bressan and Prockop, 1977). Other workers have

postulated that serine proteases modulate tropoelastin mRNA levels by

suggesting that soluble tropoelastin accumulation acts as a negative

feedback control mechanism for transcription (McGowan et al., 1996).

Soluble peptides produced by degradation of elastin with elastase have

been demonstrated to down—regulate mRNA levels when added to undigested

elastin-producing cultures, while increasing mRNA levels in damaged

cultures thus serving to localise repair to damaged tissues (Foster and
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Curtiss, 1990; Foster et al., 1990). Soluble elastin peptides are

chemoattractants for monocytes and fibroblasts suggesting that protease

degradation products derived from cross-linked material have a role in cell

migration and inflammation (Wachi et al., 1995; Bisaccia et al., 1994;

Grosso and Scott, l993a;b). Thus, the proteolytic degradation of tropoelastin

and elastin may have important consequences for normal elastogenesis

and repair processes.

1.4 MECHANISM OF ELASTICITY

1.4.1 Introduction

Various structural models have been proposed to explain the function of

elastin and its ability to recoil after being stretched. There is good evidence

to suggest that the basis of the elasticity of elastin is entropic - i.e;

stretching decreases the entropy of the system and that recoil is driven by

a spontaneous return to maximum entropy (Gosline 1978a; Dorrington

and McCrum, 1977; Weis-Fogh and Andersen, 1970). It is the mechanism

by which this occurs that is speculative. There are two groups of structure—

funetion models proposed — those where elastin is considered to be isotropic

and devoid of structure and those which consider elastin to be anisotropic

containing regions of order. The following is a summary of the major

models proposed.
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1.4.2 Random Chain Model

The random chain model (Hoeve and Flory, 1974) considers elastin to be

like a typical rubber. It consists of random, flexible chains that are kinetically

free and in constant motion due to thermal agitation (Figure 1.4a). The

chains are linked together by permanent random cross-links producing an

amorphous rubber-like matrix. Elasticity arises due to an increase in

order when these random chains are stretched. The return to maximum

entropy is the driving force to return the chains to random conformation

when the stretching force is removed.

There is ample evidence to support the random chain model. The amino

acid sequence of elastin is conducive to random chains - they are rich in

Gly and small amino acids which provide least restriction to kinetic freedom

of the chain and Pro, a helix breaker, may also help to keep the chains

free (Gosline, 1980). Single elastin fibres have been studied by polarised

light microscopy and found to exhibit no birefringence indicating isotropic

(random) conformation and no evidence was found of the presence of

filaments or fibrils (Aaron and Gosline, 1980). The mechanical state of

elastin was found to be typical of an amorphous polymer in viscoelastic

transition phase in agreement with rubber elasticity theory (Dorrington et

al., 1975). Elastin goes through a glass transition typical of rubbers (Gosline

and French, 1979). Raman spectroscopy has demonstrated that elastin

purified from bovine ligamentum nuchae was substantially disordered

(Prescott et al., 1987). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies on elastin

also indicated that the backbone is highly mobile, indicating kinetically

free chains (1‘orchia and Piez, 1973).
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Figure 1.4 Proposed elastin structural models. Four models are described in the text. a.

Random coil model. consisting of random chains held together by cross-links b. Liquid-

drop model. consisting of globular tropoelastin molecules linked by cross-links c. Oiled-coil

model. consisting of alternating (it-helical cross-linking domains joining two or more chains

and an 'oiled coil' formed by the hydrophobic domains d. Fibrillar model, consisting of on-

helical cross—linking regions and a loose helix. the B-spiral, formed by the repeating

hydrophobic domains. The B-spirals can associate to form larger filaments which along

with the cross-links hold several chains together (adapted from Bailey and Etherington,

1980).
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A major difference between elastin and true rubbers is that elastin is not

self—lubricating and is only elastic when swollen in water. Thus, hydrophobic

interactions have been implicated as an important force in elasticity,

resulting in some modifications to the random chain model. Gosline (1978a)

suggested that because elastin contains such a large proportion of

hydrophobic amino acids, hydrophobic interactions between these non-polar

side-chains and water plays a major role in the elastic mechanism of

elastin. Energy changes determined by calorimetric studies of the

extension/relaxation process of elastin could be explained by hydrophobic

interaction with water (Gosline, 1978b). It was proposed by this study that

water is absorbed by elastin and forced to associate with non-polar residues

when elastin is stretched resulting in an ordering of the water molecules

with the resulting entropy change providing an additional restoring force

(Gosline, 1980; Gosline 1978a). The effect of water as a plasticiser has

been demonstrated by an increase in stiffness and loss of resilience seen

when the water content of elastin was reduced (Lillie and Gosline, 1990).

This hydrophobicity mechanism as a driving force in entropic elasticity is

compatible with the random chain model.

1.4.3 Preferred-Conformation Models

Although most of the early physical studies performed are compatible with

the random chain model, several features of elastin cannot readily be

reconciled with this model. The ability of tropoelastin to coacervate and

form fibrous structures (Section 1.2.7) is largely ignored (Bailey and

Etherington, 1980). The fibrous nature of elastin seen by electron microscopy

also 4965 is not easily accommodated by a random chain model. The

ability of tropoelastin to serve as a substrate for lysyl oxidase preferentially

in the coacervate state indicates a degree of order, as does its interaction
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with MAGP-l (Section 1.2.5). Problems have also been noted in the choice

of solvents used for physical experiments. For example, Hoeve and Flory

(1974) used 30% ethylene glycol for their experiments which may have

affected the physical properties of elastin (Bailey and Ethen‘ngton, 1980;

Volpin and Ciferri, 1970).

1.4.3. 1 ‘Liquid Drap’ Model

The liquid drop model assumes that elastin swollen in water may be

considered a two-phase system composed of globular molecules (oil droplets)

connected by cross—links (Weis—Fogh and Andersen, 1970; Figure 1.4b).

Deformation of the droplets by stretching exposes hydrophobic groups in

the interior to the surrounding water, thus decreasing the entropy of the

system. The restoring force is driven by entropic increase in the reverse

process. The heat produced by stretching elastin was found to be many

times greater than the mechanical work, consistent with the liquid drop

but not the classical rubber model. Although the liquid drop model has

been criticised (Gosline, 1976; Hoeve and Flory, 1974) the work of Gosline

(Section 1.4.2) agrees with the basic idea of hydrophobic interactions in

the mechanism of elasticity but disagrees with the structural tenets of the

liquid drop model. More recently the results of optical spectroscopy of

elastin and K-elastin (a potassium hydroxide-solubilised form of elastin)

were used to propose that elastin architecture is like that proposed by the

liquid drop model i.e. globular molecules linked by cross-links, but the

hydrophobic mechanism of elasticity was rejected due to the apparent

high mobility of the hydrophobic regions (Debelle et al., 1995). However,

these results also contradicted the random chain and fibrillar models

(Section 1.4.3.3).
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1.4.3.2 ‘Oiled Coil' Model

An alternative model based on the liquid—drop model was proposed by

Gray et al. (1973), termed the ‘oiled coil’ (Figure 1.40). Rather than the

globular units of the liquid-drop model, this structural model was based

on fibrillar units of alternating a—helical cross-linking domains and a broad

coil (the oiled coil) consisting of the hydrophobic repeat units enriched for

Gly, Val and Pro. The Gly residues are on the exterior of the coil and the

hydrophobic Val and Pro residues on the interior. Upon extension the

hydrophobic interior of the coil is exposed to water and, as in the other

hydrophobic models, results in an entropic change which provides the

restoring force when released. Being a fixed configuration model incompatible

with the high mobility expected for random chains, the oiled coil model

has been largely rejected for similar reasons to the liquid-drop model

(Gosline, 1976; Hoeve and Flory, 1974).

1.4.3.3 Fibrillar Model

The fibrillar model (Figure 1.4d), first proposed by Urry (1974), is based on

extensive studies of the repeating hydrophobic segments of tropoelastin

including: the hexapeptide APGVGV, the pentapeptide VPGVG and the

tetrapeptide VPGG. These polypeptide repeats have been shown by

techniques such as CD and NMR to be able to form a stable conformation

known as the type II B—turn (Urry and Long, 1976; Urry et al., 1974b).

When the temperature is raised these B—turns will optimise intramolecular

hydrophobic interactions by forming a loose helix, the B—spiral, with the

B—turns acting as spacers between turns of the helix. Several B-spirals

then associate to optimise hydrophobic interactions between molecules,

forming twisted filaments (Urry, 1982). These interactions occur during
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the coacervation process. B-spirals are dynamic structures with preferred

rather than fixed conformations and similarly it is proposed that the

interchain hydrophobic interactions are dynamic also (Urry and Long,

1977). The overall structure of elastin is therefore proposed in this model

to consist of alternating B-spirals formed by the hydrophobic domains and

a—helical cross-linking domains with the individual chains being held

together by both cross—links and hydrophobic interactions (Urry, 1974).

In the fibrillar model, the entropic elasticity is explained by the librational

entropy mechanism. The B-spirals are a loose coil and are filled with water

molecules contiguous with the surrounding bulk water. The peptide

segments between B—tums are dynamic and undergo low-amplitude, high—

frequency rocking motions known as librations. When the spiral is stretched,

the librations decrease in amplitude and introduce order to the protein.

The entropy is decreased and provides the restoring elastic force. A more

specific function is proposed for the penta- and hexapeptide segments in

the B—spiral. The pentapeptide B-spiral is elastomeric while the hexapeptide

B—spirals, which are more rigid, are proposed to function as interlocking

and aligning segments (Urry, 1974).

This model is supported by a significant amount of experimental data, the

majority of which have used polypeptide models of the repeat regions (see

above). As already outlined in Section 1.2.7, coacervation of oc—elastin,

tropoelastin and the polypeptide models results in an increase in order

With type II B-turns the predominant secondary structure, particularly in

the hydrophobic polypeptides (Castiglione Morelli et al., 1993; Megret et

al., 1993; Tamburro et al., 1990; Bressan et al., 1986; Bressan et al.,

1983; Uny and Long, 1976; Cox et al., 1974). Coacervation also results in

fibre formation (Bressan et al., 1986; Bressan et al., 1983; Cox et al.,

1974) and the viscous coacervate can readily be drawn into fibres (Partridge
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and Whiting, 1977). When synthetically cross-linked, the polypentapeptide

exhibits an elastic modulus similar to elastin and an increase in elastic

force with increasing temperature over the temperature range that

coacervation and conformational changes occur (Urry et al., 1985). This

demonstrates that elastic force only develops as structure and order increase,

the exact opposite of the behaviour expected of random chains.

1.4.4 Microscopic Evidence of Structure

Microscopic studies of elastic fibres strongly suggest the presence of

structure, in particular a filamentous or fibrillar structure. Transmission

and scanning electron microscopy of purified elastin showed elastin to

consist of interwoven and twisted fibrils (Gotte, 1977). 100nm diameter

fibrils were seen at low resolution but at high resolution individual filaments

of 3mm diameter were observed (Gotte, 1977). When stretched, filaments

showed a 5mm centre-to-centre distance and appeared to have a globular

structure. A parallel array of primary filaments with similar centre—to—centre

distance were seen in undegraded elastin from bovine ligamentum nuchae

(Serafini—Fracassini et al., 1976). Extensive inter-filament cross-linking was

ruled out since fibres were easily separated by sonication indicating that

cross-linking may be confined to the primary filament and hydrophobic

interactions may hold the structural units together. More recently a variety

of structures of different magnitude, including filaments, fibrils, fibres,

networks and dendritic leaf forms were all identified in elastin samples by

scanning and transmission electron microscopy indicating elastin may be

made up of repeating self—similar structures on many levels (Tamburro et

al., 1995).

The same type of filamentous organization is seen in tropoelastin coacervates
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(Cox et al., 1974). Lateral association of 5mm filaments and a second type

consisting of 100—150nm banded filaments were seen in tropoelastin

coacervates (Bressan et al., 1986; Bressan et al., 1983). Optical diffraction

of tropoelastin and oc-elastin coacervates also demonstrated the presence

of filaments with the same centre-to-centre diameter aligned in parallel

arrays (Volpin et al., 1976).

The results from electron microscopy of elastin and tropoelastin coacervates

have been criticised as artifactual due to the harsh chemical techniques

used to fix and prepare samples. More recent work, however, has utilised

quick-freeze deep—etch electron microscopy which minimises such artifacts

because no such treatments are involved. Using this technique, the elastin

component of bovine ear cartilage is seen to be densely packed with a

random network of fine filaments of 7nm average diameter (Mecham and

Heuser, 1990) in good agreement with previous data. In the relaxed state

it appears that the filaments are arranged randomly but when the elastin

fibre is stretched filaments are oriented in the direction of the applied

force showing the filamentous structure quite Clearly (Mecham and Heuser,

1991). This same study found purified tropoelastin monomers seen by

freeze-fracture and rotary shadowing to be globular with 5-7nm diameter,

suggesting that these globules join together in three dimensions to form

the filamentous structures of the same diameter.

1.4.5 Structural Studies on Soluble Elastins

Soluble forms of elastin include tropoelastin and elastin solubilised by

oxalic acid (on-elastin) or potassium hydroxide (K-elastin). The elastin

derivatives are a heterogeneous mixture of partially cross-linked peptides

with a wide molecular weight range. However, they are much easier to  
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obtain than tropoelastin and have therefore been studied in preference to

the more logical elastin precursor, tropoelastin. CD studies of a—elastin in

aqueous solution have shown a large negative peak at 200nm compatible

with high levels of disordered regions but also a negative shoulder at

220nm which is thought to result from (x-helix (Tamburro et aL, 1977;

Starcher et aL, 1973; Urry et aL, 1969) now assigned to cross-link regions.

When OL—elastin was studied by CD at increasing temperatures an increase

in order was seen compatible with the appearance of both (x-helix and

B—bends (Tamburro et aL, 1977) in agreement with CD studies of coacervates.

Thus, CD data of soluble a-elastin points not to a totally disordered protein

but to a partially ordered one which increases in structure with heating

and coacervation.

Tropoelastin, being much harder to isolate, has not been studied in as

much detail as solubilised elastin and some conflicting data exists. CD

spectra of chick tropoelastin showed it to be partially ordered and not

completely random (Rucker et aL, 1973). However, zone velocity

centrifugation established tropoelastin to be a random coil, quite different

in properties from globular proteins (Schein et aL, 1977). These experiments

were carried out in a sucrose gradient which was suggested to affect the

hydration of tropoelastin as sucrose is a very poor solvent for tropoelastin

(discussion following Schein et aL, 1977).

More recently the secondary structure for tropoelastin was predicted to

contain ten oc—helices separated by more ambiguous structures, mainly

predicted to be B-sheet (Debelle et al.,_ 1992). The a-helices corresponded

to the cross-linking regions and the B—sheet regions to the hydrophobic

regions. CD spectra of bovine tropoelastin found it to be typical of disordered

proteins but could also be assigned to short and distorted B—barrels, with

total secondary structure calculated as 10% a—helix, 30% B-sheet, 20%
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B—turn and 40% coil in broad agreement With predictions (Debelle and

Alix, 1995). Various optical spectroscopic techniques used to study K—elastin

revealed it to have different local conformation to elastin suggesting that

may not be a good model for elastin (Debelle et al., 1995). CD studies of

K-elastin suggested that its global conformation was similar to tropoelastin

being mainly disordered but possibly containing short, distorted B-barrels

(Debelle et al., 1995). From this study, it was suggested that elastin is

made up of a three—dimensional arrangement of globular tropoelastin

molecules connected by cross—links, akin to the liquid-drop model

architecture with (x—helical cross-linking regions and hydrophobic elastic

regions made up of short and distorted highly mobile B-barrels (Debelle et

al., 1995). Thus, it may be possible to study soluble elastin, particularly

tropoelastin, to help shed light on the overall structure of elastin.

1.5 SOURCES OF TROPOELASTIN

1 .5. 1 Tissue Extracts

When tropoelastin was first studied the only way to obtain it was from

animal tissues and this is today still routinely used to obtain tropoelastin.

Chicks and piglets are the most commonly used sources. Since tropoelastin

is rapidly cross-linked in vivo it does not exist in any appreciable quantities

in normal animal tissue. To increase yields, it is therefore necessary to

inhibit cross-linking by feeding either copper—deficient diets or lathyrogens,

such as B-aminopropionitrile, to young animals. These techniques are very

labour and time intensive. Copper-starvation requires careful monitoring

of every aspect of diet in special animal raising facilities and many weeks

may be needed to raise animals to a significant level of deficiency (Sandberg

and Wolt, 1982). Both copper-deficiency and lathyrogens, even with extreme
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care, may result in some discomfort to animals as they are often showing

signs of deficiency and illness prior to sacrifice (Rich and Foster, 1982;

Sandberg and Welt, 1982).

In addition to these problems, yields of tropoelastin from animals are low

and many animals are required to obtain sufficient tropoelastin for study.

Only 2mg tropoelastin is typically obtained from a gram of copper—deficient

pig aorta (Smith et al., 1972) while 500-700 chicks were required to obtain

30mg tropoelastin (Rucker, 1982). With lathyrogens up to 2000 chicks

were used to prepare 65mg tropoelastin (Foster et al., 1975) although

various improvements reduced this to 200 chicks for 40mg (Rich, and

Foster, 1982). Numerous steps are required to extract tropoelastin from

tissues, including mincing, extensive salt solubilisation, coacervation,

alcohol fractionation, ion—exchange and gel-filtration. In addition, use of

enzyme inhibitors greatly improved quality and quantity of yield (Narayanan
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and Page, 1974; Sandberg et al., 1974). Obviously, these methods limit  

 

   

 

   

tropoelastin available for study to animal forms and alternative methods

are needed to study human tropoelastin.

1.5.2 Recombinant Tropoelastins

The production of recombinant tropoelastin in bacterial systems has greatly

simplified the availability of tropoelastin. In addition, it provides a valuable

means for obtaining human tropoelastin. Modified bovine tropoelastin,

consisting of exons 15-36, has been expressed in Escherichia coli as a

Protein-A fusion (Grosso et al., 1991). Purification was greatly simplified

compared with tissue extraction methods but relatively low yields of 2—

10mg/L culture were obtained. Purification involved a hazardous cyanogen

bromide (CNBr) cleavage which, due to the highly acidic reaction conditions,
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has the potential for damage to the polypeptide. The final product, although

useful, was not a physiologically relevant form of tropoelastin. A human

tropoelastin cDNA has also been expressed in bacteria as a fusion with

influenza NSl protein (Indik et al., 1990). This isoform of tropoelastin,

containing exon 26A and the signal peptide, was the first form of human

tropoelastin to be obtained for study. Other isoforms have now also been

expressed in recombinant form (Bedell-Hogan et al., 1993). Tropoelastin

was expressed in E. coli for six to seven hours producing insoluble

recombinant tropoelastin (Indik et al., 1990). CNBr was again necessary

for purification with the resulting yield a relatively modest 2-4mg/L culture.

Recombinant forms of tropoelastin have proved to be viable alternatives to

tissue—derived tropoelastin. Recombinant tropoelastin reacts with elastin

antibodies, is a chemotactic agent (Indik et al., 1990) and is a substrate

for lysyl oxidase (Bedell-Hogan et al., 1993). In all recombinant systems

used so far, purified tropoelastin showed distinct degradation products

which were sufficiently severe in one case that unfused tropoelastin could

not be produced at all (Indik et al., 1990). Recombinant systems clearly

have great potential as sources of tropoelastin although there is great

room for significant improvement upon existing expression and purification

systems.

1.6 AIMS OF THIS WORK

The aims of the present work are:

1. to assist in the long-term study of tropoelastin properties, functional

interactions and biosynthesis by developing an improved recombinant

expression and purification system for different isoforms of human

tropoelastin.
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  " 2. to use the recombinant tropoelastins to shed some light on the structural

' and functional aspects of elastin biosynthesis and interactions.
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2. 1 Chemicals

Ampicillin, 5-bromo-4—chloro-3-indoyl B—D-galactopyranoside (X—Gal),

isopropyl—B-D—thiogalactoside (IPTG) and ethidium bromide were from Progen

Industries (Australia). Acrylamide, bisacrylamide, ammonium persulfate

(APS) and N, N, N', N’-tetramethylethylene diamine (TEMED) were from

Boehringer Mannheim (Germany). All other chemicals used were of analytical

reagent grade. TE is IOmM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, lmM EDTA and was sterilised

by autoclaving before use.

2.2 Bacterial Strains and Growth Media

All bacterial strains used were from existing laboratory stocks except BMH17-

18 mutS (Clontech, USA). Strains and their genotypes are given (Sambrook

et a1., 1989).

XLl-Blue: supE44 hst17 recAl endAl gyrA46 thi relAl lac’ F’[proAB+

laclq lacZAMlS Tn10(tet’)]

DH50L: supE44 AlacUl 69 ((1)80 lacflMlS) hstl? recAl endAl gyrA96

thi-l reIAl

HMSl74: recAl hst nf

BL21(DE3): hst gal (Aclts857 indISam7 nin5 lacUV5—T7 gene1)

BMH17—18 mutS: thi supE A(lac-proAB) [mutS::Tn10] [F’ proAB lacPZAMlS]

Bacto tryptone and bacto yeast extract were obtained from Difco Laboratories

(USA) and agar from Life Technologies (USA). Luria—Bertani media (LB)

consisted of 1%[w/v] bacto tryptone, 0.5%[w/V] bacto yeast extract,

0.5%[w/v] NaCl and supplemented where appropriate with ampicillin
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(50ug/m1). 2TY media consisted of 1.6%[w/V] bacto tryptone, 1%[w/V]

bacto yeast extract, and 0.5%[w/v] NaCl with SOug/m1 ampicillin. All media

were sterilised before use by autoclaving and cooled to < 50°C before

adding ampicillin. Plates (25ml) were made from LB containing 1.5% agar

which was added before autoclaving. Media was allowed to cool before

ampicillin, IPTG or X—Gal were added and plates poured.

Bacteria were stored in 25% glycerol at -80°C for long term storage and

revived by streaking onto LB plates and incubating at 37°C overnight.

BMH17— 18 mutS cells were maintained on LB plates and media containing

IOug/m1 tetracycline. Plasmid—containing bacteria were maintained on LB

plates containing 75ug/m1 ampicillin and grown in ampicillin—containing

media (SOug/ml).

2.3 Microscopy

Sul culture was diluted with 5ul sterile water. placed on a slide and

covered with a cover slip. A drop of immersion oil was placed on top and

cells observed at lOOOx magnification with phase contrast using an Olympus

BH—2 microscope.

2.4 Transformation

Transformation of competent bacteria by electroporation was performed

using a Gene Pulser apparatus (Bio—Rad, USA) according to a protocol

supplied by the manufacturer. Electrocompetent cells were made according

to a protocol supplied by Bio-Rad except for BMHl7-18 mutS which were

made following an alternative standard protocol supplied by Clontech.
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Competent cells were stored in aliquots at —80°C. After electroporation

cells were grown for one hour at 37°C at 280rpm in lml LB and aliquots

were plated at various dilutions. Transformants were selected by growth at

37°C overnight on LB plates supplemented with 75ug/ml ampicillin.

2.5 Cesium Chloride'Plasmid Preparation

Bacteria were grown in 500ml LB+ampicillin media at 37°C overnight with

shaking at 280rpm. Plasmid extraction was performed following the large

scale alkaline lysis protocol in Sambrook et al. (1989) except that lysozyme

was omitted. DNA was dissolved in 7m1 TE and 0.96g/ml cesium chloride

(Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) and 0.8mg/ml ethidium bromide added.

The solution was placed in a Quick—Seal centrifuge tube (Beckman

Instruments, USA), overlaid with paraffin oil and heat sealed. A cesium

chloride gradient was established by centrifuging at 40 OOOrpm in a 70.1Ti

rotor for approximately 60hr in an ultracentrifuge (LS-70 or L8-80M

Beckman, USA). The band corresponding to plasmid DNA was visualised

under long-wave UV light and removed with a sterile needle. Ethidium

bromide was removed by repeated extraction with an equal volume of

butanol saturated with 5M NaCl in TE. DNA was ethanol precipitated

(Sambrook etal., 1989) and redissolved in TE for storage at -20°C.

2.6 Quantitation of DNA

Cesium chloride purified DNA was quantitated by spectrophotometry using

the relationship A260=1 at 50pg/m1 DNA. Purity was determined by an A260:

A280 ratio which was between 1.8 and 2.0 if the DNA was sufficiently pure

(Ausubel et al., 1987). Smaller DNA samples were quantitated by
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electrophoresis alongside samples of known quantity of DNA and the amount

of DNA was estimated visually after gel photography.

2.7 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate- Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-

PAGE)

Samples of bacterial culture (lml) for SDS—PAGE analysis were centrifuged

in a microfuge for 305 to harvest cells and resuspended in 200m 1x

loading buffer (1%[W/V] SDS, 3%[v/v] glycerol, 0.5%[V/v] B-mercaptoethanol,

12.5mM Tris—HCl pH 6.8, 0.0025%[w/v] Coomassie blue—G). For other

samples to be analysed by SDS-PAGE, 4x loading buffer was added to a

final concentration of 1x. Aliquots for analysis were removed and boiled

for 4min to denature protein prior to electrophoresis.

Denaturing gels containing acrylamide at concentrations from 8 to 15%

were prepared according to the method of Laemmli (1970). 0.75m] 1% APS

and ZOul TEMED was added and the solution poured into a Tall Mighty

Small apparatus (with 1.5mm spacers) or a Mighty Small apparatus (with

0.75mm spacers) both from Hoefer Scientific, USA. A 4% stacking gel was

overlaid onto the separating gel and samples loaded alongside size markers

(Mark 12, Novex, USA). Gels were run in 25mM ’I‘ris—HCl, 192mM glycine,

0.1%(w/v) SDS, pH approximately 8.3, at 30mA until tracking dye had

reached the bottom of the gel. Gels were fixed in 50%(v/v) methanol for

30-60min and stained in 45%(v/v) methanol, 10%(v/V) acetic acid,

0.125%(w/v) Coomassie blue—R (Sigma Chemical Company, USA) for three

hours with gentle agitation. Gels were destained in 25%(v/v) methanol,

10%(v/v) acetic acid with a destain bag (Mo—Bi-Tec GmbH, Germany). Gels

were dried using gel drying solution, cellophane and drier from Novex

(USA) overnight at 25°C. Alternatively, a drying solution consisting of 20%
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methanol, 2% glycerol was used.

2.8 SDS-PAGE and Blotting for Amino Acid Analysis and N-terminal

Sequencing

Gels were poured using fresh acrylamide stocks and half the usual amounts

of APS and TEMED. Gels were allowed to set for 16—24hrs. For simple

protein profiles, gels were pre-run at room temperature for four hours at

20mA using 150mM Tris—H01, pH 8.8 buffer with 10u1/L thioglycollic acid

in the upper buffer chamber. Samples were loaded and run at 4°C with

fresh buffer for approximately three hours. For more complex profiles gels

were pre—run at room temperature in the usual Tris-glycine buffer (Section

2.7), fresh buffer added and the gel allowed to equilibrate to room temperature

before samples were added and run at 20mA with IOul/L thioglycollic acid

added to the upper chamber. Pre-stained standards (Kaleidoscope; Bio-Rad,

USA) were used to monitor extent of migration.

Gels were blotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane (ProBlott,

Applied Biosystems, USA], treated according to manufacturer’s instructions,

overnight at 70mA using IOmM CAPS pH 11.0, 10% methanol, lOul/L

thioglycollic acid buffer at 4°C with stirring. Blotting was performed using

a Hoefer Transblot apparatus and was used according to manufacturer’s

instructions. The membrane was stained with 0.1% Coomassie blue—R in

50% methanol and destained in 50% methanol, 10% acetic acid. The

membrane was washed with water overnight before being air-dried. Bands

were excised with a clean scalpel.
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2.9 N-Terminal Sequencing

Samples were blotted onto PVDF as described in Section 2.8. Bands were

excised with a clean scalpel and sequenced by Sydney University and

Prince Alfred Hospital Macromolecular Analysis Centre (SUPAMAC) using

Applied Biosystems hardware and protocols. Alternatively, samples wV-lgege

sent to the Biomolecular Resource Facility (Australian National University,

Canberra).

2.10 Scanning Densitometry

Scanning densitometry of stained gels was performed using the Molecular

Dynamics Personal Densitometer. Images were analysed and quantitated

using ImageQuant software (Version 3.2, Molecular Dynamics, USA).
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3. 1 INTRODUCTION

Despite the availability of cDNA clones, large quantities of pure tropoelastin

have not been prepared using recombinant techniques. Previous

recombinant work with tropoelastin by Indik et aL (1990) and Grosso et

at. (1991) achieved only modest expression of between 2 and 10mg from a

litre of bacterial culture. One contribution to this may be the significant

number of ‘rare' E. coli codons encoded by the repetitive tropoelastin

sequence (Martin et at, 1995). Highly expressed genes demonstrate a

major bias towards a subset of codons which varies between organisms,

resulting in some codons being used in these genes at very low levels or

not at all (Sharp et al., 1986; Bennetzen and Hall, 1982). 35% of the

natural human tropoelastin gene sequence contains low-usage E. coli

codons, defined as being used at a frequency of 10% or less in highly

expressed E. coli genes, which may hamper its expression potential in

this host (Martin et at, 1995). Other workers have shown that the use of

rare codons in a highly-expressing recombinant system may result in

lowered protein yields, heterogeneity or in-frame translational deletions

in the final product (Rosenberg et at, 1993; Kane et al., 1992; Makoff et

at, 1989). Although clusters of rare codons produce the most problems,

the overall number may also cause translational errors (Kane, 1995). It

has therefore been recommended that synthetic genes be constructed if a

gene contains a large proportion of low-usage E. coli codons, such as is

the case for tropoelastin, to remove the possibility of such expression

problems (Kane, 1995; Das, 1990).

The synthetic tropoelastin gene sequence (SHEL) used in this work was

designed by optimising the codon usage for E. coli expression without

changing the amino acid sequence. Convenient restriction sites were also

added to facilitate cloning and future manipulation. The gene is based on
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‘cHELZ, a natural tropoelastin cDNA sequence obtained from human foetal

   

  

 

  

  

   

  

     

  

    

‘ aorta (Indik et al., 1987a). SHEL contains exon 26A but unlike cHEL2,

‘ does not contain the signal peptide. Figure 3.1 shows the cloning strategy

>' used in the construction of SHEL. 50 oligonucleotides were designed,

' synthesised and annealed in our laboratory as in Figure 3.1 to produce

. the gene sequence. Oligonucleotide blocks were cloned into manageable

. sizes in pBS 11 SK” vectors and confirmed by sequencing to produce

I‘IpSHEL1—8. The ‘blocks’ from pSHEL1-8 were then cloned into larger

5" precursors, pSHELa, B and y, by combining three (0L,|3) or two (7) blocks.

Preliminary cloning work was performed in our laboratory by Dr Stephen

T Martin. The precursor plasmids pSHELOL, B and 7 were the starting point

for the work described in this chapter.

.‘This chapter describes the construction and cloning of two tropoelastin

isoforms. The construction of the full-length SI-HEL gene from the precursors

l‘ and its subsequent cloning into a variety of different expression vectors is

Izaescribed. The production of a second isoform, SHELA26A, using site-

wdirected mutagenesis of SHEL to remove exon 26A is also described. This

latter isoform involved a two-step procedure consisting of mutagenesis,

‘which resulted in the formation of an aberrant mutant product

llifiHELAmodified (SHELAmod) and the subsequent manipulation of

PHELAmod to produce the desired SHEIA26A.
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Figure 3.1 Assembly and cloning of the SHEL gene. Inset: Scheme for the assembly of
pSHELl from individual oligos (numbered). The phosphorylated ends of the oligos are

:shown as small filled circles. A similar technique. utilizing the appropriate restriction
' sites was used for the remaining blocks, to form pSHEL2 to 8. Main figure: Scheme for
the assembly and cloning of the SHEL gene from the intermediate plasmids pSHELl--8.

‘ SHEL gene fragments were released from plasmids pSHELl——8 by digestion with the
-' appropriate restriction enzymes as shown. Two (pSHELy) or three (pSHELa, [3) blocks were
fimted into pBluescript II SK+ to produce the precursor plasmids pSHELa, [3 and 7. The

L gene fragments from each of these three precursor plasmids were excised and
‘Iird to produce the full length SHEL gene as described in Section 3.2.9. B, BamI-II; H,

' 5 1 ; K, Kpnl; N, Noii; P. PstI; S, Sac]; Sp. SpeI (from Martin et at, 1995).
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3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2. 1 Plasmids

The precursor plasmids pSHELa, [3 and y (as described in Section 3.1 and

Figure 3.1) were produced in our laboratory by Dr Stephen Martin (Martin

et al., 1995).

The cloning vector pBluescript 11 SK“ (pBS ll SIC) (Alting-Mees and Short,

1989) was from existing laboratory stocks. To allow the optimum expression

system for SHEL to be identified, a variety of different expression vectors

were chosen for cloning. pGEX—2T (Smith and Johnston, 1988) and pET-3d

(Studier et a1., 1990) were from existing laboratory stocks. pTrc99A (Amann

et al., 1988) was from Amrad Pharmacia Biotech (Sweden) and pND211

was a gift from Dr. Nick Dixon. pGEX-2T allows for expression as a fusion

protein with glutathione S~transferase (GST), while the other three allow

for direct expression. pND21 1 is heat-inducible while the others require

IPTG for induction. Each vector is under the control of different, strong

promoters. Figure 3.2 describes the important features of the expression

plasmids.
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Figure 3.2 Main features of expression plasmids. a. pGEX-ZT (Smith and Johnston. 1988)

is a fusion expression vector. Expression is driven by the tac promoter which is coupled to

the complete coding sequence for Schistosomajaponicum GST (Sj26). A multiple cloning site

(MCS) containing BamHl is present at the 3‘ end of Sj26 to allow production of the desired

protein as fusions with GST. A thrombin recognition site is also encoded at the junction

between 8126 and the MOS to allow removal of GST after induction. The vector contains the

gene for the lac repressor (laclq) and part of lacZ making it IPTG inducible. The ampicillin

resistance gene (bla) and origin of replication (or!) are shown. b. p'l‘rc99A expression (Amman

et aL. 1988) is controlled by the IPTG-inducible trc promoter coupled to an MCS containing

NcoI to allow for direct expression of recombinant proteins. lacIQ, bla and the pBR322 ori are

shown. c. pND211 (N.Dixon. personal communication) is based on the pCE30 vector (Elvin et

aL, 1990). pND211 expression is controlled by both the leftward and rightward A

bacteriophage promoters (PL and PR) in tandem. The A gene 01857 encodes the heat-labile 7t

repressor which represses expression at 30°C but allows induction when cells are grown at

42°C. An Ncol site used for cloning. flanked by BamHI sites. is shown. bla and the ColEl art

are shown. (1. pET-3d (Studier et aL. 1990) expression is directed by the T7 promoter, which

is IPTG inducible in DE3 lysogen strains of E. coli. An NcoI site allows for direct expression of

recombinant proteins. bla and the pBR322 on‘ are shown. 
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3.2.2 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis

DNA samples were examined on 0.8 or 1% (w/v) agarose gels. Agarose

(Progen Industries, Australia) was dissolved in 100ml Tris—borate buffer

(TBE; 90mM Tris base, 90mM boric acid, 2.5mM EDTA, pH 8.3) and

poured into a horizontal submarine electrophoresis tank. Samples in

loading buffer (5%[w/v] glycerol, 50mM EDTA, 0.04%[w/V] bromophenol

blue) were loaded and gels run in TBE buffer overnight at 25V. Minigels

were similarly prepared in 25ml TBE and run at 65-80V for approximately

two hours. To examine small DNA fragments (< 500bp) a 2% minigel was

made using low melting temperature agarose (LMT; Progen) in TBE. Gels

were set at 4°C and run at SUV for two hours. Gels were stained in

lug/ml ethidium bromide for 25min and destained with water for 25min.

3.2.3 Restriction Enzymes

All restriction enzymes used were from Boehringer Mannheim, Germany,

except NcoI, PmlI and BssHII (New England Biolabs, USA). Digests were

usually performed in a 20p] volume using 5—10U enzyme for one to two

hours (unless otherwise stated) at 37°C using reaction buffer supplied by

the manufacturer, except for BssHII which was performed at 50°C.

lOOug/m1 bovine serum albumin (BSA; Boehringer Mannheim, Germany)

was added to reactions with KpnI and PmlI. For double digests with

incompatible buffers, the DNA was digested first with one enzyme (usually

the one requiring lower NaCl), the enzyme inactivated by heating at 65°C

for 15min, DNA precipitated with ethanol (Sambrook et al., 1989) and

redissolved in 1x reaction buffer for the second enzyme digest. Size

estimation of fragments was performed by measuring distance migrated

from wells compared with size markers using the program Exline created
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by Mr Dennis Leonard (Department of Biochemistry, University of Sydney).

3.2.4 Purification of DNA Fragments

DNA fragments to be used in ligations were separated by agarose minigel

electrophoresis in Tris-acetate buffer (TAE; 40mM Tris base, 40mM acetic

acid, 2mM EDTA, pH 8.5). The gel was stained and bands visualised

under long—wave UV. The band of interest was excised With a scalpel and

DNA eluted from the gel using the Prep-A-Gene purification matrix (Bio-Rad,

USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol.

3.2.5 Alkaline Phosphatase Treatment of DNA

To remove 5’ phosphates from digested plasmid DNA fragments, lug

digested DNA was precipitated and redissolved in IOmM Tris-HCl pH 8.0.

0.1U calf-intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIP; Boehringer Mannheim,

Germany) per 100pmol DNA ends was added to DNA in 1x CIP reaction

buffer supplied by the manufacturer and supplemented With IOOug/ml

BSA. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 30min at 37°C and was

stopped by adding 0.5M EDTA, pH 8. The enzyme was inactivated by

heating at 75°C for 10min. DNA was extracted with phenol/

chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (Amresco, USA) and precipitated by the addition

of 0.1 volumes 3M sodium acetate, pH 7.0 and two volumes ethanol

(Sambrook et aL, 1989). The success of the reaction was tested by performing

self-ligations on equivalent amounts of treated and untreated DNA; a ten

to twenty—fold reduction in the number of colonies was routinely obtained.
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3.2.6 Plasmid Mini-Preparations

A single colony was inoculated into 3ml LB+ampicillin media in 10ml

screw—topped tubes and grown overnight with shaking at 37°C. Plasmids

were extracted following the alkaline lysis protocol in Sambrook et at.

(1989). When using HMSl74 cells, two extractions with phenol/

chloroform/isoamyl alcohol were performed to remove nucleases prior to

ethanol precipitation. Plasmids were stored at —20°C in TE or sterile

MilliQ water (MQW; Millipore, USA). Alternatively, plasmid preparations

were performed using the Insta-Prep Kit (5 Prime to 3 Prime Inc., USA) or

QIAprep Spin Plasmid Kit (Qiagen Gmbh, Germany) according to the

supplied protocol.

3.2.7 DNA Sequencing -Manual

511g cesium chloride (Section 2.5) or QIAprep purified DNA was used for

each reaction. Samples were sequenced using internal SHEL primers

(Appendix I) (Dr Stephen Martin; Department of Biochemistry, University

of Sydney) and manufactured by SUPAMAC. Reactions were performed

using the Sequenase Version 2.0 kit (USB, USA) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. PSSIdATPaS was supplied by Amersham

International plc, UK. A 6% acrylamide gel containing 8M urea and 0.8x

Tris—taurine buffer (TI‘E; 1x: 90mM Tris base, 29mM taurine, 0.5mM

EDTA) was prepared and lml 10% APS and 30111 TEMED added. The gel

was poured between two plates: one rendered sticky by treatment with

300111 y-methacryloxypropyl-trimethoxy-silane and 100111 ethanol mixed

with 300111 glacial acetic acid and 3m1 water; the other non-sticky by

treatment with 5m1 dimethyldichloro silane. The gel was pre—run for 45min

at 55W on a Model 2 sequencing gel apparatus (BRL, USA) using 0.8x
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Tl‘E as buffer. Samples were run for three and a half hours at 45W. After

electrophoresis was complete, the plates were separated and the gel retained

on the sticky plate. Gels were soaked in 10% acetic acid for 10min to fix

the DNA, followed by 20% ethanol for 10min to remove urea. The gel was

dried at 80°C and allowed to cool before being exposed to autoradiographic

film (Hyperfilm—MP; Amersham International plc, UK) for 24—48hr. The

film was developed using an Ecomat 2400 automatic developer (Nishimoto

Sangyo Co., Ltd, Japan).

3.2.8 DNA Sequencing - Automated

Automated sequencing was performed by either Sequi-Net (Department of

Biochemistry, Colorado State University, USA) or by SUPAMAC. DNA was

supplied after purification by either cesium chloride gradient or Qiagen

Tip 20 (Qiagen GmbH, Germany) and sequenced using the same primers

as for manual sequencing.

3.2.9 Construction of Full-Length SHEL

Cesium-chloride purified stocks of the three precursor plasmids pSHELOL,

B and 7 were digested with the appropriate pairs of restriction enzymes as

shown in Figure 3.1. The SHEL gene fragments were purified from agarose

gels (Section 3.2.4). pBS II SK+ was digested With BamHI and treated with

CIP (Section 3.2.5). 50ng of each SHEL fragment and 100ng pBS Il SK+

were ligated together at 16°C for one hour using the DNA Ligation System

(Amersham, U.K.) according to the supplied protocol. Controls containing

vector only and insert only were included. The enzyme was inactivated by

heating at 65°C for 10min. Due to the large reaction volume. the mixture
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was ethanol precipitated and redissolved in 20m MQW before 2ul was

used to transform E. coli XLl—Blue cells by electroporation (Section 2.4).

Transformants were selected on LB plates containing arnpicillin (75ug/m1),

IPTG (0.1mM) and X—Gal (80ug/ml).

To screen for the presence of the correct insert, plasmid mini-preparations

were performed (Section 3.2.6). Plasmids were screened by digestion with

HindIII and analysed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. Constructs were

designated pSHELA or pSHELB depending on the orientation of the SHEL

insert. Further enzyme digests using BglI, BamHI, N001 and KpnI were

performed to confirm constructs. Double digests of pSHELB (400ng per

reaction) were performed with appropriate pairs of enzymes to release

each individual block to confirm sizes. These were analysed on 2% LMT

agarose gels. A confirmed clone of pSHELB was used to prepare DNA by a

cesium chloride gradient (Section 2.5) for further use.

3.2.10 Construction of pSHELC

Bug pSHELB was digested with BamHI in a lOOul volume. The 2.2kb SHEL

fragment was isolated from a gel slice (Section 3.2.4) and 200ng ligated

with 100ng pGEX-2T which had been cut with BamI-II and CIP—treated

(Section 3.2.5). Ligation was performed at 16°C as in Section 3.2.9 with

the appropriate controls. 2ul was electroporated into E. coliXLl-Blue (Section

2.4) and colonies selected by growth on LB+ampicillin (75ug/m1) plates.

Plasmids were isolated by mini—preparations (Section 3.2.6) and screened

for the presence and correct orientation of insert by digestion with P311

and analysis on 1% agarose gels. A candidate clone was further analysed

by restriction digestion with BamHI, NcoI, Kpnl, HindIII, NotI, Sacl, Spel
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and BglI to confirm the construct.

3.2.11 Construction of pSHELD

Sug pSHELB was digested with NcoI in a total volume of IOOul. The DNA

was precipitated and redigested in a lOOul volume with BamHI. The 2.2kb

NcoI-BamHI SHEL fragment was purified from an agarose gel slice (Section

3.2.4). Zug pTchQA vector was similarly digested in a 40ul total volume

and gel-purified. 100mg pTrc99A was ligated to 50mg SHEL fragment as in

Section 3.2.9, along with appropriate controls, and electroporated into E.

coliXLl-Blue (Section 2.4). Transformants were selected on LB+ampicillin

(75ug/m1) plates.

Plasmids were purified (Section 3.2.6) from transformants and DNA was

digested with HindIII to screen for the correct construct. A candidate clone

was further assessed by restriction enzyme digestion with NcoI, BamHI,

Sad, HindIII, 8911, and double digestion with NcoI/BamHl.

3.2.12 Construction of pSHELE

2.5ug pND21 1 was digested with NcoI in a 50111 volume and dephosphorylated

(Section 3.2.5). 200ng Neol—BamI-II SHEL fragment (Section 3.2.11) was

ligated to lOOng pND2ll using lU DNA ligase (Boehringer Mannheim,

Germany) in a 10111 volume at 16°C for eight hours. Since the second Ncol

site of pND21 1 is incompatible with the BamHI end of SHEL, this end was

filled in by adding deoxynucleotide mix to 2mM final concentration, 1U

Klenow and 2U DNA ligase (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) and ligating

overnight at 16°C. The reaction was inactivated by heating at 65°C for

20min, diluted twofold with MQW and 2ul electroporated into E. coli DH5cx

(Section 2.4). Transformants were selected by growth on LB+ampicillin
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(75ug/ml) plates at 30°C for 48hr. Plasmids were isolated by mini—

preparations and screened for correct insert orientation by PstI digestion.

Putative pSHELE clones were further analysed by restriction digestion

with NcoI, BamHI, HindIII, SacI and PstI.

3.2.13 Construction of pSHELF

50ng NcoI-BamHI SHEL fragment (Section 3.2.1 1) was ligated with 100mg

pET-3d, previously digested with NcoI and BamHI, as in Section 3.2.9. 2ul

DNA was used to transform E. coli HMSl74 by electroporation and

transformants selected by growth on LB+ampicillin (75ug/ml) plates.

Colonies were grown overnight and plasmid DNA extracted (Section 3.2.6).

DNA was digested with BamHI to screen for the correct construct. A

candidate clone was partially sequenced using SHEL internal primers IR

and SF (Section 3.2.7; Appendix 1) to confirm the integrity of the junctions

of the insert.

3.2.14 Construction of pSHELFA26A

3.2.14.1 Mutagenesis

The Transformer Mutagenesis Kit (Clontech, USA) was used with pSHELF

in accordance with the supplied protocol to remove DNA corresponding to

exon 26A. The sequence of the mutagenic primer used (manufactured by

Beckman, Australia) was:

5’ CGG G’IT TCG GTG CTG ’ITC CGG GCG CGC TGG 3’

which flanked either side of exon 26A by 15bp resulting in its precise
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deletion. A second selection primer, which mutates a unique restriction

site to another restriction site is normally used in the protocol but was

not in this case since deletion of exon 26A also resulted in the deletion of

a unique restriction site, Pmll. This enzyme was therefore used to digest

the mutation reaction to linearise any unmutated parental plasmid and

consequently to enrich for mutant plasmid in accordance with the

manufacturer's instructions. The reaction mixture was used to transform

competent BMHl7-18 mutS E. coli, defective in mismatch repair, by

electroporation (Section 2.4) and the entire transformed culture was grown

overnight in 5m1 LB+ampicillin. Mixed plasmid DNA, containing both

mutated and parental plasmids, was isolated from the culture using the

Qiagen Spin Plasmid isolation kit and the plasmid DNA was digested with

PmlI to linearise the parental plasmid. The plasmid DNA, now enriched

for mutated plasmid, was used to transform E. coli HMSI74 by

electroporation (Section 2.4) and transformants selected on LB plates

containing 75ug/m1 ampicillin.

Colonies were grown overnight and plasmid mini—preparations performed

(Chapter 3.2.6). Constructs were screened using Pmll and those which

were insensitive to digestion were further screened by KpnI/Psfl double

digestion. Candidate clones were sequenced manually using 6F and 7R

primers (Appendix 1) to confirm sequence integrity either side of the

deleted region (Section 3.2.7). Automated sequencing (Section 3.2.8) using

primers 1R, 3F, 3R, 5R, 6F, 7R, pET forward and pET reverse (Appendix

1) was performed to verify the rest of the sequence. A number of undesired

mutations were discovered (see Results) necessitating further

manipulations to the DNA, now named pSHELFAmod.



 

_
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3.2.14.2 Restriction Enzyme Digestion and Ligation

Sequencing confirmed the region immediately surrounding the deletion

was correct. PstI and BssHII restriction sites surrounding the correct

region of pSHELFAmod were used to remove the desired segment and

re-insert it into the corresponding site of pSHELF. Figure 3.3 describes

the construction scheme. 6.5ug pSHELF and 7.5ug pSHELFAmod were

digested with BssHII, precipitated and digested with PstI. The appropriate

three fragments (Figure 3.3) were gel-purified (Section 3.2.4) and ligated

using 1U DNA ligase (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) overnight at 16°C.

DNA was transformed into E. coli XLl—Blue (Section 2.4) and transformants

selected on plates containing 75ug/ml ampicillin.

Plasmids were isolated by mini-preparations (Section 3.2.6) and screened

using 8911 digestion. A candidate clone was further analysed by restriction

enzyme digestion and automated sequencing was then performed (Section

3.2.8) using primers 1R, 3F, 3R, 5R, 6F, 7R, and T7 forward (Appendix 1)

to confirm the entire sequence. The correct sequence was designated

pSHELFA26A.
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’BSSHH BssHII

Spel

pSHELFAmod 51381
6589 bp

SHELAmod

BssHII BSSHH

BssI-III BssHII

E -
SpeI BssHII
— 5424139
338bp

 

  

CIP treat BSSH—HSpel
946bp

~30ng

1U ligase
overnight, 16°C

BssI-lII

pSHELFA26A
6708 bp SPeI

SHELA26A

BssHlI

 

Figure 3.3 Construction scheme for pSHELFAzaA. pSHELF and the aberrant

pSHELFAmod were both digested with Spel and BssHII. BssHII cuts both plasmids twice

and SpeI once resulting in three fragments. The 5424 and 946bp fragments from pSHELF

and the small 338bp fragment from pSHELFAmod were purified from agarose gels. The

5424bp fragment was CIP treated to reduce recircularisation and the three fragments

ligated overnight at 16°C using DNA ligase. The final product, pSHELFAZSA contained the
desired deletion of exon 26A from the SHEL gene with no other mutations.
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3.3 RESULTS

3.3.1 Construction of pSHELA and pSHELB

The full-length SHEL gene was constructed by ligation of three precursor

fragments; 0c (BamI-II- Kpnl, 840bp), [3 (KpnI—Nofl 800bp) and y (Natl-BamHI

580bp) with the cloning vector pBS 11 SK“. pBS II SK+ was BamHI—digested

and dephosphorylated to reduce self-ligation. Despite the complexity of

this four-component system, ligation efficiency was very high. Since pBS

II SK+ allows for blue/white selection (Alting-Mees and Short, 1989), only

white colonies were expected to be recombinants while blue colonies were

expected to contain pBS 11 SK". Screening with HindIII showed that 100%

of white colonies were recombinant and of these, 80% were the desired

construct (Figure 3.4a). Screening with HindIII allowed the orientation of

the SHEL insert to be determined at the same time. Forward orientation

resulted in three bands of 2962, 1615 and 594bp, while the reverse

orientation gave bands of 3495, 1615 and 61bp (latter band not visible).

In this case, constructs were found to be 50% in each orientation with

the two forms distinguished as pSHELA (forward) and pSHELB (reverse).

Large scale preparations of both pSHELA and pSHELB were made for use

in subsequent reactions. Further restriction digestions were performed

with BamI-II, Ncol, KpnI and Bgll to confirm both constructs (Figure 3.4b).

7 The sizes of each band were consistent with those predicted for the

correct constructs.
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Enzyme Expected Sizes (bp) Observed Size (bp)

pSHELA Hirdlll 2962, 1615, 594 3000, 1600, 600

BamHl 2961, 2210 2950, 2200

Ncol 5171 5100

KpnI 3474, 1359 3450, 1350

8911 2814, 1267, 1090 2800, 1250, 1050

pSHELB Hirdlll 3496, 1615 3500, 1600

BamHl 2961, 2210 2950, 2200

Neal 5171 5100

Kpnl 3167, 1359 3200, 1350

BglI 2283, 1621, 1267 2300, 1600, 1250     
 

Figure 3.4 Screening and restriction mapping of pSHELA and pSHELB. a. Screening

for pSHELA and pSHELB using Hindlll. Lane 1 contains pBS II SK+ control and lane

2 pBS ll SIC cut with Hindlll. Lanes 3—6 correspond to pSHELB and lanes 7-10 to

pSHELA. Lanes 11 and 12 are aberrant clones while lanes 13 and 14 (both blue

colonies) correspond to recircularised pBS 11 SK. b. A clone of pSHELA and pSHELB

was digested with the enzymes indicated. The fragments generated were found to

correlate closely with the predicted sizes. K/Hindlll size markers (S) are shown in kb.
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It was noticed that two of the eight putative constructs had lost the Notl

recognition site (not shown). Further digestion of a pSHELB clone was

performed to ensure that all other restriction sites used in cloning were

intact. Double digests were performed to release each individual block, as

encoded by pSHEL1-8 (Figure 3.1) to confirm the size of each (Figure 3.5).

Each fragment was found to be of the expected size and could be successfully

removed by restriction digestion, indicating that the sites were intact.

This verified clone of pSHELB was therefore used in further cloning.

The intact synthetic tropoelastin gene SHEL, encoding an isoforrn of human

tropoelastin, SHEL, was successfully cloned. The intact SHEL gene

sequence, along with the encoded amino acid sequence is shown in Figure

3.6. It remained to clone the SHEL fragment into a suitable expression

vector.

3.3.2 Construction of pSHELC

SHEL, removed from pSHELB with BamI-Il, was ligated into the BamHI

site of the expression vector pGEX—ZT. Plasmid DNA from transformants

was screened using Pstl which allowed SHEL-containing clones to be

identified and, importantly, distinguished reverse and forward orientations

of the SHEL insert which was vital for subsequent expression. Approm'mately

15% contamination with p88 11 SK+ was expected as judged by plating

transformations onto IPTG and X-Gal containing media (not shown). Pstl

screening showed that 1 out of 10 colonies contained p88 11 SK+ and 2

out of 10 colonies contained SHEL insert, with one forward (5.9, 1.3kb)

and one reverse (3.2, 4.0kb) orientation identified (Figure 3.7a).
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Expected Observed

Block No. Enzymes Size (bp) Size (bp)

1 BamHI/Kpnl 276 278

2 Kpnl/HindIII 288 295

3 HindIII/Notl 271 278

4 Nofl/ Sad 250 250

5 Sad/Spel 261 267

6 Spei/ Kpnl 289 288

7 KpnI/Pstl 269 270

8 Psfl/ BamHI 306 310     
 

Figure 3.5 Release of individual blocks from pSHELB. Individual blocks were
released from pSHELB by double digestion using the enzymes indicated. The size of
each block was compared with p88 11 SK+ / HaeIII size markers (S, shown in bp) and

found to correlate closely with the predicted block size.
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1 ?b01 A G c T G c T T A T A A c T T G T c A C T A A A G T A c T T

 1 2

bATGCATGGGTGGCGTTCCGGGTGCTATCCCGGGTGGCGTTCCGGGTGGTGTATTCTACCCAGGCGCGGGTCTGGGTGCACTGGGCGGTGGTGCGCTGGGCCCGGGTGGTAAACCGCTGA

GTACCCACCGCAAGGCCCACGATAGGGCCCACCGCAAGGCCCACCACATAAGATGGGTCCGCGCCCAGACCCACGTGACCCGCCACCACGCGACCCGGGCCCACCATTTGGfGACT

2n 7—

S M G G V P G A I P G G V P G G V F Y P G A G L G A L G G G A L G P G G K P L K

 

G A C A G T G C T G G C C C A T G G T A G T T A C T

 

3
AACCGGTTCCAGGCGGTCTGGCAGGTGCTGGTCTGGGTGCAGGTCTGGGCGCGTTCCCGGCGGTTACCTTCCCGGGTGCTCTGGTTCCGGGTGGCGTTGCAGACGCAGCTGCTGCGTACA

TTGGCCAAGGTCCGCCAGACCGTCCACGACCAGACCCACGTCCAGACCCGCGCAAGGGCCGCCAATGGAAGGGCCCACGAGACCAAGGCCCACCGCAACGTCTGCGTCGACGACGCATGT

28

P V P G G L A G A G L G A G L G A P P A V T F P G A L V P G G V A D A A A A Y K

 

KpnI

T T T C T G T T T C A T CT A A G A T G G T T A C A G G T G G G

4|

AAGCGGCAAAGGCAGGTGCGGGTCTGGGCGGGGTACCAGGTGTTGGCGGTCTGGGTGTATCTGCTGGCGCAGTTGTTCCGCAGCCGGGTGCAGGTGTAAAACCGGGCAAAGTTCCAGGTG

TTCGCCGTTTCCGTCCACGCCCAGACCCGCCCCATGGTCCACAACCGCCAGACCCACATAGACGACCGCGTCAACAAGGCGTCGGCCCACGTCCACATTTTGGCCCGTTTCAAGGTCCAC

29

A A K A G A G L G G V P G V G G L G V S A G A V V P Q P G A G V K P G K V P G V

 

 

G G A T A C G C A A T G C G G G C T A C T A A G C T T
A

5
6

TTGGTCTGCCGGGCGTATACCCGGGTGGTGTTCTGCCGGGCGCGCGTTTCCCAGGTGTTGGTGTACTGCCGGGCGTTCCGACCGGTGCAGGTGTTAAACCGAAGGCACCAGGTGTAGGCG

AACCAGACGGCCCGCATATGGGCCCACCACAAGACGGCCCGCGCGCAAAGGGTCCACAACCACATGACGGCCCGCAAGGCTGGCCACGTCCACAATTTGGCTTCCGTGGTCCACATCCGC‘4,
3”

31———‘

G L P G V Y P G G V L P G A R F P G V G V L P G V P T G A G V K P K A P G V G G

 

EindIII

A T T T A A A A C T G A A T A C A G T C G C C G T T A C A

A' 7
|

GCGCGTTCGCGGGTATCCCGGGTGTTGGCCCGTTCGGTGGTCCGCAGCCAGGCGTTCCGCTGGGTTACCCGATCAAAGCGCCGAAGCTTCCAGGTGGCTACGGTCTGCCGTACACCACCG

CGCGCAAGCGCCCATAGGGCCCACAACCGGGCAAGCCACCAGGCGTCGGTCCGCAAGGCGACCCAATGGGCTAGTTTCGCGGCTTCGAAGGTCCACCGATGCCAGACGGCATGTGGTGGC

“ 32

 

A F A G I P G V G P F G G P Q P G V P L G Y P I K A P K L P G G Y G L P Y T T G

G C T T G C A A G T A C G T T A G A G C C A A A G A T A

‘44’ 8

GTAAACTGCCGTACGGCTACGGTCCGGGTGGCGTAGCAGGTGCTGCGGGTAAAGCAGGCTACCCAACCGGTACTGGTGTTGGTCCGCAGGCTGCTGCGGCAGCTGCGGCGAAGGCAGCAG
CATTTGACGGCATGCCGATGCCAGGCCCACCGCATCGTCCACGACGCCCATTTCGTCCGATGGGTTGGCCATGACCACAACCAGGCGTCCGACGACGCCGTCGACGCCGCTTCCGTCGTC

33
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G T T A C A C C T T T A G T T C G T G A T T A T A C T G A T A

9

CAAAATTCGGCGCGGGTGCAGCGGGTGTTCTGCCGGGCGTAGGTGGTGCTGGCGTTCCGGGTGTTCCAGGTGCGATCCCGGGCATCGGTGGTATCGCAGGCGTAGGTACTCCGGCGGCCG

GTTTTAAGCCGCGCCCACGTCGCCCACAAGACGGCCCGCATCCACCACGACCGCAAGGCCCACAAGGTCCACGCTAGGGCCCGTAGCCACCATAGCGTCCGCATCCATGAGGCCGCCGGC

34

K F G A G A A G V L P G V G G A G V P G V P G A I P G I G G I A G V G T P A A A

A A A C T G C G T A T T T A G T G T C A A T T C A A C A T

10 ‘ 11
CTGCGGCTGCGGCAGCTGCGGCGAAAGCAGCTAAATACGGTGCGGCAGCAGGCLAbbilLLUbbLUblCCAbbLllLGblLLbUblbllulAGuLbLlLLbubthYbblbllLCbbGCG
GACGCCGACGCCGTCGACGCCGCTTTCGTCGATTTATGCCACGCCGTCGTCCGGACCAAGGCCCACCAGGTCCGAAGCCAGGCCCACAACATCCGCAAGGCCCACGACCACAAGGCCCGC

35 “ 36
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T C A T G T A C A T G A T G G A A A T A A G A C

12

TAGGTGTTCCAGGTGCGGGCATCCCGGTTGTACCGGGTGCAGGTATCCCGGGCGCTGCGGTTCCAGGTGTTGTATCCCCGGAAGCGGCAGCTAAGGCTGCTGCGAAAGCTGCGAAATACG
ATCCACAAGGTCCACGCCCGTAGGGCCAACATGGCCCACGTCCATAGGGCCCGCGACGCCAAGGTCCACAACATAGGGGCCTTCGCCGTCGATTCCGACGACGCTTTCGACGCTTTATGC

37
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_

14I

GAGCTCGTCCGGGCGTTGGTGTTGGTGGCATCCCGACCTACGGTGTAGGTGCAGGCGGTTTCCCAGGTTTCGGCGTTGGTGTTGGTGGCATCCCGGGTGTAGCTGGTGTTCCGTCTGTTG

CTCGAGCAGGCCCGCAACCACAACCACCGTAGGGCTGGATGCCACATCCACGTCCGCCAAAGGGTCCAAAGCCGCAACCACAACCACCGTAGGGCCCACATCGACCACAAGGCAGACAAC

38
39

A R P G V G V G G I P T Y G V G A G G F P G F G V G V G G I P G V A G V P 5 V G

A T T C A C A T C G A T C T C T A T C C G T C A G G C A A T

"‘ 15

GTGGCGTACCGGGTGTTGGTGGCGTTCCAGGTGTAGGTATCTCCCCGGAAGCGCAGGCAGCTGCGGCAGCTAAAGCAGCGAAGTACGGCGTTGGTACTCCGGCGGCAGCAGCTGCTAAAG
CACCGCATGGCCCACAACCACCGCAAGGTCCACATCCATAGAGGGGCCTTCGCGTCCGTCGACGCCGTCGATTTCGTCGCTTCATGCCGCAACCATGAGGCCGCCGTCGTCGACGATTTC

40
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GAGCGGCTAAAGCAGCGCAGTTGGGACTAGTTccGGGcGTAGGTGTTGcGcCAGGTGTTGGCGTAGCACCGGGTGTTGGTGTTGCTCCGGGGGTAGGTGTGGGACCGGGTGTTGGCGTTG

GTCGCCGATTTCGTCGCGTCAAGCCTGATCAAGGCCCGCATCCACAACGCGGTCCACAACCGCATCGTGGCCCACAACCACAACGAGGCCCGCATCCAGACCGTGGCCCACAACCGCAAC

41
A A K A A Q r G L v P G v G v A P G v G v A p G v G v A p G v G L A P G v G v A

T T A T G T T C G T C C T C T A A A A C C G C C C A T

17 ‘4’ 18

CACCAGGTGTAGGTGTTGCGCCGGGCGTTGGTGTAGCACCGGGTATCGGTCCGGGTGGCGTTGCGGCTGCTGCGAAATCTGCTGCGAAGGTTGCTGCGAAAGCGCAGCTGCGTGCAGCAG

GTGGTCCACATCCACAACGCGGCCCGCAACCACATCGTGGCCCATAGCCAGGCCCACCGCAACGCCGACGACGCTTTAGACGACGCTTCCAACGACGCTTTCGCGTCGACGCACGTCGTC
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KpnI

G T T T A T A T C C C T A T A T T T T T A T A as

13 I

CTGGTCTGGGTGCGGGCATCCCAGGTCTGGGTGTAGGTGTTGGTGTTCCGGGCCTGGGTGTAGGTGCAGGGGTACCGGGCCTGGGTGTTGGTGCAGGCGTTCCGGGTTTCGGTGCTGGCG

GACCAGACCCACGCCCGTAGGGTCCAGACCCACATCCACAACCACAAGGC
CCGGACCCACATCCACGTCCCCATGGCCCGGACCCACAACCACGTCCGCA

AGGCCCAAAGCCACGACCGC

43
44

G L G A G I P G L G V G V G V P G L G V G A G V P G L G V G A G V P G F G A G A

T T C G A T

A T G A TA G GAG C T G CA G A T C C T C CAGC C A A CA G A T A C C T

‘ 20

CGGACGAAGGTGTACGTCGTTCCCTGTCTCCAGAACTGCGTGAAGGTGACCCGTCCTC
TTCCCAGCACCTGCCGTCTACCCCGTCCTCTCCACGTGTTCCGGGCGCGCTGGCTGCT

GCGA

GCCTGCTTCCACATGCAGCAAGGGACAGAGGTCTTGACGCACTTCCACTGGGCAGGAG
AAGGGTCGTGGACGGCAGATGGGGCAGGAGAGGTGCACAAGGCCCGCGCGACCGACGA

CGCT

4).; 45

D E G V R R S L S P E L R E G D P S S S Q H L P S T P S S P R V P G A L A A A K

PltI

A C T A A G T G C T A G C G C T A A C A G G A C A C C C C C A C

21 A} 22

AAGCGGCGAAATACGGTGCAGCGGTTCCGGGTGTACTGGGCGGTCTGGGTGCTCTGGGCGGTGTTGGTATCCCGGGCGGTGTTGTAGGTGCAGGCCCAGCTGCAGCTGCTGCTGCGGCAA

TTCGCCGCTTTATGCCACGTCGCCAAGGCCCACATGACCCGCCAGACCCACGAGACCCGCCACAACCATAGGGCCCGCCACAACATCCACGTCCGGGTCGACGTCGACGACGACGCCGTT
46 4/

A A K Y G A A V P G V L G G L G A L G G V G I P G G V V G A G P A A A A A A A K

A T T C C C T C A G A C T G C A A C A C A G T A T A T G C T A T A T A T A

2:

AGGCAGCGGCGAAAGCAGCTCAGTTCGGTCTGGTTGGTGCAGCAGGTCTGGGCGGTCTGGGTGTTGGCGGTCTGGGT
GTACCGGGCGTTGGTGGTCTGGGTGGCATCCCGCCGGCGGCGG

TCCGTCGCCGCTTTCGTCGAGTCAAGCCAGACCAACCACGTCGTCCAGACCCGCCAGACCCACAACCGCCAGACCCA
CATGGCCCGCAACCACCAGACCCACCGTAGGGCGGCCGCCGCC

48
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"‘ 24

CAGCTAAAGCGGCTAAATACGGTGCAGCAGGTCTGGGTGGCGTTCTGGGTGGTGCTGGTCAGTTCCCACTGGGCGGTGTAGCGGCA
CGTCCGGGTTTCGGTCTGTCCCCGATCTTCCCAG

GTCGATTTCGCCGATTTATGCCACGTCGTCCAGACCCACCGCAAGACCCACCACGACCAGTCAAGGGTGACCCGCCACATCGCCGT
GCAGGCCCAAAGCCAGACAGGGGCTAGAAGGGTC

49
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CGCCACGTACGGACCCATTTCGAACGCCGGCAT'I'PGCAT'l'l’A’I‘TAC’l‘ATCCTAG
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Figure 3.6 The nucleotide and encoded protein sequence of the synthetic gene

(SHEL) for human tropoelastin. Restriction sites, including those defining the end

points of the eight separately assembled blocks (bold type) are shown, together with the

positions and designations of the individual oligos (arrowed) and the amino acid

sequence of the encoded polypeptide (below). Differences between the synthetic gene

and the corresponding region of the natural coding sequence are indicated above the
synthetic sequence (from Martin et aL, 1995).
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b.

a.

1234 5 6 7 89101112

Enzyme Expected Size (bp) Observed Size (bp)

Psfl 5881, 1277 5900, 1277

BamI-ll 4948, 2210 5000. 2200

NCOI 7215 7200

Kpnl 5799, 1359 5800. 1800

Hindlll 5543. 1615 5600. 1675

N011 7215 7200

Sad 7215 7200

Spei 7215 7200

B911 2643, 2462. 2053 2675, 2500. 2050    
 

Figure 3.7 Screening and restriction mapping of pSH‘ELC. a. Screening for pSHELC

using Psfl. Lane 1 is uncut pGEX-ZT control and lane 2 pGEX—ZT cut with P511. Of

the clones screened, lane 5 contains SHEL in the inverted orientation in pGEX-ZT

with fragments of size 3181 and 3977bp. lane 7 is recircularised p88 11 SK' of

fragment size 2961bp and lane 10 contains pSHELC. The other clones are recircularised

pGEX-Z’l‘. b. pSHELC was digested with the enzymes indicated. Each of the fragments

generated corresponded Closely with the predicted sizes as shown above. k/Hindlll

size markers (8) are shown in kb.
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The clone containing SHEL in the forward orientation was subjected to

further restriction enzyme digestion with a range of enzymes. Bands of

the expected size were found for all enzymes used (Figure 3.7b). The

confirmed construct was named pSHELC.

3.3.3 Construction of pSHELD

SHEL was excised from pSHELB as an NcoI—BamI-II fragment and ligated

with NcoI-BamI-II digested expression vector, pTrc99A. Screening of clones

was performed using HindIII digestion. Only one orientation of the SHEL

insert was possible and 8 out of 10 clones were found to contain SHEL,

giving fragments of size 4.8 and 1.6kb (Figure 3.8a). A positive clone was

further screened by digestion with a range of enzymes. The correct fragment

sizes were seen for each digestion (Figure 3.8b) confirming a correct

construct which was named pSHELD.
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312 34 5 67 89101112

23.1—
9.4-—
6.7—
4.4—

2.3-—

2.0—

Enzyme Expected Size (bp) Observed Size (bp)

NcoI 6356 6500

BarnHI 6356 6500

NcoI/Baml-II 4176, 2210 4200, 2200

Sad 6356 6500

Hindlll 4680, 1615 4650, 1600

8911 3771,2585 3800, 2550      

Figure 3.8 Screening and restriction mapping of pSHELD. a. Screening for

pSHELD with HindIII. Lane 1 contains control pTrc99A cut with HindIII. Lanes 4.

6, 7, 8, 9. 10 and 11 are pSHELD while the other lanes contain pTrCQQA. b. A

candidate pSHELD clone was digested with the enzymes indicated. Each of the

fragments generated corresponded closely with the sizes predicted. K/HindIII size

markers (S) are shown in kb.
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3.3.4 Construction of pSHELE

Due to the more complex ligation of NcoI—BamHI SHEL fragment into a

single NcoI site of pND2ll which involved an end—filling step, it was

expected that ligation efficiency would be low. CIP treatment of pND21 1

was highly effective in reducing the number of background colonies by

over 99% (not shown). Despite this, the number of transformants from

SHEL-pND21 1 ligation was fivefold lower than for pND21 1 controls. 2 out

of 35 transformants were found to contain insert after PstI screening,

both in the forward orientation (Figure 3.9a). 3267 and 2988bp fragment

sizes were expected but the smaller fragment size was slightly different in

the two putative clones necessitating further digestions to confirm if either

was correct. HindIII digestion of the first clone (c16) indicated that one

site was missing as 2.7 and 1.3kb fragments were not present (Figure

3.9b). This pattern was consistent with a deletion at the 3’ end of SHEL

and also correlated with the smaller than expected sizes of fragments

generated by PstI and BamI-II. Ncol digestion also appeared not to be

taking place at either site.

The second clone (c17) gave the correct fragment sizes with HindIII and

BamHI but again failed to cut with Ncol (Figure 3.9c). Preliminary results

indicated that the ATG start codon contained within the first Ncol sequence

was intact, however, (Chapter 4) and c1? named pSHELE. No further

clones could be isolated even from a fresh ligation and the search for a

fully intact pSHELE clone was abandoned.



Figure 3.9 Screening and restriction mapping of pSHELE clones. a. Screening for
pSHELE with PstI. Lane 1 contains control pND211 digested with PstI. Of the others,
only lanes 7 and 8 are putative positive constructs, both with fragments resembling the
predicted fragments for pSHELE while the others appear to be recircularised pND211.
However. of the two putative pSHELE clones the lower fragments are different size in the
two constructs. From the resolution provided by this gel. it is not possible to tell which of
the two is the correct pSHELE fragment. b. The putative clone from lane 6 in Figure 3.9a
(016) was digested with the enzymes indicated. c16 shows the incorrect pattern for
HindIII with the expected 2701 and 1349bp fragments absent and an approximately
4100bp fragment present, consistent with a missing HindIII site at the 3' end of SHEL.
NcoI did not cut the plasmid at either expected site. BamI-II fragments are also smaller
than expected with the expected 2228bp fragment estimated at 2050bp. c. The second
putative clone from lane 7 in Figure 3.9a ((217) gave the expected pattern for HindIII as
well as correct fragment sizes with the other enzymes also. Sad has not cut to completion
on this gel. However, Ncol did not cut this construct either while able to cut control
pND211 plasmids successfully (not shown). 1/Hindlll size markers (S) are shown in kb.
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2.
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h

271
94
67

4A

23
20

Calculated Sizes {bp}

Enzyme Expected Sizes {bp} c1 6 c1 7

Psfl 3267,2988 3300,2800 3300,3100

HfidHI 2701,1615.1349, 4150,1600 2700,1600
465,125 500 1300

Banfifl 4002,2228 4000,2050 4000,2200

Ncol 4045, 2210 did not cut did not cut

Sad 6255 6000 6500

Banfifl/ffindfll 2645,1615,767. notdone 2600,1600,800

582,465,125 600,500     
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3.3.5 Construction of pSHELF

NcoI-BamHl SHEL fragment was ligated with the pET-3d expression vector.

Screening of clones was performed using BamI-II restriction digestion

which cuts the construct once to give a fragment of size 6.8kb. 10 out of

12 clones were found to contain the SHEL insert (Figure 3.10a). NcoI—BamHI

double digests were performed to confirm constructs (Figure 3.10b) and

one putative correct clone chosen for sequencing to confirm the integrity

of junctions. Sequencing with primers IR and BF (Appendix 1) confirmed

the correct junction‘sequence (not shown) and the confirmed clone was

named pSHELF.

3.3.6 Construction of pSHELFA26A

3.3.6.1 Mutagenesis and Creation ofpSHELFAmodified

The DNA encoding exon 26A was removed from pSHELF using a site—directed

mutagenesis procedure. The single primer was designed to delete exon

26A and at the same time removed a unique restriction site, Pmfl, contained

within 26A thus removing the need to use a second selection primer in

the mutagenesis reaction. The mutagenesis reaction was carried out

alongside a control mutagenesis reaction (using plasmid DNA and primers

supplied by the manufacturer) which indicated that 65% of the colonies

screened contained the desired mutation (not shown) compared with the

manufacturer’s specification of 75% thus suggesting that the techniques

used were successful. After the final transformation of HMSl74 with DNA

from the mutagenesis reaction, clones were screened with PmII. Since

this site should be removed by successful mutagenesis, it was expected

that any DNA not susceptible to PmlI would be a candidate 26A deletion

clone.
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Enzyme Expected Size (bp) Observed Size (bp)

BamHI 6807 6800

Neal 6807 6800

Ncol/BamHl 4597, 2210 4600. 2200    
 

Figure 3.10 Screening and restriction mapping of pSHELF. a. Twelve potential

clones were screened with BamHI which cuts pET-3d and the pSHELF construct

once. Only lanes 2 and 7 contained pET—3d at 4637bp while all the others were

consistent with pSHELF. b. A candidate pSHELF clone was further analysed with

the enzymes shown and resulting fragments corresponded to the sizes expected.

A/HindIII size markers are shown in kb (S).
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Three putative clones were identified with this method (not shown). These

were then double-digested with Psfl and KpnI which defined the ends of

the block containing 26A. Two of these were found to contain a 170bp

fragment indicative of the successful 99bp deletion of 26A instead of the

269bp fragment from unmutated SHEL (not shown).

Manual sequencing using primers 6F and 7R was performed to check

that 26A had been cleanly excised. Due to the distance of the primers

from 26A, only 7R was informative though this indicated that the region

was precisely deleted (not shown). Automated sequencing of one of the

constructs was therefore employed to check both the excision of 26A and

provide information on the rest of the sequence. DNA sequencing was

extremely informative as numerous other mutations were found which

affected the amino acid sequence outside the targeted region. The

interpolated amino acid sequence of this construct compared with SHEL

is shown (Figure 3.11) and the complete DNA and protein sequence is

shown in Appendix 2. The most dramatic mutation was a large 44 amino

acid deletion near the N—terminus which was substituted by a three

amino acid sequence, FGA. Most of the other changes involved deletion of

two to four amino acids and substitution with various related sequences;

FGAV, GFGAV, FGA and GFGA which correspond to the amino acids

encoded by the deletion primer sequence. Two additional mutations were

found — the substitution of He at position 7 with Val and a deletion of an

Ala just outside the 3’ end of 26A. 26A, however, was found to be precisely

excised. This aberrant construct was named pSHELFAmod.



Figure 3.11 Comparison of SHEL and SHELAmod protein sequence. SHEIAmod

amino acid sequence (bottom) is compared with the SHEL amino acid sequence

(top). The deletion of 26A from residue 557 to 589 was the desired deletion. A large

deletion is present at the N-terminus from residue 22 to 65 and smaller mutations

around residues 128, 248. 315 and 340. An Ala is deleted at residue 604 and Ile at

residue 7 has been changed to Val.
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GGVPGAIPGGVPGGVFYPGAGLGAIGGGALGPGGKPLKPVPGGLAGAGU
GAGLGAFPAVTFPGALVPGGVADAAAAYKA
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AKAGAGLGGVPGVGGLGVSAGAVVPQPGAGVKPGKVPGVGLPGVYPG--GVLPGARFP
GVGVLPGVPTGAGVKPKAPGVGG

AKALHKHLXRHXRKRHJSVSAGAVVPQPGAGVKPGKVPGVGLPGVYPGFGAVPGARFP
GVGVLPGVPflGAGVKPKAPGVGG
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AFAGIPGVGPFGGPQPGVPLGYPIKAPKLPGGYGLPYTTGKLPYGYGPGGVAGAAGKAGYP
TGTGVGPQAAAAAAAKAAA

AFAGIPGVGPFGGPQPGVPLGYPIKAPKLPGGYGLPYTTGKLPYGYGPGGVAGAAGKAGYP
TGTGVGPQAAAAAAAKAAA
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KFGAGAAGVL—-PGVGGAGVPGVPGAIPGIGGIAGVGTPAAAAAAAAAAKAAKYGAAAGLVPGGPGFGPGVVGV
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KFGAGAAGFGAVPGVGGAGVPGVPGAIPGIGGIAGVGTPAAAAAAAAAAKAAKYGAAAGLVPGGPGFGPGVVGVPGFGAV

210 220 230 240 250 260 270

320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390

PGVGVPGAGIPVVPGAGIPGAAVPGVVSPEAAAKAAAKAAKYGARPGVGVGGIPTYGVGAGGFPGFGVGVGGIPGVAGVP

PGVGVPGAGIPVVPGAGIPGAAGFGAVSPEAAAKAAAKAAKYGARPGVGVGGIPTYGVGAGGFPGFGVGVGGIPGVAGVP
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AAKAAAKAAQFGLVGAAGLGGLGVGGUSVPGVGGLGGIPPAAAAKAAKYGAAGLGGVlGGAGQFPLGGVAARPGFGLSPI
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720 730

FPGGACLGKACGRKRK

FPGGACLGKACGRKRK

650 660
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3.3.6.2 Restriction Enzyme Modification ofpSHELF and pSHELFAmod

Since 26A was cleanly excised and DNA sequencing showed a correct

sequence in the region immediately surrounding the deleted region, it

was decided to excise the correct mutated sequence and place it into the

corresponding region of pSHELF, to form the correct pSHELFA26A

containing SHEL with 26A deleted but with otherwise unaltered coding

sequence. Appropriate restriction enzyme sites were identified - BssHII

which cut 3’ to 26A inside the deleted Ala (and once more elsewhere in

SHEL) and SpeI which cut uniquely 5’ to 26A. This 338bp fragment

contained the desired 26A deletion and no other mutations. The same

restriction digests were performed on pSHELF Where the 437bp BssHll-Spel

fragment was discarded and the other two, a 946bp BssHIl-Spel and a

5424bp BssHll fragment were purified. The three fragments were then

ligated together to reform SHEL with 26A deleted (Figure 3.3). The ligation

was complicated by recircularisation of the largest fragment containing

sticky BssHlI ends and the possibility of inversion of the other two fragments.

CIP treatment of the 5424bp BssHII fragment, which contained the entire

pET—3d sequence, was effective in reducing self-ligation by 50% (not shown).

Using Bgll to screen for correct constructs, 1 out of 42 clones was identified

as containing inverted inserts, 1 was an unidentified construct and 3

were the desired constructs (Figure 3.12a). One of the constructs was

further digested with KpnI and PstI, which flank exon 26A, and the

fragment size was compared to pSHELF (Figure 3.12b). The fragment size

correlated closely with that expected from the correct deletion of 26A.

Plasmid DNA purified by cesium chloride centrifugation (Section 2.5) this

construct was made and the insert was DNA sequenced in its entirety by

automated sequencing and found to be the correct pSHELFAZBA sequence

(Appendix 3).
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Construct Expected Size (bp) Observed Size (bp)

pSI-IELFAZBA 2660, 2319, 1495 2600, 2300, 1500

recircularised 2871, 2319 2900, 2300

‘vector‘    
 

Figure 3. 12 Screening for pSI-IELFA26A. a. Potential pSHELFA26A clones were screened

with Bgll. Lanes 1, 9 and 13 are candidate pSHELFAZBA clones while all the others are

‘vector’ fragments consisting of recircularised 5424bp BssHII fragment. k/HindIlI size

markers are shown in kb. b. A candidate pSHELFA26A was digested with Psfl/Kpnl,

alongside pSHELF control. to release the block containing exon 26A. The fragment

generated from pSHELFAZBA was measured as precisely 99bp smaller than the fragment

from pSHELF. p88 11 SK/Haelll size markers (S) are shown in bp.
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3.4 DISCUSSION

3.4.1 Construction of SHEL

The full—length tropoelastin gene, SHEL, encoding the distinct isoform

SHEL, was successfully constructed and cloned into a series of expression

vectors. The full—length gene was constructed by ligation of three smaller

precursors and cloned into the pBS II SK+ vector. Despite the complex

four-way ligation and possibility of numerous permutations of insert

fragments, the ligation efficiency was high. Most transformants contained

constructs with the correct order of fragments with only 2 out of 10 being

aberrant. Orientation in the vector was unimportant so both orientations,

represented by pSHELA and B, were useful. One of the ligation sites,

Notl, was found to be missing in two of the clones. This may be due to

mutation(s) in the 8bp recognition site which exclusively GC—containing.

Extensive restriction enzyme digestions confirmed two correct clones, one

containing SHEL in each possible orientation, with all restriction sites

used in the construction of SHEL intact and each of the eight individual

blocks amenable to individual excision. The DNA sequence of the synthetic

gene differs significantly from the natural gene. These differences encode

high-use codons in E. coli tailoring the gene for high level expression in

recombinant E. coli systems. The codon adaptation index is an approximate

indication of the suitability of a sequence for high—level expression (Sharp

and Li, 1987). The natural tropoelastin gene has an index of 0.174 while

SHEL has an index of 0.754 (Martin et al., 1995). Highly expressed E. coli

genes typically have an index of >045 (Sharp and Li, 1987) indicating

that unfavourable codon bias should not be a hindrance to high—level

expression of SHEL. To our knowledge, SHEL appears to be the largest

synthetically produced gene to date (Groger et al., 1988; Genbank).
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3.4.2 Cloning of SHEL into Expression Vectors

SHEL was cloned into a range of expression vectors to determine the

system best suited to recombinant tropoelastin expression. pSHELC

contains SHEL inserted into pGEX-ZT as a BamHI fragment. SHEL is

inserted downstream of the gene for GST and this construct was designed

for production of SHEL as a fusion with GST. Previous work (Indik et al.,

1990) suggested unfused recombinant tropoelastin would be unstable in

E. coli so it was considered important to have a fusion expression system

for SHEL. pSHELC cloning was complicated by contamination with pBS 11

SK*. Due to the close size of SHEL (22kb) and pBS II SK+ (2.9kb) when

large amounts of DNA were loaded onto the preparatory gel used for

purification of SHEL fragment, a small amount of pBS II SK” DNA was

co-purified. However, since pBS II SK*-containing XLl—Blue will appear

blue on plates with IPTG/X-Gal it was relatively easy to assess the degree

of contamination and the low levels found (10%) did not present any

major problems. A correct clone containing forward-oriented SHEL and

confirmed by extensive restriction enzyme digestion.

Cloning of SHEL as an NcoI-Baml-II fragment into pTrc99A presented no

significant problems. The Ncol site contains the initiation codon ATG to

allow SHEL to be expressed as an unfused polypeptide. Since the two

cloning ends were incompatible only one possible orientation was possible,

greatly facilitating cloning and screening, Again, extensive restriction

enzyme digestion confirmed the correct pSHELD construct.

The cloning of SHEL into the pNDle expression vector resulted in

numerous problems. This ligation was more difficult since pND21 1 contains

an Ncol cloning site which was incompatible with the BamHI end of

SHEL. There are two BamHI sites within pND21 1. However, they flank the

Ncol site and are therefore not able to be used for cloning if the NcoI site
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is to be utilised for direct expression (N. Dixon, personal communication).

End-filling was therefore necessary after the initial Ncol ligation to fill the

two remaining incompatible ends and allow a blunt—end ligation to take

place. Since this is a multi-step process a low efficiency of ligation was

expected. From control ligations it was apparent that end-filling and

blunt-end ligation greatly reduced the overall number of transformants

indicating that the ligation reaction was very inefficient, despite excess

ligase added. Two putative clones were found but the size of the smaller

of the two fragments (expected to be 2988bp) produced after Psfi screening

was different in the two clones. Since it was difficult to tell by agarose

electrophoresis which, if either, of these was correct, further digestions

were necessary. The first, c16, was found to have further incorrectly sized

fragments with other restriction enzymes also. The pattern found was

consistent with a truncation at the 3’ end of SHEL reducing the overall

size by approximately 200bp, as determined by agarose gel electrophoresis.

This clone also appeared to have lost both Ncol recognition sites.

The second putative clone, cl7, appeared correct as judged by restriction

enzyme digestion but again did not cut with NcoI. End-filling and blunt

end ligation was expected to reform an Ncol site at the 3’ end while the 5'

Neal should have reformed by simple ligation. However, it is possible that

inappropriate end-filling at the 5’ end may have occurred which would

remove one base eliminating the NcoI site. Similarly, partial end-filling at

the other site may still allow ligation to occur but eliminate the NcoI

recognition site. Preliminary expression work suggested that the start

ATG codon which is part of the Ncol recognition site. was intact and able

to direct expression (Section 4.3.3). The actual nature of the junctions

can be determined by DNA sequencing but this was not pursued since

two other unfused SHEL constructs were available. Thus pSHELE was

kept in reserve for use if needed ea-l-y.
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Cloning of SHEL into pET—3d as an NcoI-BamHI fragment, again to direct

expression as the native sequence, was a straightforward exercise. This

was also a simple directed ligation with only one orientation possible

resulting in over 80% of colonies containing the desired construct. DNA

sequencing of both junctions confirmed the integrity of the construct,

named pSHELF.

3.4.3 Construction of SHELA26A Isoform

The construction of the SHELA26A isoform encoding tropoelastin with

exon 26A deleted, was not as straightforward as anticipated. The

mutagenesis reaction was performed using a commercial kit with a primer

designed to eliminate 26A from pSHELF. At the same time, a unique

restriction site, Pmll, was removed. Ordinarily, with this two primer method

a second primer is be used to create a selectable mutation elsewhere in

the plasmid by mutating a unique restriction. This allows linearisation of

any unmutated plasmids by the selected restriction enzyme thus greatly

increasing the proportion of circular mutated plasmids for transformation.

Since the mutagenic primer in this work destroyed an unique Pmll restriction

site, a second primer was unneccesary in this case. Thus digesting the

mutation reaction with Pmll would enrich for those plasmids which would

consequently contain the desired deletion also.

Two clones were found to be missing 26A. However, the one chosen for

sequence analysis was unexpectedly found to be extensively mutated in

regions outside the target sequence. The majority of the mutations resulted

in the substitution of amino acids with GFGAV-related peptides. This is

the peptide sequence encoded by the 5’ end of the mutagenic primer

suggesting that inappropriate primer binding was the cause of the unwanted
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mutations. The other two mutations were an Ile(7)Va1 substitution encoded

by a single base change and the deletion of an Ala caused by the precise

deletion of an Ala codon.

Given that additional mutations arose due to incorrect priming during

mutagenesis, it was envisaged that further attempts might yield similar

results. Each clone found would need to be thoroughly sequenced to

ensure no mutations and this would be a costly and time-consuming

exercise if the mutation frequency was high as suggested by the present

results. DNA sequencing confirmed that in the construct examined 26A

was cleanly excised and that the immediate surrounding sequences were

intact. Therefore, it was considered faster and more convenient to use

carefully selected restriction enzyme sites to remove this correct region

containing the desired mutation from pSHELFAmod and to insert it into

the corresponding region of pSHELF, resulting in the formation of

SHELA26A. Fortuitously, an enzyme site, BssHII, was located in the very

short space between the 3’ end of the 26A region and the Ala deletion

which out only in one other site in pSHELF. All other enzyme sites in this

region were multiple cutters and could not be used. There was a large

stretch of unmutated DNA 5’ to 26A allowing a greater choice of sites in

this region. SpeI was chosen as it cut uniquely in pSHELF and when

used in conjunction with BssHlI gave fragments of convenient size.

Using these two enzymes it was straightforward to remove the SpeI-BssHII

fragment containing the 26A deletion from pSHELFAmod and religate it

into pSHELF. Since the ligation involved three fragments, the largest of

which could recircularise to form a Viable plasmid, it was very important

to dephosphorylate this ‘vector' fragment. Although the ligation was not

highly efficient, a number of correct clones were isolated resulting in the

formation of a plasmid containing the sequence for a second isoform of
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human tropoelastin, SHEIA26A. This isoform was only cloned in pET-3d

as this construct had been determined as the most favourable to expression

with SHEL (Chapter 4).

3.5 CONCLUSION

Two synthetic genes for two different isoforms of human tropoelastin were

cloned, SHEL and SHELA26A, with and without sequences corresponding

to exon 26A respectively. SHEL was constructed from precursor plasmids

as pSHELA and pSHELB. In addition, SHEL was cloned into a collection

of expression vectors for expression as both a fusion with GST (pSHELC)

and as the native polypeptide (pSHELD, pSHELE and pSHELF). The

SHELA26A isoforrn of human tropoelastin was formed by mutagenesis of

pSHELF which resulted in the formation of an aberrant form of SHEL,

SHELAmod. Subsequent restriction enzyme manipulation and ligation

formed the correct SHELA26A.
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4. 1 INTRODUCTION

Previous attempts at expression of unfused recombinant tropoelastin by

other workers has resulted in a rapidly degraded product (Indik et al.,

1990). Intact tropoelastin isoforms have, however, been produced as fusion

proteins albeit in an insoluble form (Indik et aL, 1990). Even when expressed

as a protein fusion, a portion of bovine tropoelastin still exhibited some

degradation (Grosso et al., 1991). Polypeptides which are unstable and

rapidly degraded when expressed directly are often rendered stable as

fusion proteins (Das, 1990; Goeddel, 1990; Uhlén and Moks, 1990; Marston,

1986) as demonstrated with human tropoelastin (Indik et al., 1990). However,

it is still desirable to express SHEL as an unfused protein if possible since

this would eliminate the need for subsequent removal of a fusion partner.

Given the previous observations, both fusion and direct expression systems

were constructed for SHEL (Chapter 3).

Fusions with GST have been routinely used in our laboratory with a

variety of proteins resulting in excellent overexpression levels (Riley et al.,

1994; S. Bannan and AS. Weiss, unpublished). Fusions with GST have

been reported to increase the solubility of proteins (Smith and Johnston,

1988) making this potentially a good system for SHEL production since

previous expression of tropoelastin as a fusion with influenza NSl protein

was found to result in the production of insoluble protein (Indik et al.,

1990). The construct pSHELC under the control of the IP'DG-inducible tac

promoter will allow expression of SHEL as a fusion with GST. SHEL was

also cloned into three different systems for unfused expression containing

different strong promoters; pSHELD is under the control of the trc promoter

and pSHELF is under the control of the T7 promoter, both of which are

IPTG-inducible. pSHELE is controlled by two tandem A promoters and is

heat inducible. The survey of a variety of different expression systems,
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both fusion and direct, should enable the optimal system for overexpression

to be chosen resulting in maximum protein yield.

Many recombinant proteins produced in E. coli are in the form of insoluble

inclusion bodies regardless of whether they are produced as fusions or

directly expressed (Marston, 1986; Schein, 1989). It is not known why

inclusion bodies form but factors such as lower growth temperature, lower

IPTG levels and shorter induction times, can help prevent them (Schein,

1989). Other factors thought to hinder solubility include large stretches of

hydrophobic amino acids and a high Pro content in the expressed protein

(Schein, 1989) both of which are characteristic of tropoelastin.

The overall level of expression of recombinant genes in E. coli can be

influenced by an ensemble of factors. Temperature is important and 37°C

is usually chosen for growth and expression of most systems but in some

cases a lower temperature is used, especially for heat-inducible vectors or

to enhance solubility of the recombinant protein (Schein and Noteborn,

1988). The host strain used for expression can be a factor influencing

expression levels as well as the type of media used, whether rich or

minimal (Ausubel et aL, 1990). Stability of the plasmid is vital and inadequate

antibiotic levels or unstable plasmids resulting from toxic genes can cause

the culture to be overgrown by bacteria not containing the desired plasmid

and thus greatly reducing overall expression levels and protein yield, a

problem particularly noted with the pET expression system (Studier et al.,

1990). The length of time of induction is also important particularly if the

protein is produced in a soluble form and is unstable and easily degraded.

Poor expression may also result from unfavourable codon bias in the gene

of choice (Section 3.1) but since SHEL has been codon-optimised this

variable has been removed.

This chapter describes the assessment of each clone, pSHELC to pSHELF,
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for protein production. Various parameters were altered during growth

and induction to find the optimal expression conditions for expression of

SHEL both directly and as a fusion protein. Optimised conditions for

expression of SHEL from pSHELF were used successfully for SHELA26A

and also the mutant form SHEIAmod.

4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.2.1 E. coli Strains

E. coli strains used were from existing laboratory stocks. XLl-Blue, DH50L

and BL21(DE3) are described in Chapter 2.2.

NM522: supE thi A (hdeS—mch) 5 A (lac-proAB) F’[praAB" lac)q lacZAM15]

TGl: supE hsdA5 thiA(lac-proAB) F’[traD36 proAB+ laclq lacZAM15]

4.2.2 Bacterial Growth Media

LB and 2TY are described in Chapter 2.2. Terrific broth (TB) was made

according to Sambrook et al. (1989). M9LB was 1.0% tryptone, 0.5% NaCl,

. 0.4% glucose with M9 salts added as described in Studier et al. (1990). All

media were used with SOug/m1 ampicillin.

4.2.3 Small-Scale Expression

. A number of variables were altered during experiments to optimise

expression. The specific conditions are described within each experiment.

In general, optimisation and growth of pSHELC, pSHELD, pSHELF,
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pSHELFAmod and pSHELFA26A was carried out in 5-10ml cultures of

media containing 50ug/ml ampicillin. Media was inoculated with a single

colony of E. coli bearing the desired plasmid and grown overnight at the

specified temperature with shaking at 280rpm. Cultures were diluted 1/20

into fresh media containing 50ug/m1 ampicillin and growth monitored

spectrophotometrically by absorbance at 600nm (A600). Cultures were

induced with the specified amount of IPTG when they reached an A600 of

approximately 0.8 and growth continued for the times specified with regular

readings of A600 taken without dilution. One ml samples were taken before

and at various times after induction, spun down and resuspended in

200m 1x SDS-PAGE loading buffer for analysis by 8% SDS—PAGE (Section

2.7). Small-scale cultures of pSHELE were grown as above except cultures

were initially grown at 30°C and induced by raising the temperature to

42°C.

4.2.4 Plasmid Stability Test

Stability of pSHELF plasmids was checked by plating cultures just before

induction, i.e. when the culture reached A600 of approximately 0.8. LB

plates with no additives or containing lmM IPTG, 50ug/ml ampicillin or

both IPI‘G and ampicillin were used (Studier et at, 1990). The culture was

plated at dilutions from 105 to 2x106 using LB as diluent. Plates were

incubated at 37°C overnight and colonies counted.
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4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 Optimisation of pSHELC Expression

Expression of GST-SHEL from pSHELC resulted in an overexpressed protein

of approximately 88i2kDa on SDS-PAGE in accordance with the expected

89.9kDa. To optimise expression conditions, a subset of variables were

altered and expression assessed by SDS-PAGE. These variables included

IPTG levels, temperature and host strain. For each experiment cells were

examined under phase-contrast microscopy (Section 2.3) and in no case

was any evidence of inclusion bodies seen.

IPTG at 0.1, 0.5 and lmM was used to induce E. coli XLl—Blue containing

pSHELC at 30 and 37°C for three hours. Slower growth after IPTG addition

indicated expression occurred with all IPTG levels and at both temperatures

(Figure 4.1) with no substantial differences seen. Gel analysis indicated

that overexpression had occurred to a similar extent in each case (not

shown) but expression was generally very poor and inconsistent between

repetitions of experiments making further analysis inconclusive. E. coli

XLl-Blue strain is not usually used as an expression host so experiments

were undertaken to determine if other hosts were more effective.

pSHELC was used to transform into DHSCX, NM522 and TGl E. coli strains

by electroporation (Section 2.4). Cultures, grown in 2TY media and induced

with lmM IP’I‘G, were monitored by spectrophotometry and SDS-PAGE.

Gel analysis over several experiments indicated overexpression occurred

in all strains with DH50C clearly the best strain, consistently and selectively

producing the most overexpressed protein with XLl-Blue the poorest (Figure

4.2). GST—SHEL expression in DH50L was estimated at 30% total cell protein

by scanning densitometry (Chapter 2.10).
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Figure 4. 1 Growth curves for pSHELC in XLl-Blue. Growth curves of uninduced cultures

and cultures induced with 0.1, 0.5 and 1mM IPTG at 30 and 37°C are shown. Cultures were

induced at an absorbance of approximately 0.8. In all cases, IPTG addition slowed growth

noticeably with a similar effect seen at both 30 and 37°C.    
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Figure 4.2 pSHELC expression in various E. coli strains. Uninduced cultures H and

cultures induced with lmM IP’I‘G (+) for three hours for each of the strains indicated were

analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE. GST—SHEL (arrow, 88kDa) is expressed in all strains but at

difierent levels with no expression seen in uninduced cultures. Highest levels of expression

are seen in DHSa while expression is poorest in XLl-Blue. Size markers (S) are shown in

- kDa.
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Routine GST—SHEL expression from pSHELC in all other experiments was

therefore carried out in DH50L at 37°C with 0.1mM IPTG induction.

4.3.2 Expression of pSHELD

pSHELD was used to transform E coli XLl-Blue, DHSOL, NM522 and TGl

strains by electroporation (Section 2.4) and induced with 0.1 to 5mM IPTG

at 37°C for three hours. However, growth curves showed no difference

before or after induction in any strain (Figure 4.3) and no overexpressed

protein was visible by SDS-PAGE (not shown), indicating that no

overexpression was taking place.

4.3.3 Expression of pSHELE

Given the problems with pSHELE construction and the successful expression

of pSHELF (see below), only preliminary expression was carried out to

ascertain whether pSHELE could be useful but no optimisation was

performed. Expression of pSHELE in DHSOL appeared to be taking place as

judged by SDS-PAGE but the overexpressed band was not very intense

when compared with the other E. coli proteins (Figure 4.4). No growth

curves were produced since the induced and uninduced cultures were

grown at different temperatures and were therefore not directly comparable.
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Figure 4.3 Growth curves for pSHELD in various E. coli strains. pSHELD in XLl-Blue,

NM522. T01 and DHSa was induced with lmM IPTG. No difference in growth curves in the

presence (filled circles) and absence (open circles) of [FIG is noted for any strain.
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Figure 4.4 Expression of pSHELE in DH50L A putative pSHELE clone was induced by

growth at 42°C for two hours and analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE alongside an uninduced

culture grown at 30°C. An overexpressed band at approximately the correct size (arrow) is

present in the induced sample. Size markers (‘8) are shown in kDa. 
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4.3.4. Optimisation of pSHELF Expression

pSHELF expression in BL21(DE3) was excellent, with a 65i1kDa protein

(compared with the expected 64kDa) expressed at 17% total cell protein as

determined by scanning densitometry (Chapter 2.10). Plasmid stability

was tested to ensure that SHEL was not toxic to the cells and that pSHELF

was being retained. All viable cells should grow on plates without additives

while only those containing pSHELF should grow on ampicillin-containing

plates. In the presence of IPTG only cells which have lost pSHELF and/or

the ability to express protein will grow while only mutants retaining pSHELF

but unable to express will grow on both ampicillin and IPI‘G (Studier et

aL, 1990). Results from plating experiments are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Effect of Different Additives on BL21(DE3)[pSHELF]
Colony Formation
 

 

 

Number of Colonies

Dilution No additives Amp. * IP'DG Amp.+ IPI‘G

2x106 96 85 ND* ND

106 1 75 ND 3 0

5x105 493 5 1 7 23 O

105 lawn lawn 46 O      
 

*ampicillin

'not determined

A number of variables were altered to optimise expression. A selection of

different rich media were tested (Figure 4.5). M9LB did not work as well as

the other media; LB, 2TY and TB, which were all similarly effective. 2TY

appeared to be marginally better as judged by SDS-PAGE and was therefore

routinely used.
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Figure 4.5 Expression of pSHELF in various media. pSHELF was induced with lmM

IP’I‘G for three hours in LB, 2TY, M9LB or TB and analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE alongside

uninduced samples. Expression of SHEL (arrow) can be seen in all samples at a high

level except in M9LB where expression is poor. Expression in the other media is comparable

in this case. Size markers (S) are shown in kDa.
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IPTG concentration was varied to determine the lowest concentration capable

of induction, since a relatively high concentration of 0.4mM IP’I‘G is

recommended for pET vectors (Studier et at, 1990). IPTG from 0.001 to

0.6mM was used. Low levels, although capable of induction also resulted

in high background expression of E. coli proteins (Figure 4.6). 0.04mM

IPTG appeared to be the lowest concentration capable of producing good

overexpression with little background as judged by SDS—PAGE. With higher

amounts, however, there was little difference in overexpression. Therefore

no advantage was gained with larger IPTG amounts and 0.04mM was

routinely used.

The optimum time for expression was determined by SDS—PAGE of samples

after various induction times (Figure 4.7). Expression for two hours appeared

optimal with increased times actually decreasing the overall amount of

SHEL present. Two hours was therefore used routinely for overexpression.

Over many months it was occasionally noticed that expression was extremely

poor with almost no overexpressed protein visible by SDS-PAGE. This

always coincided with extremely slow growth of cultures with over three

hours required before A600 reached 0.8 instead of the usual one and a half

hours. SDS-PAGE of overnight cultures showed that expression of SHEL

was taking place constitutively with no IPTG required (Figure 4.8). Re-

transformation of pSHELF into fresh E. coli cells did not have any effect.

Constitutive expression was repressed by including 2% glucose in overnight

cultures, followed by dilution into fresh media without glucose for induction

by IPTG (Figure 4.8) which resulted in consistent high overexpression

levels .
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Figure 4.6 Effect of IPTG concentration on pSHELF expression. IP’I‘G from 0.001 to

0.6mM was used to induce pSHELF expression for two hours and samples analysed by

8% SDS—PAGE alongside an uninduced sample. Overexpressed SHEL is marked with an

arrow. 0.001mM did not have any effect although induction is seen with all other IPTG

levels used. Less than 0.04mM results in a high background of E. coli proteins. Little

difference in overexpression levels or background can be seen above this level.
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Figure 4.7 Time course of pSI-IELF expression in 2TY. pSHELF was grown in 2TY

media and induced with 0.04mM IPTG and expression assessed by 8% SDS—PAGE after

induction times of one to six hours, alongside an uninduced sample. The position of

SHEL is marked with an arrow. Overexpression appears to reach a maximum at two

hours with the amount of SHEL decreasing over longer induction times. 
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Figure 4.8 Constitutive expression of pSHELF in BL21(DE3). pSHELF was grown in

2TY overnight in the presence (+ glucose) or absence (- glucose) of 2% glucose and

induced with 0.04mM IPTG for two hours after reaching an A600 of 0.8. In the absence of

glucose cultures took two to three times longer to reach this level. Samples of overnight,

uninduced and induced cultures were analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE and are shown. The

position of SHEL is marked with an arrow. In the absence of glucose, SHEL is constitufively

expressed in overnight cultures and is clearly present in the uninduced sample. In the

presence of glucose constitutive expression is repressed with no SHEL visible in overnight

or uninduced cultures. Size markers (S) are shown in kDa.
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Routine expression of pSHELF was carried out by growing cells in 2TY

containing 2% glucose and 50ug/m1 ampicilljn overnight, followed by dilution

into fresh 2TY and ampicillin without glucose, before induction with 0.04mM

IPTG for two hours at 37°C after the culture reached A€00 of 0.8. Expression

levels of approximately 17% total cell protein were obtained. With these

conditions no inclusion bodies could be seen by phase contrast microscopy

(Section 2.3).

4.3.5 Expression of pSHELFAmod and pSHELFA26A

pSHELFAmod and pSHELFAZGA were expressed under the conditions

optimised for pSHELF. The only difference observed was that pSHELFAmod

was expressed constitutively and was therefore allowed to express overnight

without IPTG induction. This was achieved by inoculating a 10ml culture

of 2TY with a single colony, grown for six to eight hours at 37°C. One ml

was used to inoculate one litre fresh 2TY with no glucose present and

grown overnight before harvesting cells. Expression levels of both isoforrns

of tropoelastin and also SHELAmod were approximately the same when

grown under the same conditions (Figure 4.9). SHEIA26A was expressed

as a 60.0kDa protein and SHElAmod as a 56.8kDa protein. No inclusion

bodies could be seen under phase contrast microscopy (Section 2.3) in

either case.
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Figure 4.9 Comparative expression of SHEL. SHEIA26A and SHELAmod. Cultures
containing pSHELF, pSI-IELFAZGA and pSHELFAmod were grown under identical conditions
in the presence of glucose in overnight cultures and induced with 0.04mM IPTG for two
hours. Uninduced H and induced (+) cultures were analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE. The level
of overexpression is comparable for all three forms. The positions of SHEL (63.5), SHEIA26A
(60.0) and SHEIAmod (56.8) are marked with an arrow. Size markers and the size of each

overexpressed protein is shown in kDa.
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4.4. DISCUSSION

4.4.1 Growth Curves

Expression conditions were easily assessed by SDS—PAGE. Growth curves

taken while expression was occurring provided a fast and simple means of

determining whether expression had taken place without the need for

SDS-PAGE since growth is slower after induction due to diversion of the

cell’s resources fuelling protein expression. No dilution of culture was

necessary to detect this effect. However, the relative amount of overexpression

could not be assessed by growth curves alone and SDS-PAGE was necessary.

4.4.2 Expression of GST-SHEL

Expression of GST-SHEL fusion from pSHELC was very successful. However,

a marked difference in expression levels was seen in different E. coli

strains. The initial cloning strain, XLl-Blue, was a significantly poorer

expression host compared with the other three strains used. While the

three other strains were good expression hosts, DHSOL was more consistent

and was therefore used as the standard host strain. No difference in the

amount of expression was seen with altered IPTG levels or temperature.

No inclusion bodies could be seen under any of the conditions used indicating

that GST-SHEL was produced in a soluble form even at 37°C. Solubility

was confirmed after cell lysis (See Section 5.3.1.1), in agreement with

other reports of high solubility of GST—fusion proteins [Smith and Johnston,

1988) although some other reports have found that GST fusions are

frequently insoluble (Frangioni and Neel, 1993). This is in contrast to the

recombinant fusion proteins of human tropoelastin produced from cDNA

which was produced in an insoluble form (Indik et aL, 1990; Bedell—Hogan

et aL, 1993). Since there was no evidence of inclusion body formation the
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faster growth conditions of 37°C were used.

4.4.3 Expression of pSHELD and pSHELE

No expression of SHEL from pSHELD was seen in DH5OL. No evidence of

any overexpression could be detected by either SDS-PAGE or by a change

in growth rates compared with uninduced cultures. Amman et a1. (1988)

recommend a high level of IPTG for induction of the trc promoter but 1 to

5mM IPTG, considerably higher than that used for the other vectors, failed

to produce any overexpression. Other experiments in our laboratory using

different genes also failed to show any overexpression in pTrc—based

constructs (A. Stortchevoi, personal communication).

A protein band from induced DH50L containing the pSHELE construct

could be detected at approximately the expected size by SDS-PAGE and

was not present in uninduced cells. However, the band was not very

intense, nor did the intensity increase greatly with time. This may be the

correct SHEL product indicating that the ATG start codon was intact

despite the loss of the Ncol site (Section 3.3.4). However, no growth curves

could be produced due to different growth temperatures of induced and

uninduced cultures. Since this system of overexpression is not widely

used there are little other data to compare with these results. Because the

data are inconclusive and expression appeared low especially in the light

of subsequent pSHELF expression, pSHELE was not used for further

experiments.

4.4.4 Expression of pSHELF, pSHELFA26A and pSHELFAmod

Direct expression of tropoelastin isoforms was possible and highly successful
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using the pET vector system. Indik et al. (1990) were unable to obtain

successful expression of their cDNA clones in an unfused system, citing

extreme degradation as the problem. The system used here, however,

allows excellent direct expression of tropoelastin isoforms removing the

need for any additional purification away from a fusion partner. Although

not conclusive since different host strains and vectors were used, the

excellent levels of overexpression indicate that codon manipulation was a

useful procedure in this case. Plating pSHELF—containing BL21(DE3) cells

on media containing different additives showed that pSHELF was relatively

stable and that SHEL was not highly toxic to the cells. Almost the same

number of cells were seen on plates containing ampicillin as on plates

with no additives suggesting almost all cells retained the plasmid. Since

the presence of IPTG will induce protein production, growth slows

dramatically and colonies will not form on plates. Between 2-4% grew on

IPTG alone indicating that 24% of cells had probably lost the plasmid.

This is similar to the 2% level typical of pET plasmids (Studier et al.,

1990). No colonies grew on both IPTG and ampicillin plates indicating that

no mutants exist which retain plasmid but have lost expression ability.

The conditions used for growth and overexpression are therefore conducive

to high-level expression as the plasmid is being maintained by a high

proportion of cells. A toxic product would result in the loss of pSHELF and

therefore a lower proportion of colonies on ampicillin plates and an increase

in number on IPTG plates (Studier et al., 1990). Optimal conditions

determined for pSHELF expression were successfully transferred to

pSHELFA26A with no detectable differences.

Levels of expression were high even with IPTG levels ten times lower than

the recommended 0.4mM (Studier et al., 1990). However, the most critical

parameter for good expression levels was the length of the induction period:

more than two hours reduced expression levels, perhaps due to proteolytic
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degradation. As for (EST-SHEL, no inclusion bodies were seen, indicating

the SHEL and SHEIA26A products were produced predominantly as soluble

polypeptides.

The major problem with pET constructs was constitutive expression. This

was not seen at the beginning of the work but became apparent some time

later and tended to be unpredictable. The T7 promoter in pET vectors is

tightly regulated but the expression of T7 RNA polymerase from the lacUV5

promoter is known to occur at a basal level Without IPI‘G induction (Studier

et al., 1990). Since the products in this case were apparently not toxic,

allowing expression of SHEL and SHELAZGA from constitutively expressed

cultures overnight was an attractive option for high yields of protein.

However, this approach was often unsuccessful. Much of the problem

could be attributed to high levels of proteolytic degradation with extended

overexpression times resulting in poor yields of full-length protein. A second

major problem was unreliable constitutive expression. However,

pSHELFAmod was expressed very successfully in this way and constitutive

expression in this system was highly reproducible. The cause of this

unreliable constitutive expression is unknown and may possibly be due to

subtle differences in composition with media stocks e.g. trace presence of

lactose, increased protease resistance of the protein or mutations to DNA

sequence in the bacterial genome. Since constitutive expression was

troublesome for SHEL and SHEIAZSA it was necessary to repress it. A

number of possibilities existed for this. A different pET vector could be

tried but this was not desirable since expression in the present system

was extremely good. The second option outlined by Studier et al. (1990)

concerned the role of T7 lysozyme as a natural inhibitor of T7 RNA

polymerase. T7 lysozyme is produced by bacteria containing pLysS and

pLysE plasmids which carry the gene for T7 lysozyme and are

chloramphenicol resistant. This would require maintaining pSHELF and
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pSHELFAZBA in the presence of pLysS or pLysE and reassessing expression.

This option has the disadvantage of needing chloramphenicol as well as

ampicillin in cultures. A slight lag time in expression may be expected

with pLysS and an overall reduction in expression levels with pLysE (Studier

et al., 1990). Rather than take this option, a simpler method was tried

using glucose in overnight cultures. Glucose acts to inhibit the lacUV5

promoter by catabolite repression and this procedure has been recommended

for other constitutively expressing systems (GST Gene Fusion Manual,

Amrad Pharmacia Biotech). This was successful in inhibiting constitutive

expression allowing high levels of overexpression after induction.

4.5 CONCLUSION

By constructing and analysing various expression systems, two constructs

were identified which resulted in substantial overexpression. SHEL was

successfully expressed in a soluble form at a high level as a fusion with

GST and directly, using pSHELC and pSHELF which expressed at a level

of 30% and 17% total cell protein respectively. This is the first instance of

successful direct expression of any recombinant tropoelastin. Expression

conditions for both the direct and fusion systems were optimised by trialling

different hosts, media and induction times. Conditions for direct expression

of SHEL were successfully transferred to the second isoform SHEIAZGA

and the mutant form SHELAmod.
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5. 1 INTRODUCTION

Previous recombinant work with tropoelastin has yielded relatively modest

amounts of purified protein between 2- 10mg per litre of culture (Grosso et

aL, 1991; Indik et aL, 1990). Low yields may have been the result of low

levels of expression possibly caused by rare codons in the natural gene. In

contrast, codon—optirnised SHEL and SHELA26A show very high expression

with both GST fusion and direct expression systems (Chapter 4), potentially

allowing a greatly increased yield.

Fusion expression systems are usually designed to facilitate purification

by exploiting a property of the fusion partner to allow specific purification

using affinity chromatography. With the GST fusion system, the GST portion

binds specifically to glutathione agarose allowing purification of GST fusion

proteins away from other proteins (Smith and Johnston, 1988). The fusion

protein can then be eluted from the agarose by competition with free

reduced glutathione. A disadvantage of fusion systems, however, is that

the fusion partner has to be removed to provide the native polypeptide for

subsequent studies which therefore adds an extra step to the purification

protocol. The GST portion of GST fusions is designed to be readily removed

by specific cleavage with proteases, in this case thrombin, which cuts

. between GST and the recombinant protein leaving the desired protein with

an additional Gly—Ser dipeptide sequence at the N-terminus (Smith and

Johnston, 1988). The purification is essentially a single step and conducive

to maintaining protein structure, eliminating the need for other treatments

such as cyanogen bromide or further chromatographic steps but is only

feasible for soluble fusion proteins.

For directly expressed SHEL a novel system for purification had to be

designed. As unfused tropoelastin has been shown to be very unstable

[Indik et al., 1990) and tissue-derived tropoelastin is rapidly degraded
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(Rucker, 1982; Foster et al., 1975; Narayanan and Page, 1974; Sandberg

et al., 1971), the main criteria for purification is to minimise the number

of steps involved, to use relatively fast techniques to minimise degradation

and to avoid overly harsh techniques such as cyanogen bromide.

Several different protocols exist for purifying tropoelastin from tissues.

These include salt-induced coacervation (Smith et al., 1972) and alcohol

solubilisation (Sandberg et al., 1971) which is based on the unusually

high solubility of tropoelastin in short—chain alcohols first noted by Partridge

(1967). Other techniques which have been successfully used include ion—

exchange, gel filtration (Rucker, 1982) and reverse—phase high performance

liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) (Indik et al., 1990, Soskel et al., 1987).

A common contaminant in recombinant protein preparations is endotoxin

(Marston, 1986). These pyrogenic compounds are derived from the

lipopolysaccharide layer from the outer membrane of the bacterial cell. In

addition to being toxic if the protein is used in living systems, the

hydrophobicity of endotoxins allows them to interact with other hydrophobic

proteins such as tropoelastin affecting its properties. The minimisation of

endotoxin is therefore a priority in SHEL purification (McPherson et al.,

1996).

This chapter describes the purification of GST-SHEL and problems

encountered during this procedure which restricted its further use. The

development of a fast, simple and highly effective purification procedure

for unfused SHEL is described and the subsequent purification of SHEIA26A

and SHELAmod, including the removal of degradation products. A simple

means of reducing endotoxin is also described. The final protein products

are confirmed as correct by a variety of protein analysis techniques.
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5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.2.1 Materials

Lysis buffer consisted of 50mM Tris—HCl pH 8.0, 100mM NaCl, lmM

EDTA and was sterilised by autoclaving before use. Lysozyme, DNaseI and

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) were from Boehringer Mannheim,

Germany. Stock PMSF solutions were made by dissolving the solid at

100mM in isopropanol. All other chemicals used were of analytical reagent

grade.

5.2.2 Lysis of pSHELC Cultures

Lysis and purification was carried out on cultures grown under optimal

conditions as determined in Chapter 4. The final optimal lysis conditions

are described here with variations tested as described in Section 5.3. Cells

were harvested by centrifugation at 10 000g and resuspended in 10 volumes

lysis buffer. 1mg/ml lysozyme, freshly dissolved in lysis buffer, was added

and cells incubated at 4°C for 30min. 0.5mM PMSF and 1% Triton—X 100

was added for a further 30min at 4°C followed by 10mM MgCl2 and

IOug/ml DNaseI for 20min. 5m1 aliquots of the cell solution were sonicated

for 105 at a time followed by 305 intervals on ice until lysis was complete

as judged by phase contrast microscopy (Section 2.3). Typically five or six

cycles were necessary. The supernatant was separated from the insoluble

pellet by centrifugation at 12 000g for 10min.

5.2.3 Glutathione Agarose Binding

Glutathione agarose beads (Sigma Chemical Company, USA) were swollen
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in 10 volumes phosphate—buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4 (Sambrook et al.,

1989) for one hour at 4°C. Beads were spun at 500g, liquid removed and

beads washed twice in PBS, then resuspended in an equal volume PBS to

give a 50% slurry. lOpl cell lysate supernatant was mixed with lO—40ul

bead slurry and incubated five minutes at room temperature with mixing.

The beads were washed three times with one m1 PBS by vortexing and

centrifuging briefly to collect beads. Beads were resuspended in 20ul MQW,

SDS—PAGE loading buffer added (Section 2.7) and boiled before being run

on SDS-PAGE.

Large scale binding was performed using a glutathione agarose column

made by filling a 20ml syringe, containing a teflon frit at the end, with

pre-swollen beads. A piece of tubing was attached to the column to allow

flow control. 6m] lysate was loaded onto the column at lml/min, flow-through

collected and reloaded twice. The column was washed with five column

volumes PBS containingl% Triton-X 100. The protein was eluted with five

column volumes 50mM Tris—HCl pH 8.0 containing 5mM reduced glutathione

and 3m1 fractions were collected.

5.2.4 Thrombin Cleavage

Cleavage of GST-SHEL bound to glutathione agarose was performed by

washing and resuspending beads in 1X thrombin cleavage buffer (50mM

Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 150mM NaCl, 2.5mM CaClz) and adding human thrombin

(Sigma) from 0.1 to 1% (w/w) thrombinzfusion protein at 25°C for one

hour (Smith and Johnston, 1988). Soluble bacterial lysates used as substrate

were incubated similarly with 1X thrombin cleavage buffer, added from a

10x stock.
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5.2.5 Lysis of pSHELF Cultures

The sonication protocol tested for SHEL purification was as for GST—SHEL

(Section 5.2.2). The usual lysis protocol used for pSHELF cultures was a

combined lysozyme/freeze—thaw method. Cells were harvested and

resuspended in 10 volumes lysis buffer with lmg/m1 lysozyme and 0.5mM

PMSF at 4°C for 30min with occasional mixing. Cells were divided into

5m1 aliquots in 10ml polypropylene tubes and frozen in liquid nitrogen,

followed by thawing in room temperature water. Freeze—thaw was repeated

another one to two times until the cell suspension became highly Viscous.

MgCl2 and DNaseI were added as in Section 5.2.2 and incubated at room

temperature for 15-20min until viscosity was reduced. Lysis was checked

by phase contrast microscopy (Section 2.3). PMSF was added again and

lysate cleared by centrifugation at 12 0009.

5.2.6 Alcohol Solubilisation

This protocol is based on a modification of that by Sandberg et al. (1971).

1.5 volumes cold n-propanol was added to the soluble tropoelastin-

containing fraction in five aliquots at 15min intervals at 4°C with stirring.

2.5 volumes cold n-butanol was then similarly added and allowed to stir

overnight. The precipitate was removed by centrifugation at 10 0009. Any

suspended particulates remaining were removed by filtration through filter

paper WVhatman No.41). The solution was removed by rotary evaporation

using a vacuum pump and trap cooled with dry ice. Drying was aided by

keeping the alcohol solution at between 30 and 37°C. When dry, the

residue was washed twice with 10ml chloroform and the washings discarded,

taking care not to lose any suspended particles. The flask was air-dried

and the residue dissolved in ice-cold sterile 50mM ammonium acetate, pH
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5.0. Any undissolved particles were not removed at this stage. The solution

was extensively dialysed against 50mM ammonium acetate, pH 5.0, i.e

10ml solution was dialysed against at least 5L buffer in total with three

changes of buffer solution over two days. Particulate matter was removed

by centrifugation at 50009. Soluble SHEL solution was concentrated by

lyophilisation.

5.2.7 RP-HPLC

Concentrated SHEL in 50mM ammonium acetate was separated from

degradation products by RP-HPLC. Two alternative methods were used.

Initially, perfusion chromatography (POROS, PerSeptive Biosystems, USA)

using an R2 reverse phase column (4.6 x 100mm) run at 9ml/min along a

30-80% acetonitrile, 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) gradient over 7min

was used. Alternatively, a TechogellO C18 column (2.2 x 25cm) was used

with a flow rate of 8ml/min. A 30-80% acetonitrile, 0.1% TFA gradient

over 55min was used after a 10min initial wash with 30% acetonitrile/O. 1%

TFA. The column was equilibrated for 10min between runs due to its large

volume. A maximum of 30—50mg SHEL was loaded at any one time. For

both methods sample detection was at 214 and 280nm simultaneously.

Both methods were performed using Pharmacia (Sweden) pumps and

detectors. The solution was removed from the collected samples by

lyophilisation and purified SHEL weighed to determine yield.

5.2.8 Purification of SHELA26A and SHELAmod

The same procedure used for purification of SHEL was used without any

modifications for both SHELA26A and SHELAmod.
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5.2.9 Spectrophotometric Determination of Yield

An extinction coefficient of 19 320Mcm'1 at 280nm was used as determined

by the Genetics Computer Group/ Protein Analysis/ Peptidesort program

(University of Wisconsin, USA) provided by the Australian National Genomic

Information Service and was found to be the same for all three forms.

To determine the concentration of protein solutions, A280 of the appropriate

protein in ammonium acetate, pH 5.0 or PBS, pH 7.4 was read using a

Cary model spectrophotometer. The following relation was used:

Azsox MW

—— = mg/ml

19 320

where MW (molecular weight) = 63 500 for S'HEL, 60 000 for SHEIA26A

and 56 800 for SHELAmod.

5.2.10 Mass Spectrometry

HPLC—purified samples were dried and “30ng sent to the Oxford Centre for

Molecular Science, Oxford University, UK, the Department of Pharmacy,

University of Sydney or to the Australian Government Analytical Laboratories

(Sydney, NSW) for analysis. In each case, analyses were performed by

electrospray mass spectrometry according to standard protocols.

5.2.11 Endotoxin Determination

Unpurified samples, samples purified by HPLC or run through an endotoxin

removing column (De—toxi Gel, Pierce Chemical Company, USA) were sent

to Stanford Consulting Laboratories (Sydney, NSW) for LAL chromogenic

endotoxin determination.
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5.2.12 Circular Dichroism (CD)

SHEL was dissolved in pure water at 0.8mg/ml. CD was performed in a

0.1mm cuvette at 20 and 50°C using a Jasco J—720 spectropolarimeter

from 184 to 240nm. Fifty cycles were obtained from 184 to 200nm and

twenty cycles from 200 to 240nm. Data were expressed in mean residue

ellipticity (degcmzdmol’l). Secondary structure was estimated using the

variable selection method and the Varselec program (Manavalan and

Johnson, 1987) with 33 reference spectra in the basis set.

5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 Purification of GST-SHEL

5.3.1.1 Cell Lysis

A number of experiments were performed before adequate lysis conditions

were found. Sonication after lysozyme treatment of cells was found to

disrupt cells adequately but the GST-SHEL protein was found in the

insoluble fraction (not shown). An alternative lysis protocol using 10%

Triton-X 100 and lysozyme to lyse cells at 4°C with the addition of DNaseI

and MgCl2 resulted in about 50% soluble protein (not shown). This was

promising but the Triton-X 100 concentration was too high for subsequent

glutathione agarose binding (Smith and Johnston, 1988). A modified protocol

combining these two i.e. lysozyme, 1% Triton—X 100 lysis, addition of

MgCl2 and DNaseI and sonication was effective in lysing cells with >95%

solubility of GST-SHEL (Figure 5.1) and this technique was used

subsequently.
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Figure 5.1 Lysisof D1150: expressing GST-SHEL. Uninduced and induced cultures of
DH50c containing pSHELC were analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE. The total cell culture was
lysed by sonication and the lysate cleared by centrifugation. Equivalent volumes of
soluble supernatant and insoluble pellet are shown. Greater than 95% of GST-SHEL
(arrow, estimated visually) is found in a soluble form in the supernatant. Size markers
are shown in kDa.
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5.3. 1.2 Glutathione Agarose Binding

Analytical scale binding of cell lysates to glutathione agarose beads showed

that binding was selective for GST-SHEL (Figure 5.2a). However, binding

capacity was far below the expected 8mg fusion protein per ml agarose

(Smith and Johnson, 1988). Large scale purification using a column was

somewhat better at binding more protein but binding appeared to be

extremely non-specific with a large amount of smaller sized fragments

binding also (Figure 5.2b). Elution with reduced glutathione was successful

but likewise a large number of smaller fragments were eluted.

5.3. 1.3 Thrombin Cleavage

Analytical scale thrombin cleavage was performed on GST-SHEL bound to

agarose beads. A wide range of thrombin concentrations were used from

0.1 to 1% (w/w) thrombin to fusion protein. GST (26kDa) was evident on

beads by SDS-PAGE but SHEL could not be identified in the supernatant

in numerous experiments. To determine whether thrombin was degrading

SHEL, the entire cell lysate was subject to cleavage with increasing

concentrations of thrombin. 0.0lU thrombin was the lower limit for cleavage

but 0.05U and greater are more effective (Figure 5.3). GST was clearly

present. However, with 0.01U thrombin a band at approximately 64kDa

could be discerned which may represent SHEL although this was not

nearly as intense as the GST band. With higher thrombin concentrations

this band disappeared and smaller fragments at 45, 34 and 22kDa were

noted indicating that SHEL was indeed being cleaved by thrombin. Therefore,

clue to the problems with agarose binding and thrombin cleavage it was

decided to concentrate instead on purification of unfused SHEL from

pSHELF.
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Figure 5.2 Binding of GST-SHEL to glutathione agarose. a. Analytical scale binding of

soluble cell lysate to glutathione agarose beads. lOpl lysate was bound to 10, 20 and 40341

beads and each analysed by 8% SDS—PAGE. Binding appears selective for GST-SHEL

(arrow) but binding capacity is low even with the largest amount of beads used, compared

with the amount of GST-SHEL in the lysate. b. Column binding of GST—SHEL (arrow) to

glutathione agarose. 4111 total soluble lysate is shown with equivalent volumes of flowthrough

from each of the three passages through the column. GST-SHEL is not present in the

flowthrough indicating it has bound to the column. 20m samples of the first four fractions

eluted from the column are shown. Subsequent fractions (not shown) did not contain any

protein. GST—SHEL is successfully eluted from the column but numerous smaller fragments

are also present in the elution.
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Figure 5.3 Thrombin cleavage of soluble cell lysate containing GST—SHEL. Increasing

amounts of thrombin (indicated in units) were added to soluble cell lysate and analysed

by 8% SDS-PAGE. GST can be clearly seen at approximately 26kDa with thrombin

concentrations above 0.01U while GST-SHEL decreases. SHEL, at approximately 64kDa.

can be discerned at intermediate thrombin concentrations of 0.05 and 0.1U. Increasing

thrombin further results in removal of the SHEL band and the appearance of three

smaller bands (a,b,c) at approximately 45. 34 and 22kDa.
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5.3.2 Purification of SHEL

The overall purification scheme designed for SHEL is shown as a flow

chart in Figure 5.4. The development of each step is described in detail

below.

5.3.2.1 Lysis

Three different lysis protocols were tested: a sonication protocol similar to

GST—SHEL and a freeze-thaw protocol with and without the addition of

Triton—X 100. In all cases SHEL was completely soluble and found in the

lysate supernatant (Figure 5.5a). Of these, the freeze—thaw protocol without

Triton—X 100 was chosen for routine use due to its ease and greater

reproducibility.

5.3.2.2 Alcohol Solubilisation

A modification of the alcohol solubilisation procedure used with tissue-

extracted tropoelastin (Sandberg et aL, 1971) was used to purify recombinant

SHEL in essentially a single step. This simple procedure was highly selective,

with SHEL the only protein solubilised by propanol/butanol as judged by

SDS-PAGE. All E. coli proteins were precipitated by the alcohols and easily

removed by centrifugation and filtration (Figure 5.5b). Unfortunately, some

SHEL was also precipitated indicating that the procedure was not completely

effective. The alcohol solution was removed by rotary evaporation leaving a

residue inside the flask consisting of purified SHEL and some lipid (Figure

5.6). A wash with chloroform removed the lipids as judged by the clouding

of the chloroform solution.
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Figure 5.4 Overview of the purification protocol for SHEL
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Figure 5.5 Stages of purification of SHEL. a. Lysis of BL21(DE3) expressing pSHELF.

Uninduced and induced total cell cultures are shown with equivalent volumes of soluble

supernatant and insoluble pellet after three different lysis protocols; sonication (1), freeze—

thaw (2) and freeze-thaw + Triton-X 100 (3). In each case, SHEL (arrow) is found exclusively

in the soluble supernatant. 1:. Alcohol solubilisation of SHEL. Total soluble cell lysate

(lane 2) was treated with propanol and butanol and the resulting precipitate (lane 3) and

solubilised protein (lanes 4 and 5) are shown. The precipitate contains all the E. coli

proteins while SHEL (arrow) is exclusively solubilised by butanol. Lanes 2-4 are equivalent

amounts while lane 5 contains twice the amount in lane 4. Size markers (S) are shown in

kDa.
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Figure 5.6 Purified SHEL after removal of alcohol. A flask containing an extensive
residue remaining after the alcohol mixture is removed by rotary evaporation. The residue
consists largely of purified SHEL as the only protein, along with some lipid contamination. 
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The residue inside the flask was dissolved in ammonium acetate buffer

with some difficulty but was greatly enhanced by cooling on ice and

resulted in a yellowish solution. Extensive dialysis appeared to completely

remove the yellow colour. The dilute SHEL solution, after concentration by

freeze-drying, was analysed by SDS-PAGE which revealed the presence of

some degradation products and full-length SHEL. The proportion of

degradation products varied greatly between preparations but the profile

was always very similar to those degradation profiles seen by others in

recombinant systems and tissue preparations (Grosso et al., 1991; Indik

et aL, 1990; Franzblau et al., 1989; Davidson and Sephel, 1987; Chipman

etal, 1985; Mecham et al., 1976).

5.3.2.3 RP-HPLC Purification

In most instances degradation products were not removed as they did not

interfere with in further experiments. However, it was still important to be

able to remove the degradation products and obtain pure full—length SHEL.

Experiments with Superose 12 size fractionation and Mono S cation exchange

using FPLC and SMART systems (both from Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden)

were unsuccessful in removing degradation products and resulted in losses

of SHEL apparently due to non-specific binding to the columns (not shown).

Reverse-phase HPDC however, was very successful in removing degradation

products. Initially, a POROS Perfusion Chromatography reverse phase

column was used. This did not result in any separation of degradation

products (not shown) but removed endotoxins efficiently (see below). This

column had the advantage of fast separation (<7min) due to the high flow

rate used and therefore had a high throughput. However, there was a high

waste of solvent and the column capacity was low (approximately 1mg)

resulting in multiple runs to purify an average 1L preparation of SHEL.
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Therefore, a reverse—phase C18 column was used instead. This much

larger preparative scale column had a higher capacity (approximately 100mg)

allowing fewer runs to be made compensating for the much longer run

time. Conventional reverse-phase chromatography also separated

degradation products extremely well as seen by multiple peaks on the

elution profile (Figure 5.7a). Samples from the various peaks analysed by

SDS—PAGE revealed complete removal of degradation products was achieved

with full—length SHEL eluting in the final peak (Figure 5.7b). Removal of

solvent by centrifugal evaporation and/or freeze-drying completed the

purification protocol. Dried SHEL was weighed to determine yield and

stored dry until needed. A final yield of approximately 30—40mg from IL

culture was routinely obtained using these methods.

5.3.3 Purification of SHELA26A

The purification protocol used for SHEL (outlined in Figure 5.4) was likewise

used for SHEIAZGA with no modifications or difficulties. Figure 5.8 shows

various stages of purification for SHEIAZGA. The final yield of protein

obtained was similar to SHEL with approximately 30-40mg purified from

IL culture volume. Degradation products were again present.
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Figure 5.7 Reverse-phase HPLC purification of SHEL. a. Typical HPLC elution profile

of SHEL. as monitored by absorbance at 214nm, passed through a C18 RP—HPLC column.

The numbered peaks correspond to fractions collected. b. 8% SDS-PAGE analysis of the

numbered fractions collected in Figure 5.7a. Equivalent volumes from each fraction are

shown. Full-length SHEL eluted largely in the final peak (arrow) with earlier peaks

containing variously degraded products. Size markers (S) are shown in kDa.
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Figure 5.8 Stages in the purification of SHELA26A. a. 8% SDS—PAGE analysis of

uninduced and induced samples of BL21(DE3) containing pSHELFAZGA, with equivalent

volumes of soluble and insoluble lysate and the final purified product after alcohol

solubilisation (arrow). Degradation products are evident. b. 8% SDS—PAGE of HPDC-purified

fractions. Fraction 3 contains largely full—length SHEIA26A (arrow). Size markers (S) are

shown in kDa. 
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5.3.4 Purification of SHELAmod

Although not a naturally occurring isoform of tropoelastin, SHELAmod

proved useful in various experiments including comparison with SHEL

and SHEIAZBA (see Chapter 7). Furthermore, it was used as a source to

produce smaller tropoelastin domains (see Chapter 6) for other work in

the laboratory. Therefore, purification of SHEIAmod was also carried out.

The same procedure as for SHEL was used as outlined in Figure 5.4 with

the only modification being the use of overnight expression as described in

Section 4.3.5. Selected stages in the purification are shown in Figure 5.9.

Due to the overnight expression the final yield obtained was extremely

high with approximately 200mg obtained from IL culture volume.

Degradation products were also evident with this form of tropoelastin also.

5.3.5 Source of Degradation Activity

To ascertain Whether the degradation products were the result of endogenous

proteases from E. coli or whether they resulted from early termination of

expression, HPLC-purified full-length SHEL, SHEIAZGA and SHELAmod

were mixed with soluble E. coli BL21(DE3) lysate, made in the same way

as cultures expressing SHEL (Section 5.3.2.1). Lysate was made from cells

lacking pET plasmid. 48hr incubation at 37°C resulted in a reduction in

the total full-length tropoelastin present in each case compared with zero

time controls. This demonstrated that proteases present in the E. coli

lysate were capable of degrading tropoelastin prior to purification (Figure

5.10).
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    Figure 5.9 Stages of purification of SHELAmod. 8% SDS-PAGE analysis of total BL21(DE3)

- culture containing pSHELFAmod and final SHELAmod product after alcohol solubilisation

I (arrow). Degradation products are evident.
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Figure 5.10 Degradation of SHEL, SHEIA26A and SHELAmod by E. coli lysate.
BL21(DE3) E. coli lysate was mixed with equivalent amounts of SHEL, SHELA26A and

SHEIAmod. The position of each tropoelastin is marked with an arrow. After 48hr incubation

the amount of each tropoelastin is greatly reduced compared with a zero time control. Of

the three forms, SHEL appears to be the most readily degraded. Size markers (S) are

shown in kDa. 
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5.3.6 Characterisation of Purified Proteins

5.3.6.1 N-terminal Protein Sequencing

The N-terminal sequences of SHEL, SHE1A26A and SHELAmod are given

in Table 5.1 together with the expected sequences. Sequences are given

from the first cycle and there was no indication of blocked N-termini. The

sequences corresponded with those expected except that no N-terminal

formyl—Met was identified in any protein, indicating that it had been

quantitatively post-translationally removed in E. coli. SHEL and SHELA26A

are therefore precisely equivalent to the natural tropoelastin isoforms. The

Ile to Val mutation identified by DNA sequencing in SHEIAmod was confirmed

by the protein sequence.

Table 5.1 N-terminal Sequences
 

Sequence“
 

SHEL Met Gly Gly Val Pro Gly Ala Ile Pro Gly

Gly Gly Val Pro Gly Ala Ile Pro Gly

SHELA26A Met Gly Gly Val Pro Gly Ala Ile Pro

XT Gly Val Pro Gly Ala 116 Pro

SHELAmod Met Gly Gly Val Pro Gly Ala Val Pro Gly

Gly Gly Val Pro Gly Ala Val Pro Gly   
 

*The expected sequence is shown on top and determined sequence below.

'An X represents a residue unable to be identified unambiguously.

5.3.6.2 Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry analysis of both SHEL and SHEIA26A was performed
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to confirm that no changes had occurred in the amino acid sequence.

Mass spectrometry of SHEIAmod was likewise used to confirm the sequence

found by DNA sequencing. Table 5.2 lists the expected molecular mass

alongside that measured by mass spectrometry. In all cases molecular

mass closely corresponded with the theoretical mass Without the N-formyl

Met confirming that the proteins were missing the N-terminal Met in each

case.

Table 5.2 Mass Spectrometry Measurements

 

 

Theoretical Mass Measured Mass
(Da)* (Da)

SHEL 63 489 63 495

SHELA26A 60 017 60 026

SHELAmod 56 839 56 844     
*theoretical mass without N-formyl Met

5.3.6.3 Endotoxin Levels

SHEL was analysed for endotoxin levels before and after various purification

steps. SHEL passed through an endotoxin—removing gel and SHEL after

HPLC purification were analysed compared with untreated SHEL and the

results shown in Table 5.3. Endotoxin levels were initially very high but

were significantly reduced with gel and HPLC purification, with HPLC

being a more effective means of endotoxin removal. Levels as low as 14EU/g

have been obtained after HPLC purification. Thus, HPLC—purified SHEL

used in subsequent experiments was largely endotoxin free compared with

untreated SHEL.
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Table 5.3 Endotoxin Levels in Selected

Preparations of SHEL

 

 

 

Endotoxin Level

(EU/g)

Method ofPurification Crude Pure

RP—HPLC >430 <53

De-toxi Gel 185 000 770

    
 

5.3.6.4 Circular Dichroism

 

SHEL in water at 20°C exhibited a CD spectrum with a minimum near

200nm (Figure 5.11) and a second minimum near 220nm. At 50°C the

spectrum was very similar but the minimum at 200nm was slightly less

negative. The secondary structure calculated was 3i1% a-helix, 37i3%

antiparallel B-sheet, 4i1% parallel B-sheet, 21¢1% B-turn and 33i2% other,

including random coil. These indicate a substantial contribution of B-sheet

and B-tum to the structure of human tropoelastin.
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Figure 5.11 Circular dichroism spectrum of SHEL. SHEL was dissolved in water

at 0.84mg/ml and spectra obtained at 20 and 50°C. A minumum is seen near

200nm and a second minimum near 220nm for both temperatures. The magnitude

of the peak at 200nm is slightly less negative at 50°C than at 20°C.
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5.4 DISCUSSION

5.4.1 GST-SHEL Purification

Initial lysis conditions suggested that GST—SI-IEL was insoluble. However,

no inclusion bodies were seen under phase contrast microscopy suggesting

that it was not being produced in an insoluble form but was becoming

insolubilised during lysis. This is in contrast to work by others where their

tropoelastin fusion was present in insoluble inclusion bodies (Indik et al.,

1990). The introduction of Triton-X 100 to the lysis protocol completely

solubilised GST—SHEL. This is in agreement with reports that GST fusions

are often insoluble after lysis not as a result of inclusion body formation

but due to association of the fusion with bacterial outer—layer

lipopolysaccharides (Frankel et al., 1991). These aggregates have been

successfully solubilised with detergents such as Triton—X 100 (Smith and

Johnston, 1988) and sarkosyl (Frangioni and Neel, 1993; Grieco et at,

1992; Frankel et al., 1991) when added during the sonication step. The

results here with GST—SHEL verify this finding.

Binding of GST-SHEL to glutathione agarose was successful but binding

capacity appeared very low. Theoretically, lml swollen glutathione agarose

beads should be capable of binding 8mg fusion protein (Smith and Johnston,

1988). However, another report demonstrated that binding capacity actually

decreases with increasing fusion protein size (Frangioni and Neel, 1993)

probably as a result of steric hindrance. Glutathione agarose was shown

to bind 8-12 times less of an 83kDa fusion protein than a 26kDa fusion

protein with as little as 0.5 to lug of an 83kDa protein binding to lOul

50% bead slurry (Frangioni and Neel, 1993). This is in a similar range to

the binding capacity seen by the 90kDa GST—SHEL in this work. It was

also suggested that different brands of beads may have markedly different

binding capacities; the brand used in the experiments here (Sigma) having
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a twofold lesser capacity than Pharmacia brand beads (Frangioni and

Neel, 1993). Both these factors perhaps contributed to the low binding

capacity seen with GST-SHEL.

Large scale binding of GST-SHEL to an agarose column appeared in the

first instance to be non-specific due to the large number of other bands,

identified by SDS-PAGE, which bound to the column. However, this was

more likely the result of degradation of GST-SHEL. SHEL is highly susceptible

to proteases which may have degraded the full-length product during

storage and/or lysis. The fact that very little full-length product bound to

beads may also be due to the lower affinity of the beads for high molecular

weight proteins thus encouraging degradation products to bind

preferentially. It may be possible to reduce the amount of degradation by

using a protease—deficient E. coli strain as an expression host as has been

successfully achieved by Nakano et al. (1994).

Thrombin cleavage of GST away from SHEL was the major problem

encountered in the purification procedure. GST could be identified easily

after thrombin cleavage but SHEL could not be detected. Using total cell

lysates as substrate it was clearly seen that SHEL was undergoing

preferential cleavage by thrombin into smaller fragments while no change

in other bacterial proteins could be discerned. With lower thrombin

concentrations full-length SHEL could be identified. The recognition site of

thrombin is given as Leu-Val-Pro-Arg—Gly-Ser with cleavage after Arg (Smith

and Johnston, 1988). However, thrombin has been shown to be able to

recognize other sites preferentially at P4—P3-Pro—Arg/Lys-P1’-P2’, where P3

and P4 are hydrophobic amino acids and P1’ and P2' are nonacidic amino

acids (Chang, 1985). A second major recognition site is P2-Arg/Lys-Pl’

Where P2 or P1’ are Gly (Chang, 1985). SHEL has a large number of Arg

and Lys residues some of which are similar but not identical to these
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typical thrombin recognition sites, yet SHEL is clearly thrombin sensitive.

Strictly controlled proteolysis conditions can result in specific cleavage at

the fusion junction as demonstrated in this work but the extent and ease

of SHEL degradation may make this very much a ‘hit or miss’ procedure.

Since the only Met is a synthetically engineered one precisely at the GST—

SHEL junction, cyanogen bromide could be used to release SHEL from

GST if desired (Indik et al., 1990).

Therefore, despite excellent overexpression, problems with both glutathione

agarose binding and thrombin cleavage precluded use of pSHELC as a

major source of SHEL. It was decided instead to concentrate on tropoelastin

isoform production from the unfused system, pSHELF, which has been

shown in Chapter 4 to overexpress well.

5.4.2 Purification of SHEL

The purification of directly—expressed SHEL was very successful. The protocol

developed for SHEL was subsequently used for SHELAZGA and SHELAmod.

The procedure involves an essentially single step which purifies SHEL

from all other contaminating proteins. Each of the three forms of SHEL

were produced as soluble proteins with no sign of inclusion bodies. The

solubility of SHEL in E. coli lysates greatly simplified its purification which

was easily achieved using a modification of a widely-used protocol for

purification of tropoelastin from tissues (Sandberg et al., 1971) based on

the unusually high solubility of tropoelastin in short chain alcohols

(Partridge, 1967) allowing its selective solubilisation into a propanol/butanol

mixture. Although not all of SHEL was solubilised, the technique was

successful in precipitating all other contaminating proteins producing a

single-step purification that is fast, inexpensive and simple. This is in
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contrast with the much harsher, hazardous procedure of cyanogen bromide

digestion used previously (Grosso et al., 1991; Indik et al. 1990) and

undoubtedly simplified the overall purification procedure. More time

consuming and less specific combinations of methods such as ammonium

sulfate salting out, gel filtration and ion—exchange chromatography

traditionally used in protein purifications were therefore avoided. GST-SHEL,

in contrast, was not soluble in butanol (not shown) indicating that the

GST portion had significantly altered the solubility properties. This method

is probably therefore unable to be used successfully with tropoelastin

fusion proteins and demonstrates the value of producing unfused

recombinant tropoelastin.

SHEL often showed degradation which varied in amount in different

preparations. This degradation was not unexpected as tropoelastin seems

to have a high susceptibility to proteases. The source of the degradation

was shown to come from endogenous E. coli proteases. Since the extent of

degradation varied with different preparations it is unlikely that degradation

products are the result of premature termination of expression although

this possibility as a contribution could not be excluded. Furthermore, the

degradation profile seen with recombinant SHEL and SHEIA26A is

remarkably similar to degradation profiles seen by others in tropoelastin

purified from isolated tissues and tissue culture (Hayashi et al., 1995;

Franzblau et al., 1989; Rucker, 1982; Mecham and Foster, 1977) indicating

that tropoelastin may have regions of extreme susceptibility to proteolysis

(see Chapter 6.). Degradation products could be easily removed by reverse

phase-HPLC. Both ion-exchange and size fractionation, which are milder

purification techniques, were ineffective. Losses onto these columns were

noted, an effect previously seen by others also (Rucker, 1982), possibly

due to the hydrophobicity of tropoelastin and coacervation in high salt

buffers. RP—HPLC was able to purify the smaller fragments on the basis of
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their lower hydrophobicity with the degradation products eluting first and

full-length SHEL last.

The yields of SHEL and SHELA26A were high with 30-40mg obtained from

one litre of culture. This compares extremely favourably with the 4mg/L

obtained using cDNA clones (Indik et al., 1990). The potential for even

higher yields is shown by 200mg/L obtained for SHEIAmod. 30-40mg/L is

a conservative yield based on high reproducibility and quality of final

product. With extended induction times and better control of proteolysis, a

higher yield could almost certainly be obtained. Some protein is also lost

in the alcohol purification step, which, if recovered would increase yield

further. A high-cell density fennentation procedure which may allow even

greater yields is currently under investigation in the laboratory (A.S. Weiss,

personal communication).

5.4.3 Confirmation of Proteins

The purified protein products were subjected to various analyses to confirm

their integrity. N-terminal sequencing confirmed the integrity of the amino

termini of the two isoforms in addition to clearly detecting a residue

change at position 7 in SHELAmod. This method also indicated that no

formyl Met was present in any of the proteins. Mass spectrometry confirmed

the correct composition with the size calculated correlating precisely with

removal of a Met. Formyl Met can often be removed by E. coli aminopeptidases.

This is a particularly efficient process if the next amino acid contains a

short side-chain, such as the Gly in tropoelastin(s), which gives cleavage

efficiencies approaching 100% (Meinnel et al., 1993) resulting in this case

in SHEL and SHELAZGA products equivalent to the natural primary

sequence(s). In contrast, successful purification of GST-SHEL by thrombin
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cleavage would result in the presence of two additional amino terminal

residues, Gly-Ser, in addition to the Met. Endotoxin levels were greatly

decreased after RP-HPLC purification. This is important for further studies

with tropoelastin as the hydrophobic endotoxins can interact with

hydrophobic domains of tropoelastin and may therefore interfere with

physical characterisation (see Chapter 7). Furthermore, a low endotoxin

level is a critical requirement for any future in vivo studies in animals.

5.4.4 Circular Dichroism

The CD spectrum of the SHEL isoform of human tropoelastin in water at

20°C was similar to the CD spectra published for bovine tropoelastin

(Debelle and Alix, 1995), (it—elastin (Tamburro et aL, 1977), polypeptides of

elastin (Urry, 1982) and K-elastin (Debelle et (11., 1995). A negative peak at

200nm is usually indicative of random protein conformation (Johnson,

1990). However, as pointed out by Debelle and Alix (1995) an all-[3 class of

protein, containing B-sheet in a mainly distorted form or in short irregular

strands (B-II proteins; Wu et al., 1992), has a similar spectrum (Manavalan

and Johnson, 1983; Wu et al., 1992). This is indeed precisely what was

determined by secondary structure fitting of the SHEL spectrum, with

41i4% B-sheet identified and 2 1i1% B-turn, although 33i20/o was undefined

and likely to be random coil. on-helix was found to be quite low with only

3% identified and likely to be attributed to the cross—linking domains. A

similar spectrum was seen at 50°C but with a slightly increased minimum

value, similar to that seen by Urry (1982) and Tamburro et al (1977) for

elastin polypeptides and a-elastin. No coacervation occurred at this

temperature since no NaCl was present. These results demonstrate that

the recombinant form of tropoelastin, SHEL, has the same overall secondary

structure components as naturally-derived tropoelastin and soluble elastins
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and that physical studies can be interpreted as being relevant to the

natural situation. The recombinant tropoelastin SHEL, and presumably

also SHEIA26A, is therefore a viable alternative to naturally-derived

tropoelastin for structural and other associated physical studies. Further

physical characterisation, based on these results, is currently being carried

out on both isoforms and derivatives of SHEL and SHELAZESA using CD (S.

Jensen and AS. Weiss, unpublished).

5.5 CONCLUSION

Recombinant human tropoelastin isoforms have been successfully produced

and purified to produce material suitable for many further applications.

The purification procedure for GST—SHEL presented some difficulties but

the procedure for directly-expressed tropoelastin isoforms involving butanol

solubilisation is simple, fast and efficient, providing an substantially

improved method for the purification of recombinant tropoelastin.

Degradation products are minimised and easily removed resulting in a

high-quality final product. The final yields obtained are a significant

improvement on current methods used for tropoelastin production with

50mg easily obtained from one litre of bacterial culture. The purified

products appear correct by a number of criteria and have the added

advantage of removal of the bacterially—derived N—formyl Met. For the first

. time, large quantities of selected human tropoelastin isoforms can be

- readily obtained for study.
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6. 1 INTRODUCTION

Tropoelastin is highly susceptible to proteolytic degradation (Christner et

aL, 1978). This is evident in the substantial amounts of degraded product

isolated from natural sources which can be substantially reduced by adding

inhibitors, particularly of serine proteases (Franzblau et aL, 1989; Rich

and Foster, 1984; Rucker, 1982; Sandberg and Wolt, 1982). In the

purification of SHEL and SHEIA26A from E. coli, degradation products

with sizes similar to those seen in other studies during both purification

and storage have been noted (Chapter 5; Franzblau et aL, 1989; Sandberg

and Wolt, 1982). Since the tropoelastins were purified from different sources,

it may be that certain regions of tropoelastin are more susceptible to

protease action.

Experiments have shown that mammalian serum contains proteases which

are capable of degrading tropoelastin (Romero et aL, 1986). Thus, any

newly-synthesized unprotected tropoelastin exposed to blood, such as in a

blood vessel wall, would be rapidly degraded. It has been proposed that

EBP-bound tropoelastin is protected from proteolytic degradation and that

this protection can be modelled using S—GAL, a peptide based on the

elastin binding domain of EBP (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994). Proteolytic

degradation of tropoelastin in vivo may have important consequences for

normal elastogenesis and tissue repair processes. For example, soluble

elastin and tropoelastin peptides have been demonstrated to be chemotactic

(Wachi et aL, 1995; Bisaccia et aL, 1994; Grosso and Scott, l993a,b).

Furthermore. soluble elastin peptides may be involved in the autoregulation

of tropoelastin production at the mRNA level (McGowan et aL, 1996; Foster

and Curtiss, 1990; Foster et aL, 1990) and this process may be modulated

by proteases (McGowan et aL, 1996). However, proteolysis could also result
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in inadequate or faulty elastin fibre repair at the site of injury (Section

1.3.2).

Serine protease inhibitors can reduce the degradation of tropoelastin caused

by serum (Romero et al., 1986). This same study suggested that plasma

kallikrein was a candidate serum protease responsible for degradation.

Other experiments proposed that plasmin was the protease involved

(McGowan et al., 1996). In earlier experiments, porcine thrombin was

shown to be able to digest heterogeneous porcine tropoelastin in vitro

(Torres et aL, 1977). In Chapter 5, human thrombin was clearly demonstrated

to cleave recombinant GST—SHEL in a specific and reproducible manner.

Thus, the protease involved in the serum—induced degradation of tropoelastin

remains speculative.

In this chapter, the proteolytic susceptibility of SHEL and SHELA26A to

human serum and individual proteases was examined. Serum was confirmed

to have tropoelastin degrading ability, with the protease identified as a

serine protease with trypsin or plasmin-like specificity. SHEL and SHELA26A

were shown to be susceptible to a number of serine proteases and the

regions of susceptibility identified by precise mapping. Potential inhibitors

were evaluated and the process of coacervation is demonstrated to

substantially protect tropoelastin from degradation.
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6.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

6.2.1 Reagents

SHEL and SHELA26A were obtained as described in Chapters 4 and 5.

Hirudin, PMSF, human thrombin, human plasma kallikrein, human plasmin

and human leukocyte elastase (HLE) were obtained from Sigma. Bovine

trypsin and Pefabloc SC were from Boehringer-Mannheim and Pefabloc PK

was from Pentapharm, Switzerland.

6.2.2 Serum Proteolysis of SHEL

Human serum was obtained from fresh intravenous blood, centrifuged at

2000g to remove red blood cells and then allowed to clot before serum was

removed. Aliquots (20111) were stored at -20°C and thawed when needed.

15ug tropoelastin in 50mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.8 was incubated

with 0.5ul serum in a 20m reaction for between 1 and 18hr at 37°C.

Similar experiments were conducted with or without prior addition of

inhibitors. Inhibitors were added at the following concentrations; 0.5 or

1U hirudin, 0.5 or 5mM Pefabloc SC, 1 or 5mM PMSF, 25mM EDTA, 50 or

250uM Pefabloc PK. All inhibitors were dissolved in water except PMSF

which was dissolved in isopropanol. Reactions were analysed by 8% SDS-

PAGE.

Serum-digested peptides to be used for sequencing were purified by the

addition of 1.5 volumes n—propanol, followed by 2.5 volumes n—butanol

and stirred overnight. The organic solvents were removed by rotary

evaporation and peptides resuspended in 50mM sodium phosphate buffer,

pH 7.8.
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6.2.3 Proteolytic Assays

A range of enzyme concentrations was originally used to determine the

optimal amount for subsequent experiments. Thrombin (0.01—1U), human

plasma kallikrein (3x10'4-3x10‘3U), human plasmin (7x10‘5-4x10'7U), bovine

trypsin (5x10'4-4x10‘3U) and human leukocyte elastase (1.6x10'4-3.2x10'3U)

were added to long SHEL or SHELA26A in 50mM sodium phosphate

buffer, pH 7.8 in a total volume of 20m. All reactions were performed at

37°C for one hour. The degradation profile was analysed by 8, 10 or 12%

SDS~PAGE.

6.2.4 N-terminal Sequencing

Gels were poured, run and blotted as described in Section 2.8. N—terminal

sequencing is described in Section 2.9.

6.2.5 Peptide Preparation and Use

S—GAL, N- VVGSPSAQDEASPLS —C, is a peptide representing the elastin

binding domain of EBP (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994). It was synthesised

by Chiron Mimotopes (Australia) and purified by RP—HPLC as described in

Section 5.2.7, except that a 0-100% acetonitrile 0.1% TFA gradient was

used. A large molar excess of S—GAL in MQW (10 to ZOO—fold) was added to

15ug SHEL in 50mM sodium phosphate pH 7.8, made up to a total

volume of 40m and pre-incubated at 37°C for one hour, as suggested by

Hinek and Rabinovitch (1994) before the selected protease (kallikrein,

6—15x10'4U; thrombin, O.1-0.2U; trypsin, 2x10'3U; plasmin, 1.5-3.7x10'5U;

human leukocyte elastase, 1.6x10'3U, serum lul) was added (as determined

in Section 6.2.3) for 10—80mm. Various dilutions of serum from 1/2 to
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1 /50 in 50mM sodium phosphate pH 7.8 were used and both SHEL and

SHELAZESA were used for each experiment.

A peptide representing a region of SHEL cleaved by a selection of serine

proteases: N— AAKAQLRAAAGLGA —C (serine protease site peptide, SPS—

peptide; See Results) was synthesised by Chiron Mimotopes (Australia) to

test whether its presence could protect SHEL from degradation by acting

as a competitor. Experiments were conducted in parallel with S-GAL using

identical procedures (see above). Both SHEL and SHELA26A were used.

Each reaction was analysed by 10% SDS-PAGE. Gels were scanned by

densitometry and the volume of full-length SHEL calculated as described

in Section 2.10.

6.2.6 Proteolysis During Coacervation

10mg/ml SHEL in 50mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.8 and 150mM NaCl

was allowed to coacervate at 37°C until cloudy before adding human

plasma kallikrein (6x10'4U), thrombin (1U), plasmin (1.5x10'5U), trypsin

(2x10‘3U), HLE (1.6x10'3U) and serum (0.7Sul) for one hour. Control reactions

were performed at 16°C for three hours. Extent of proteolysis was monitored

by SDS-PAGE.
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6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 Degradation of SHEL By Serum

Human tropoelastin was degraded by human serum into discrete bands,

resistant to further degradation. The same degradation profile was seen by

SDS-PAGE with overnight incubation as with incubations left for one hour

(Figure 6.1a). Figure 6.1b clearly shows the peptide fragments after

purification from serum using butanol. The sizes of the major bands are

approximately 50, 45, 35, 28, 27, 25, 22 and 18kDa, visually similar to

that obtained by Romero et al. (1986) using porcine tropoelastin. The

pattern of peptides produced was reproducible over many separate

experiments. Similar results were obtained with SHEIA26A (Figure 6.1b)

but the 22 and 18kDa bands were absent and replaced by a 15kDa band.

6.3.2 Effect of Protease Inhibitors on Serum Degradation

Figure 6.2 shows the amount of full—length SHEL after incubation with

serum in the presence and absence of various protease inhibitors. Wide-

spectrum serine protease inhibitors were found to inhibit degradation

since both Pefabloc SC and PMSF protected tropoelastin from cleavage

(Figure 6.2). In contrast, EDTA, which is an inhibitor of metalloproteases,

appeared to promote digestion. Protease inhibitors specific for the serine

proteases thrombin and kallikrein were also tested. Hirudin, a highly

specific inhibitor of thrombin, did not appear to significantly inhibit

degradation whereas Pefabloc PK, specific for kallikrein, inhibited proteolysis

(Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.1 Degradation of SHEL with serum. 9.. After addition of serum to SHEL for l,

2. 3 or 18hr, SHEL is fragmented into a number of distinct bands as seen by 10%

SDS-PAGE. Products from overnight digestion are very similar to products present after

one hour of digestion. b. SHEL and SHELA26A peptide fragments produced by serum

digestion and purified by butanol solubilisation were analysed by 10% SDS—PAGE. A

band at 15kDa appears with SHELA26A (arrow) in place of the 22 and 18kDa bands.

Approximate sizes of fragments produced are shown in kDa. Size markers (8) are shown

in kDa.
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Figure 6.2 Effect of protease inhibitors on serum degradation of SHEL. The presence

(+) or absence H of various protease inhibitors on the amount of full-length SHEL was

analysed by 8% SDS—PAGE. Full-length SHEL is increased in the presence of Pefabloc

SC (0.5mM). Pefabloc PK (50uM) and PMSF (5mM) compared with serum alone, while

there is no noticeable effect in the presence of hirudin (1U). In contrast, the presence of

EDTA results in a decrease in the amount of full-length SHEL.
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6.3.3 Degradation of SHEL with Specific Proteases

6.3.3. 1 Human Thrombin

In Chapter 5, it was shown that thrombin was able to cleave GST—SHEL

extensively and in a reproducible manner. When increasing amounts of

thrombin were added to pure SHEL, four major fragments were identified

by SDS-PAGE estimated at 45, 34, 22 and 13kDa (Figure 6.3a) in addition

to faint minor bands. The sizes of the major products were very similar to

those seen with thrombin digests of GST-SHEL lysates (Section 5.3.1.3).

Even with an excess of thrombin added (1U/10ug SHEL) the smaller

bands were resistant to further degradation whilst the 45kDa fragment

disappeared. The pattern of degradation did not appear to be the same as

for serum-produced peptides. When hirudin was added to reactions,

degradation was inhibited (not shown), unlike the results seen with serum.

The pattern of degradation seen with SHELAZSA was slightly different,

with the 22kDa fragment reduced in size to about 15kDa, consistent with

this fragment not containing 26A (Figure 6.3b).
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  Figure 6.3 Effect of thrombin on SHEL and SHELAZBA. 9.. Increasing amounts of

thrombin were added to SHEL and analysed by 8% SDS~PAGE. Three major (degradation

products are seen estimated at 45, 34 and 22kDa, as well as a 13kDa fragment not seen

in this gel. b. Effect of thrombin (1U) on degradation of SHELAZGA compared with

SHEL, analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE. A band at 15kDa (arrow) appears in place of the

22kDa band. Fragment sizes are estimated‘in kDa. Size markers (S) are shown in kDa.
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6.3.3.2 Human Plasma Kallikrein

Like thrombin, increasing amounts of human plasma kallikrein added to

SHEL resulted in specific and reproducible degradation. Three major

fragments were identified by SDS-PAGE (Figure 6.4a) estimated to be 45,

22 and 18kDa, in addition to faint minor bands. The major bands at 45

and 18kDa were resistant to further degradation whilst the 22kDa fragment

eventually disappeared. Again, the pattern of degradation was not identical

to that seen by serum. Pefabloc PK could successfully inhibit degradation

by plasma kallikrein (not shown). The pattern of degradation of SHELA26A

was somewhat different, with the 22 and 18kDa fragments missing and

replaced by a 15kDa fragment (Figure 6.4b), as was seen for serum.

6.3.3.3 Bovine Trypsin

Trypsin digestion of SHEL was very extensive, resulting in complete

degradation with prolonged treatment. However, with dilute amounts of

enzyme (4x10‘3U) major bands could be identified at approximately 50, 45,

40, 38, 34, 31, 22 and 18kDa, giving an overall pattern similar to serum

products (Figure 6.5a). Indeed, at low enzyme concentrations the trypsin

digest profile looked virtually identical to the serum digest profile. However,

trypsin digestion was not easily reproducible due to the vigorous action of

trypsin on SHEL. Similar results were obtained using SHEIA26A (Figure

6.5b) except that the sizes of the smaller fragments below 34kDa were all

reduced in size by approximately 4kDa and as for kallikrein and serum,

the 22 and 18kDa fragments were replaced by a single fragment at 15kDa.
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Figure 6.4 Effect of kallikrein on SHEL and SHEIA26A. 9.. Increasing concentrations

of kallikrein were added to SHEL and analysed by 8% SDS-PAGE. Three major fragments

are seen at 45. 22 and 18kDa. ’Ihe 22kDa fragment disappears with higher concentrations

or longer incubations with kallikrein. b. Effect of kallikrein (6x10’4U) on degradation of

SHEIA26A compared with SHEL, analysed by 8% SDS—PAGE. Only two fragments are

seen with SHEIA26A at 45 and 15kDa (arrow). Fragment sizes and size markers (S) are

shown in kDa.
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Figure 6.5 Effect of bovine trypsin on SHEL and SHEIA26A. 3. Increasing

concentrations of bovine trypsin were added to SHEL and analysed by 10% SDS—PAGE.

Dilute amounts of trypsin produce prominent bands at 50, 45, 40, 34, 31-25, 22 and

18kDa. similar to serum-produced peptides. Higher concentrations completely degrade

SHEL (not shown). b. Effect of bovine trypsin (2x10'3U) on SHELAZGA compared with

SHEL, analysed by 10% SDS-PAGE. The overall pattern of fragments is the same as for

SHEL but the size of the smaller fragments are all approximately 4kDa less. Fragment

sizes and size markers (S) are shown in kDa.
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6.3.3.4 Human Plasmin

Using plasmin at low concentrations also gave a profile very similar to

both serum and trypsin (Figure 6.6a), while at high concentration extensive

degradation occurred. Major bands could be isolated using low concentration

plasmin at 55, 45, 40, 34, 28, 22 and 18kDa, similar but not identical to

serum-digestion products. Similar results were obtained using SHEIA26A

(Figure 6.6b) except that smaller fragments below 34kDa were reduced by

approximately 4kDa and the 22 and 18kDa fragments were replaced by 17

and 15kDa fragments.

6.3.3.5 Human Leukocyte Elastase (HLE)

HLE resulted in extensive degradation if left for extended periods. Using

1.6x10'2U numerous fragments were seen with two prominent fragments

at 32 and 18kDa (Figure 6.7a). Fragments were very difficult to isolate,

however, and overdigestion occurred easily. SHELA26A produced a similar

profile but with all fragments appearing 4kDa smaller (Figure 6.7b).

6.3.4 Mapping of Protease-Susceptible Sites

The thrombin, kallikrein, plasmin, trypsin and serum—produced peptides

indicated in Figures 6.1 to 6.7 by an arrow, were N-terminally sequenced

and assigned to regions of SHEL. Peptides corresponded either to the

N-terminus of SHEL or to cleavage sites C-terminally adjacent to a Lys or

Arg. Sequences of peptides are shown in Table 6.1 and the positions of the

cleavage sites is indicated diagrammatically in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.6 Effect of plasmin on SHEL and SHELA26A. 3. Increasing concentrations of
plasmin were added to SHEL and analysed by 10% SDS-PAGE. Dilute amounts of
plasmin produce prominent bands at 50, 45. 40, 34, 28, 22 and 18kDa similar to
serum-produced peptides. Higher concentrations of plasmin or longer incubations
completely degrade SHEL (not shown). b. Effect of plasmin (7.4x10'5U) on SHELAZGA
compared with SHEL, analysed by 10% SDS—PAGE. The overall pattern is similar to
SHEL but the smaller fragments are approximately 4kDa smaller. Fragment sizes and

size markers (S) are shown in kDa. 
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Figure 6.7 Effect of HLE on SHEL and SHELA26A. Increasing concentrations of HLE
' were added to SHEL and analysed by 10% SDS—PAGE. Degradation was extensive but
prominent sharp fragments were identified at 32 and 18kDa with the other bands being
diffuse. b. Effect of HLE (1.6x10'3U) on SHEIA26A compared with SHEL, analysed by
10% SDS-PAGE. A very similar profile to that of SHEL is seen but fragments are
uniformly 4kDa smaller. Fragment sizes and size markers (S) are shown in kDa.
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Table 6. l . N-terminal Sequences of Protease-Produced Tropoelastin Peptides

 

 

 

 

 

 

Size (kDa)" Sequencef Position

thrombin 45 GGVPGAIPG

34 K/APGVGGAF 152/ 153

22 (19) R/AAAGLG 515/516

kallikrein 45 GGVPGAIPG

22 (19) R/AAAGLG 515/516

18 (1 5) R/SLSPELREGD 564/565

trypsin 55 GGVPGAIPG

45 GGVPGAIPG

40 GGVPGAIPG

34 GGVPGAIPG

plasmin 55 GGVPGAIP

45 K/AAKAGAGL + GGVPGAIP 78/79

40 K/AAKAGAGL + K/AGAGLGGV 78/79 + 8 1 /82

34 K/AAKAGAGL + K/AGAGLGGV 78/79 + 81 /82

28 K/AAKAGAGL + K/AGAGLGGV 78/79 + 81/82

serum 50 GGVPGAIPGGVP

45 GGVPGAIPGG

34 GGVPGAIPGGVP

28 (25) GGVPGAIPG + K/AAQFGLVPGW?)t 441 /442

27 GGVPGAIPGGVPGGFYPG

25 (20) GGVPGAIPG + K/SAAKVAAKAQ(?) 503/504

22 (19) R/AAAGLG 515/516

18 (15) R/SLSPELRE 564/565

13 GGVPGAIP   
 

*Size of fragments are calculated from SDS-PAGE and are approximate. Sizes in
brackets are the sizes determined from the position of the cleavage determined by
N-terminal sequencing.

‘A slash ( /) indicates an internal cleavage site adjacent to an R or K residue (bold).
N—terminal sequence of residues to the right of these sites was obtained allowing the
precise location of the cleavage site to be allocated and the exact size of the fragment
to be calculated.

* A question mark (?) indicates that this designation is tentative. The peptide is likely
to be present at a very low level and as a mixture with other peptides. 
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Figure 6.8 Schematic diagram showing the relative positions of protease sites identified by N-terminal

sequencing for serum. kallikrein and thrombin. Major sites are indicated with a solid bar while minor sites are

indicated with a stippled bar. Since plasmin fragments all contained the same N-terminal sequence the site of cleavage

could not be identified unambiguously The trypsin fragments identified similarly all contained the same N-terminal

sequence. Therefore, the likely regions of cleavage for plasmin and trypsin are not shown.
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The actual sizes, in kDa, of the fragments shown in Table 6.1 were determined

from the amino acid sequence and are shown in brackets. In some cases,

this differed from the apparent size as determined by SDS-PAGE. Curiously,

one site between residues 515 and 516 (Arg and Ala) was common to

thrombin and kallikrein. In addition, this same site was also cleaved by

human serum. The second major site cleaved by kallikrein was likewise

susceptible to human serum. This site was identified by sequencing to be

located within 26A. The lack of a second kallikrein—produced fragment in

SHELA26A is therefore consistent with this site being absent from this

isoform. The other serum-produced bands, which were minor in comparison,

were unique and appeared to consist of a mixture of peptides making the

designation tentative. These peptides were the same size in both SHEL

and SHELA26A (Figure 6.1b) indicating that they are predominantly N-

terminal and that the other peptide fragment is present at a much lower

level. Any significant proteolysis at these other sites in SHELA26A should

result in a 4kDa reduction in peptide size which was not evident.

Unfortunately, due to the rampant degradation seen by both trypsin and

plasmin, the smaller fragments were unable to be isolated in sufficient

quantity for sequencing. However, the sizes of the fragments indicate that

the 22 and 18kDa fragments of trypsin and plasmin are probably the

same sequence as for kallikrein and serum. Each of the plasmin—produced

bands sequenced were a mixture of the same identified sequences, not

seen with any other protease or serum, and N-terminal sequence also.

Since not all the plasmin and trypsin-produced peptides were able to be

identified unambiguously, the likely region of cleavage for these enzymes

is not shown in Figure 6.8.
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6.3.5 Effect of S-GAL and SPS- Peptide on Degradation

The major serine protease site (R/AAAGLG) identified in SHEL as common

to thrombin, kallikrein, serum and probably trypsin and plasmin, was

produced with some flanking amino acid residues as a 14 amino acid

peptide (SPS—peptide). This was added to proteolytic digests of SHEL and

SHELA26A to assess whether this peptide could inhibit degradation by

acting as an alternative site for recognition and cleavage by proteases. In

addition, S-GAL, a 15 amino acid peptide corresponding to the elastin

binding domain of EBP was produced to assess whether its inhibition of

porcine pancreatic elastase (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994) could be extended

to other proteases with tropoelastin-degrading ability. Using a 100: 1 molar

excess of SPS-peptide to SHEL, more full—length SHEL was evident compared

with controls using trypsin, plasmin, kallikrein and serum, judged visually

by SDS-PAGE and confirmed by scanning densitometry (Figure 6.9). The

effect was most obvious with short incubations (20min) and was seen with

both SHEL and SHELA26A (not shown). SPS—peptide also resulted in more

full—length SHEL using thrombin and HLE but to a lesser extent (Figure

6.9). In contrast, S—GAL did not result in a significant or consistent increase

in full-length SHEL under identical conditions with serum, trypsin, plasmin

or kallikrein (Figure 6.9) but longer incubations with thrombin did appear

to show some inhibition (Figure 6.9). Degradation by HLE, however, was

consistently inhibited by S-GAL, even with longer incubations when

inhibition with SPS—peptide was no longer seen, but was not repressed

altogether (Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9 Typical effect of s-GAL and the SPS-peptide on degradation of SHEL.
Addition of SPS-peptide or S—GAL to SHEL reactions containing proteases was examined by
10% SDS-PAGE. The conditions used are serum. 1/2 dilution 20min; trypsin 20min;

plasmin 1.5x10'5U 20min: kallikrein 15x10'4U 40min; thrombin 0.1U 20min; HLE 70min.
Thrombin and kallikrein were used with a 200:1 peptide:SHEL ratio while the others were
used with a 100:1 ratio. Gels were scanned by densitometry and the relative amount of each
full-length SHEL band is shown in a histogram. In each case, the presence of SPS-peptide
resulted in more full—length SHEL remaining than in control reactions, while the presence of
S-GAL also resulted in more full-length SHEL in the presence of thrombin and HLE only. 
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6.3.6 Effect of Coacervation on Degradation of SHEL

SHEL, when in the coacervated state at 37°C was significantly protected

from degradation by both thrombin and kallikrein (Figure 6.10a) but not

by plasmin. There was also some inhibition of HLE, trypsin and serum

(Figure 6. 10a). This inhibition of degradation was not due to the presence

of high concentrations of NaCl in the reaction mixture as control reactions

using both lesser concentrations of SHEL that did not coacervate at 37°C

(not shown), and reactions performed at lower temperatures not conducive

to coacervation, did not show any difference in degradation in the presence

or absence of NaCl (Figure 6. 10b).
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Figure 6.10 Effect of coacervation on the degradation of SHEL by pretenses. a. SHEL
degradation in the presence of NaCl conducive to coacervation of SHEL at 37°C (+) was
compared to SHEL which did not coacervate at 37°C H. b. Control reactions in the presence
(+) and absence H of NaCl were performed at 16°C. Significant protection from kallikrein
and thrombin proteolysis is seen when SHEL is coacervated. Protection is also seen from
serum. trypsin and HLE while none is seen with plasmin. At 16°C all of the proteases
degraded SHEL to a similar extent in both the presence and absence of NaCl. 
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6.4 DISCUSSION

6.4.1 Inhibitor Study of Serum Degradation of SHEL

Human serum was able to degrade tropoelastin in a specific and reproducible

manner into at least five or six major peptide fragments. The SDS—PAGE

banding pattern with serum is visually similar to that of Romero ét al.

(1986). Various inhibitor studies confirmed the protease to be a serine

protease which could be inhibited by the broad spectrum serine protease

inhibitors Pefabloc SC and PMSF. Metalloprotease activity was not apparent

as evidenced by the lack of inhibition by EDTA. In fact, EDTA appeared to

enhance degradation by serum perhaps by modulating the action of an

inhibitor of serum proteases. Thrombin did not appear to be responsible

for the majority of serum cleavage because the degradation by serum was

not substantially inhibited by the thrombin-specific inhibitor hirudin, yet

controls using tropoelastin and thrombin were inhibited. Pefabloc PK,

specific for kallikrein, was able to stop degradation. Romero et al. (1986)

found that incubation of tropoelastin with kallikrein resulted in a somewhat

similar profile to its incubation with serum. Our inhibitor studies with

Pefabloc PK are therefore consistent with kallikrein being involved. The

inhibitor Pefabloc PK is, however, not completely specific for kallikrein.

According to data supplied by the manufacturer, the inhibitor constant for

plasma kallikrein is 0.7umol/L while the next most likely enzyme to be

inhibited after kallikrein is trypsin with an inhibitor constant of 1.3 umol/L

followed by plasmin at lOumol/L. Thus, if present in excess Pefabloc PK

may be inhibiting these enzymes also. However, the lowest concentration

at which complete inhibition was seen (SOuM) was the manufacturer’s

recommended amount for inhibition of kallikrein in plasma samples.
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6.4.2 Identification of Serum Proteolysis

A number of enzymes have been proposed to be responsible for the serum

degradation of tropoelastin. Kallikrein (Romero et aL, 1986) and plasmin

(McGowan et aL, 1996) have both been put forward as potential sources of

proteolysis while a trypsin—like protease was thought to be responsible for

the degradation products seen when tropoelastin was isolated from tissues

(Mecham and Foster, 1977). A visual comparison of SHEL degradation

products from serum with the individual protease digestion products

revealed only a limited similarity with thrombin and kallikrein-produced

peptides while trypsin and plasmin digests appeared more similar to serum-

digested peptides but only when used at low concentration. Higher

concentrations and/or longer incubations completely degraded SHEL and

SHELAZGA in contrast to long incubations with serum which did not

change the pattern greatly.

Increasing amounts of thrombin degraded SHEL easily but only 3 major

fragments were noted, unlike serum-produced peptides where 5—6 fragments

were noted. Coupled with the observation from the inhibitor studies that

the thrombin-specific inhibitor hirudin did not substantially reduce serum

degradation, thrombin does not appear to be the major enzyme involved in

serum proteolysis of SHEL. This was corroborated by sequencing of the

peptide products which showed that although one of the two sites recognised

by thrombin was likewise recognised by serum, the other site was not.

This may have been a consequence of low thrombin concentration but this

is unlikely since both sites are recognised to a similar extent (Figure 6.3).

Similarly, the profile of SHEL seen after kallikrein digestion only showed

limited similarity to the serum produced profile i.e. the presence of a

45kDa fragment and two fragments around ZOkDa. Sequencing of the

peptides showed that both the sites recognised by kallikrein were recognised
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by serum. The other serum-produced fragments, however, were not seen

as major products of kallikrein digestion although some other fragments

were present at a very low level (Figure 6.4). Long incubations with kallikrein

(overnight) failed to increase the intensity of other fragments nor increase

the resemblance to serum digestion products (not shown), indicating that

kallikrein was unlikely to be responsible for the additional serum-produced

fragments. The sequencing data, effect of a kallikrein specific protease

inhibitor and visual appearance of the digestion products by SDS—PAGE

are all consistent with the involvement of kallikrein in serum digestion.

However, the presence of other serum peptide fragments not seen as

major products of kallikrein digestion indicates that kallikrein alone is not

responsible for the pattern seen in serum digests.

In contrast to thrombin and kallikrein, plasmin and trypsin resulted in

extensive degradation which could completely degrade SHEL if incubated

for extended periods. The degradation profile seen with plasmin was quite

unlike that seen by McGowan et al. (1996) where only 68 and 45kDa

bands were seen, suggesting that the degradation had not proceeded very

far in that case. Each of these digestion profiles were more similar to

serum products than either thrombin or kallikrein. By Visual inspection

trypsin and plasmin appeared almost identical to serum digests and each

other but only at low concentration.

There was some difficulty in the sequencing of plasmin and trypsin peptides.

The plasmin—produced peptides that were sequenced were found to consist

of a mixture of at least two overlapping sequences at 78/79 and 81/82

(K/AAK and K/AGA) which were the same in all of the peptide fragments

sequenced. In addition, sequence from the N—terminus of SHEL was also

present, which made these peptides very difficult to identify unambiguously.

The presence of the same peptides throughout each fragment may be an
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artifact resulting from this sequence co—migrating through the entire gel

with other peptides and so contaminating each subsequent peptide (J.

McGovern, Biomolecular Resource Facility, Australian National University,

personal communication). This may have been compounded by the low

levels of peptide obtained for each fragment due to the rampant degradation

by plasmin.

Similarly, low levels and poor resolution made it impossible to obtain

sequence for the smaller trypsin peptides. However, clear sequence data

were obtained for the larger fragments which all corresponded to N-terminal

sequences as was the case for the same peptides from serum. This, coupled

with the observation that Pefabloc PK could also inhibit trypsin in controlled

reactions (not shown) and the visual similarity of peptide fragments is

consistent with trypsin-like enzyme involvement with serum proteolysis

but the lack of sequence data for the more informative smaller fragments

means that the identification is not definitive. Similarly, the visual similarity

is also consistent with plasmin involvement but this was not able to be

confirmed by sequencing. Since serum proteolysis was more defined and

limited than either plasmin or trypsin alone, this indicates that the presence

of trypsin—like activity is probably much lower in serum and/or is more

easily destroyed.

HLE digestion profile was also extensive but was different to both serum,

trypsin and plasmin. HLE is a serine elastase and cleaves predominantly

at Val residues (Keil, 1992). The difference between elastase digests of

SHEL and SHELA26A was more notable as most fragments, including the

largest ones, were smaller in SHELAZBA, indicating that digestion was

occurring preferentially from the N—terminal end which does not appear to

be the case for the other enzymes or serum. HLE involvement in serum

proteolysis is therefore unlikely.
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In summary, by N-terminal sequencing, visual inspection of the degradation

profiles and the effect of the inhibitors the results are consistent with

kallikrein involvement in addition to at least one other enzyme probably

present at a lower level. Plasmin or another trypsin-like enzyme or

combination of enzymes are the most likely to be involved in the serum

digestion of SHEL. Detectable thrombin and HLE activity in serum are

unlikely.

6.4.3 Mapping of Protease Sensitive Sites

The pattern of degradation of purified tropoelastin seen by others is

remarkably similar to the sizes of peptides generated by our proteolysis

experiments. The sizes seen by Mecham and Foster (1977) by their trypsin-

like protease associated with tropoelastin, 57, 45, 36, 24.5 and 13-14kDa,

are very similar to the number and sizes of peptides generated by serum

and the individual serine proteases on both SHEL and SHEIAZBA indicating

that cleavage may be occurring in the same or similar places. A similar

profile was seen with tropoelastin from human fibroblast cell culture

(Davidson and Sephel, 1987). Sequencing confirmed that one site between

residues 515 and 516 was common to thrombin, kallikrein and serum and

from the SDS—PAGE pattern, probably also plasmin and trypsin. All the

peptides sequenced confirmed that cleavage occurred after a Lys or Arg as

expected for many serine proteases (Keil, 1992). However, tropoelastin

contains a large number of Lys and Arg (35 and 10 respectively) yet only a

small number of these residues were actually recognised and cleaved. The

fact that these same sites may be recognized by different serine proteases

may be due to their accessibility and/or the surrounding amino acids.

Preferred recognition sites for kallikrein and thrombin are strongly influenced
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by the adjacent amino acid residues (Chang, 1985; Keil, 1992) but it

would not have been possible a prion’ to predict where preferential cleavage

occurs in human tropoelastin. For example, kallikrein cleaves preferentially

at Arg residues preceded by a bulky residue (Keil, 1992). Both sites identified

by N—terminal sequencing fall into this category, with Leu-Arg at 515 and

Arg-Arg at 564. However, another Arg preceded by a Leu at 571 does not

appear to be recognised. The highly specific and limited proteolysis of

SHEL and SHELA26A by kallikrein has allowed kallikrein treatment to be

used to produce isolated C-terminal portions of tropoelastin for further

study (S. Jensen and AS. Weiss, unpublished). The thrombin sites identified,

however, do not fit the preferred sites for thrombin. Thrombin recognises

predominantly P2-Lys/Arg-P1' where either P2 or P1’ are Gly, or P4-P3—

Pro-Arg/Lys—Pl’-P2’, where P4 and P3 are hydrophobic and P1’ and P2’ are

non-acidic residues (Chang, 1985) with Arg greatly favoured over Lys (Keil,

1992). Neither SHEL nor SHELA26A contain these exact sites although the

site at 152 (Lys-Pro—Lys-Ala-Pro) is similar to the latter recognition site of

P3-Pro—Lys—P1’-P2’. Which sites are recognised and cleaved may therefore

be under the influence of tropoelastin secondary structure. Trypsin cleaves

predominantly at Arg and Lys with a preference for Arg, while plasmin

preferentially cleaves at Lys (Keil, 1992). Since there are more Lys than

Arg in tropoelastin, it would be expected that these proteases would cleave

more extensively as is shown to be the case.

6.4.4 Protection from Degradation

Experiments have demonstrated that EBP can protect tropoelastin from

degradation by binding primarily to the VGVAPG sequence of tropoelastin

(Mecham et aL, 1989). A peptide, S-GAL, which represents the elastin

binding site of EBP has been used previously to model this interaction
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(Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994). It has been noted that S-GAL and EBP

have some homology with the N-terminal sequence of proteases such as

kallikrein, HLE and plasmin and are therefore proposed to bind to the

same sequence in tropoelastin, thus acting as competitive inhibitors of the

proteases (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994; Hinek et aL, 1993). Hinek and

Rabinovitch (1994) showed that S-GAL could significantly inhibit

degradation of elastin by porcine pancreatic elastase and inferred that

HLE and other serine proteases could be similarly inhibited from degrading

tropoelastin. In this work, the use of S—GAL did not show any significant

or consistent inhibition of proteolysis of SHEL or SHEIA26A by serum,

trypsin, plasmin or kallikrein although some inhibition could be seen with

thrombin. However, significant and reproducible inhibition was seen with

HLE but complete inhibition of degradation could not be achieved, even

with the large excess of S-GAL used. The S—GAL used was HPLC—purified

to remove any truncated products and it may be possible that the peptide

was damaged or irreversibly denatured by this process. However, samples

of S—GAL which were not HPLC purified gave similar results (not shown).

The mass spectrometry data supplied by the manufacturer indicated that

the correct product was synthesised. Therefore, S-GAL either did not bind

to SHEL or SHELAZBA very effectively or was easily displaced by the

protease. Alternatively, the proteases may be binding to more than one

site on tropoelastin and are therefore not affected by S-GAL. Future work

could be performed using EBP instead of S-GAL to determine whether EBP

provides better protection from proteolysis of tropoelastin than the S-GAL

peptide as is proposed to be the case (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994). In

summary, S-GAL showed partial inhibition of tropoelastin degradation by

HLE and thrombin but inhibition was not as thorough as seen by Hinek

and Rabinovitch (1994) using porcine pancreatic elastase. More extensive

inhibition of other proteases and serum could not be shown consistently.
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N—terminal sequencing data revealed one site in SHEL which was commonly

recognised by thrombin, kallikrein, serum and probably trypsin and plasmin

(Section 6.3.4). This site and its flanking amino acids was synthesised and

this SPS—peptide added to proteolytic digests of SHEL and SHELA26A.

This peptide was not expected to bind to tropoelastin but simply act as a

competitor by being recognised by the protease thus slowing degradation

of SHEL and SHEIAZGA. There was reproducible evidence of protection

from degradation of SHEL and SHEIA26A by the presence of SPS—peptide.

The amount of full-length protein was greater in the presence of SPS-peptide

than in the presence of S-GAL or control digestions and was similar for

both isoforms. This was most notable in the presence of low enzyme

concentrations or shorter incubations and was most obvious with trypsin,

plasmin, kallikrein and serum although protection from the other proteases

was noted although at a reduced level. This indicates that each of the

proteases and serum could recognise this peptide to some extent and

therefore this is a potential inhibitor of proteolysis of tropoelastin.

There is no direct evidence that SPS—peptide is actually cleaved by any

protease. However, the presence of a similar amount of a different peptide

(S—GAL) did not exert the same effect. Thus, the effect of SPS-peptide is

probably not simply due to the non-specific presence of a peptide in the

reaction. SPS-peptide is therefore likely to be interacting directly with the

proteases (or tropoelastin) to exert its effect. However, protection from

degradation was in no way complete and degradation could still occur to a

significant extent. In addition, a large peptide to protein ratio (200 or

100:1) was necessary to detect any effect which could best be noted by

short incubations. Thus, SPS-peptide, although not highly efficient as an

inhibitor, could allow full—length tropoelastin to persist longer in the presence

of proteases, including human serum. Future work could determine the

effect of non-cleavable analogues of SPS—peptide or similar peptides to
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provide more effective proteolytic protection for SHEL and SHEIAZGA.

In summary, the inhibition of degradation of SHEL and SHEIAZSA by

S—GAL was only noted significantly with HLE but more extensive protection

could not be shown. However, a reproducible inhibition was seen in the

presence of SPS—peptide with each protease and serum, and was most

notable with trypsin, kallikrein and serum. This peptide provides an

alternative site for interaction with proteases and results in the persistence

of full—length tropoelastin for longer periods although does not protect it

completely from degradation.

6.4.5 Proteolysis of Coacervated Tropoelastin

Coacervation of SHEL and SHELA26A at 37°C resulted in significant

protection from proteolysis by kallikrein and thrombin and to a lesser

extent by HLE, trypsin and serum. No protection was seen from attack by

plasmin. The presence of 150mM NaCl did not appear to cause the inhibition

since the same reactions performed under conditions not conducive to

coacervation (16°C) were digested to a similar extent in the presence or

absence of NaCl. Although it is possible that a simple change in conformation

at 37°C could result in altered proteolytic susceptibility, this is unlikely

since coacervated and non—coacervated SHEL, both at 37°C, were digested

at different rates. The inhibition of proteolysis is therefore probably due to

steric restriction in the coacervate. Of the enzymes tested, the activity of

kallikrein was most significantly inhibited by coacervation. From the N—

terminal sequencing results, kallikrein predominantly recognises only two

sites in SHEL, both of which are in close proximity, and only one in

SHELA26A. The coacervation of tropoelastin appears to mask these sites

making them less accessible to kallikrein. With thrombin, the inhibition
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was not as complete as with kallikrein. Thrombin recognises predominantly

two sites in SHEL also but these are more distant from each other. The

process of coacervation may mask these sites but if either site is slightly

more accessible proteolysis would result and consequently allow easier

access to the second site. The other proteases (HLE, trypsin, plasmin) and

also serum, recognise and cleave at many more sites within SHEL making

efficient masking of all sites by coacervation unlikely and resulting in

some sites remaining available for recognition and proteolysis to occur.

Thus, these proteases are not as significantly inhibited by coacervation.

These results indicate that in the extracellular matrix, coacervation of

tropoelastin may serve an additional role to those already proposed (Section

1.2.7) by providing, to a certain extent, protection from proteolysis including

that caused by human serum. These results could be extended to the

nascent elastic fibre where newly laid tropoelastin in the coacervate form

would be largely protected from extracellular proteases before cross-linking

makes this protection essentially permanent.

6.4.6 Possible Consequences of Serum Degradation of Tropoelastin

It is clear from these results and those of others that serum contains

factors capable of degrading tropoelastin. A number of serine proteases

present in human blood have been shown here to be able to degrade

tropoelastin specifically and reproducibly. Thus, tropoelastin when secreted

by cells into the extracellular matrix is vulnerable to extensive degradation

prior to being insolubilised by lysyl oxidase and cross-linked.This is especially

significant in blood vessels where damaged vessels may contain a number

of these proteases during normal blood coagulation. Any tropoelastin

secreted at this time and not protected, for example by EBP or by

coacervation, would be fragmented. These results suggest that coacervation
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may indeed provide some protection from digestion, as seen with the

inhibition of degradation of coacervated SHEL (Section 6.3.6; Figure 6.10).

However, protection is by no means complete. It has previously been

suggested that tropoelastin may be under negative feedback autoregulation

and upon accumulation in the extracellular matrix may inhibit the

production of elastin mRNA (Foster and Curtiss, 1990). Elastin peptides

produced by proteases such as elastase have been shown to produce

negative feedback inhibition when added to undamaged fibroblast cultures

while stimulating tropoelastin production in protease-damaged cultures

(Foster et al., 1990). It has been suggested that serine protease mediated

proteolysis of tropoelastin may be an important modulator of tropoelastin

production and that plasmin may be involved in this process (McGowan et

al., 1996). Our results are consistent with this proposal although the

specific enzyme(s) proposed differ slightly.

It is interesting to note that most of the cleavages identified in serum

occur in the C-terminal half of the tropoelastin molecule and that most of

the larger fragments were from the N-terminus (Figure 6.8; Table 6.1).

Thus, the action of proteases in serum on tropoelastin serves to degrade

the C—terminal portion leaving a large N-terminal segment. These shortened

molecules may not be incorporated into newly synthesised or growing

elastic fibres due to the absence of the highly conserved C-terminus which

is shown to be responsible for binding with microfibrillar proteins (Brown-

Augsburger et al., 1996; 1994). This is analogous to the case in supravalvular

aortic stenosis, where an elastin gene truncation results in tropoelastin

molecules missing the C-terminus with the result of severe aortic disease

(Ewart et al., 1994). Similarly, in fetal lamb ductus arteriosis a truncated

tropoelastin missing the C-terminus is not incorporated into the elastic

fibre (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1993). The action of serum on human

tropoelastin therefore results in tropoelastin molecules which may not be
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insolubilised and may persist in the extracellular matrix. Any fibres cross—

linked may be aberrant due to improper alignment, resulting in a loss of

elastic properties and strength. The persistence of soluble peptides may

serve to inhibit further tropoelastin production by negative feedback

inhibition (Foster and Curtiss, 1990). At the same time peptides are

chemotactic, as demonstrated by several studies (Bisaccia et al., 1994;

Grosso and Scott, 1993b), and may serve to recruit tissue-repairing cells

to the site of injury, accelerating repair of the wound.

6.5 CONCLUSION

Human serum was shown to be capable of degrading SHEL and SHELAZSA

into a number of discrete fragments. This activity was confirmed to be

from a serine protease and the regions of susceptibility to serum were

precisely mapped by N-terminal sequencing. A number of other serine

proteases were shown to be capable of degrading SHEL and SHEIA26A.

From the pattern of degradation, use of selective inhibitors and N—terminal

sequencing the protease responsible for serum degradation was consistent

with a trypsin-like protease but kallikrein is also a likely contributor.

Significant or consistent inhibition of proteolysis did not take place using

S-GAL, except with thrombin and HLE, but reproducible inhibition was

provided by SPS-peptide. However, the process of coacervation was shown

to provide the most significant protection against proteolysis, including by

serum, and was most notable for proteases which cleaved a limited number

of sites.
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7. 1 INTRODUCTION

As described previously (Section 1.2.7], tropoelastin has a propensity for

intermolecular interaction, or coacervation, through an inverse temperature

transition. Of particular relevance to elastic fibre formation, tropoelastin is

completely soluble in aqueous solutions but on raising the temperature

towards the physiological range the solution becomes cloudy as the

tropoelastin molecules aggregate Via interactions between the hydrophobic

domains including the oligopeptide repetitive sequences, GVGVP, GGVP

and GVGVAP. Coacervation is proposed as a vital early step in elastic fibre

formation, by concentrating the tropoelastin molecules and possibly aligning

them into correct register for subsequent cross-linking (Urry, 1978). In

addition, it was shown in the previous chapter that coacervation may

protect tropoelastin from proteolysis in the extracellular matrix prior to

cross—linking. Ultrastructurally, coacervates are seen as fibrous structures

similar in size to mature elastin fibres (Section 1.2.7) and it is therefore

thought that coacervation is a crucial step in elastogenesis. It has been

shown experimentally that coacervation of tropoelastin is a prerequisite

for cross-linking by lysyl oxidase in vitro (Narayanan et aL, 1978). It has

also been suggested that tropoelastin may be inhibited from premature

coacervation inside the cell by binding to a companion protein such as

EBP and it has been proposed that EBP may function as a molecular

chaperone for tropoelastin (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994).

Coacervation can be monitored by following turbidity formation using a

spectrophotometer. The temperature of onset of coacervation is highly

dependent on a range of factors including peptide concentration, NaCl

concentration and pH, as revealed by this method (Urry, 1982). A vast

amount of coacervation data has been obtained by using polypeptide models

of the repetitive tetra-, penta— and hexapeptide regions of tropoelastin
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which demonstrate the effect of amino acid differences on this process

(Urry, 1988; 1984). Since coacervation of polypeptide models of tropoelastin

has been shown to result in fibre formation (Section 1.2.7) the heterogeneous

polypeptide population is regarded as a good model for elastic fibre

morphogenesis. However, it is restricted as a model for tropoelastin

coacervation. Coacervation studies have also been performed using oc-elastin

(Miyakawa et al., 1995; Urry, 1982; UrIy and Long, 1977) but a—elastin is

highly heterogeneous and partially cross-linked, making the exact nature

of the molecules difficult to define. Tropoelastin is more physiologically

relevant to fibre formation as it is the coacervation of tropoelastin which is

the starting point for elastic fibre formation. However, only a single

coacervation curve has been generated using a mixture of chick aortic

tropoelastin splice forms (Urry, 1978) in contrast to the large number of

studies using simpler polyoligopeptide models. The effect of pH on chick

and bovine tropoelastin coacervation has been demonstrated using a

subjective visual method (Sykes and Partridge, 1974; Whiting et al., 1974).

No studies into the coacervation behaviour of human tropoelastin have

been performed, nor have any individual intact isoforms been compared.

Thus, despite the importance of coacervation to fibrillogenesis, very little is

known about this process using physiological forms of tropoelastin under

physiologically relevant conditions.

Tropoelastin purified from animal tissues is heterogeneous because different

splice forms commonly exist within these tissues. Using the synthetic

genes SHEL and SHELA26A, defined isoforms of human tropoelastin can

be produced in abundance to provide adequate amounts of tropoelastin

for detailed coacervation experiments. Furthermore, the exact sequences

of these tropoelastins are known thus removing complications arising from

interpretations of data in terms of amino acid sequence and relative

contributions of splice variants.
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The chapter describes for the first time detailed coacervation behaviour of

human tropoelastin and a defined single form of intact tropoelastin, SHEL.

The effects of peptide, NaCl concentration and pH are examined and their

relative contributions to coacervation compared. The coacervation

characteristics of a second isoform, SHELA26A and SHELAmod are also

assessed. The effect of an EBP model, S-GAL, is demonstrated in addition

to the effect of lipid impurities on coacervation. Optimal coacervation is

demonstrated to occur at 37°C, 150mM NaCl and pH 7 to 8. A model is

proposed for tropoelastin assembly under the precise conditions found in

the extracellular matrix.

7.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

7.2. 1 Coacervation

Coacervation was assayed by monitoring turbidity through light scattering

at 300nm using a Cary 3 spectrophotometer and software (Kinetic Application

version 3.02). The cuvette holder was connected to a recirculating water

bath to control the temperature. Light scattering by each solution was

assayed for 10min at specific temperatures between 4 and 70°C. To study

the effect of tropoelastin concentration, SHEL was dissolved in phosphate

buffered saline (PBS, 10mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl) at

concentrations of l to 40mg]ml. Following each time course the solution

was placed on ice to return to baseline. Independent checks were periodically

made using fresh preparations. The maximum change in turbidity at each

temperature was recorded and expressed as a percentage of maximum

turbidity for each concentration to generate a series of coacervation curves

as described by Urry (1982). To study the effect of NaCl concentration

SHEL was dissolved at 20mg/ml in 10mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4.
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Coacervation curves were generated by adding NaCl prior to each time

course at increments from O to 200mM. To study the effect of pH, 20mg/ml

SHEL was dialysed against PBS containing 150mM NaCl over the pH

range 5.4 to 8.4 in each instance prior to coacervation. Coacervation of

SHELAmod was performed similarly.

Some variations were required for coacervation studies of SHELA26A, due

to problems with lipid contamination (See Section 7.3.8). Coacervation

experiments with SHELA26A were generally carried out at lower protein

concentrations since preparations above 20mg/ml were not able to be

obtained free from lipid. Protein was initially dissolved in PBS and preliminary

coacervation carried out to ascertain the extent of lipid contamination.

The samples were then centrifuged at an appropriate temperature, as

explained in Section 7.3.8, before the supernatant protein concentration

was determined by spectrophotometry (Chapter 5.2.9) and coacervation

experiments performed. To determine the effect of NaCl concentration the

sample was treated in the same way before being dialysed against 50mM

ammonium acetate, pH 5.0, dried and redissolved in IOmM sodium

phosphate, pH 7.4.

7.2.2 S-GAL preparation and use

S—GAL preparation is described in Section 6.2.5. S-GAL was added to

various concentrations of SHEL in PBS from l-20mg/ml at approximately

2:1 molar ratio (i.e. 50ug S—GAL per mg SHEL) to ensure an excess of

S—GAL. The solution was incubated at 37°C for one hour before coacervation

curves were produced (Section 7.2.1) starting at 37°C. Control coacervation

curves were produced on identically—treated SHEL samples in the absence

of S—GAL.
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7.2.3 Preparation of Lipid and Use in Coacervation

A lipid preparation was obtained during the purification protocol of

SHEL/SHEIA26A (See Figure 5.4). The chloroform wash of dried SHEL

obtained after butanol/propanol removal (Section 5.3.2.2) was placed into

a clean flask and the chloroform removed by rotary evaporation. The lipid

residue was washed extensively with 50mM ammonium acetate, pH 5.0 or

PBS until the aqueous solution became cloudy. A portion of the cloudy

suspension was dried and subjected to gas chromatography analysis,

performed by Mr Zia Ahmad (Human Nutrition Unit, Department of

Biochemistry, University of Sydney) to identify fatty acids. The remainder

of the cloudy suspension was centrifuged at 4°C at 12 OOOrpm in a

microfuge for 10min and the supernatant retained. 15 and 30p] aliquots of

the soluble lipid phase was added to 5mg/m1 SHEL in PBS and coacervation

performed (Section 7.2.1).
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7.3 RESULTS

7.3.1 Effect of Tropoelastin Concentration on Coacervation of SHEL

Time courses for light scattering by 40mg/ml SHEL at six temperatures

are shown in Figure 7.1a. This concentration was the maximum used in

these experiments and no significant change in turbidity was noted below

31°C. However, at 35°C coacervation was readily observed as evidenced by

increased turbidity and this was essentially complete Within 10min. At

37°C this was reduced to 2.5mm and had reached a maximum since no

substantial increases in absorbance were seen at higher temperatures.

Higher temperatures displayed more rapid coacervation but maximum

turbidity was no higher than that seen at 37°C. Time courses for lower

concentrations were similarly rapid but with higher temperatures necessary

for coacervation (not shown). Following each time course, the solution was

placed on ice for 15min to return to baseline, although the solution became

clear in less than 305. In controlled studies, no hysteresis was observed.

The coacervation curve for 40mg/ml SHEL (Figure 7.1b) was derived from

Figure 7.1a by expressing the maximum change in light scattering at each

temperature as a percentage of the overall maximum. Coacervation occurred

over a narrow range of temperatures (< 5°C) for this concentration and

commenced just below human body temperature. Coacervation was

essentially complete at 37°C. Time courses were obtained for other

concentrations in a similar way and a comparison of the coacervation

curves is shown in Figure 7.2. As the concentration of SHEL was increased,

curves were shifted to lower coacervation temperatures and became sharper.

As concentration was further increased, the curves clustered around the

physiologically relevant temperature of 37°C. Indeed, there was little

difference over the range 20 to 40mg/ml indicating less concentration

dependence at high concentrations.
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Figure 7.1 Coacervation of 40mg/m1 SHEL. a. Selected time courses of turbidity

formation by 40mg/ml SHEL in PBS. The temperature of each run is indicated in °C.

Time courses below 29°C were unremarkable and are not shown. b. Coacervation curve of

40mg/ml SHEL in PBS derived from Figure 7.1a. describing maximal turbidity at each

temperature expressed as a percentage of the peak value. Maximum coacervation has

been achieved by 37°C.
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Figure 7.2 Efi'ect of SHEL concentration on coacervation. Coacervation curves for various

concentrations of SHEL in PBS were derived from time courses as in Figure 7.1a.
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7.3.2 Effect of NaCl Concentration on Coacervation of SHEL

Coacervation curves were determined for 20mg/ml SHEL in the presence

of varying amounts of NaCl at increments from O to 200mM (Figure 7.3a).

Temperatures between 10 and 70°C were examined with the concentration

of NaCl dramatically affecting the observed coacervation temperature. Within

the range of salt concentrations used, no coacervation occurred below

lOOmM NaCl. From 100 to 200mM NaCl, the coacervation temperature

ficreased significantly as NaCl concentration was increased. Coacervation

at physiological temperature was achieved by NaCl concentrations of about

150mM and above. This converged with the data from SHEL concentration

experiments which had been conducted at 150mM NaCl (Figure 7.2).

Coacervation occurred over a narrow range of temperatures (~5°C) for all

NaCl concentrations. To examine whether the coacervation temperature

was affected by the type of cation present, coacervation of SHEL at 6mg/ml

was carried out in the presence of 150mM NaCl or 150mM KCl. The same

concentrations of SHEL produced identical curves regardless of which salt

was present (Figure 7.3b).

7.3.3 Effect of pH on Coacervation of SHEL

The influence of pH on coacervation was determined for 20mg/m1 SHEL at

constant 150mM NaCl (Figure 7.4). pH was varied from 5.4 to 8.4 in 0.5

pH unit steps. The effect of pH on coacervation temperature was not as

dramatic nor as obvious as the concentration of either SHEL or NaCl.

Increasing the pH showed a trend towards lowering the coacervation

temperature. The effect was more subtle with a change of pH from 5.4 to

8.4, corresponding to a lOOO-fold change in [H*] yet only lowering the

midpoint from 42 to 36°C.
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Figure 7.3 Effect of salts on coacervatlon of SHEL. a. Coacervation curves for SHEL

(20mg/ml) at pH 7.4 with increasing concentrations of NaCl. No coacervation was seen

below IOOmM NaCl. b. Comparison between coacervation curves for 6mg/m1 SHEL in the

presence of 150mM NaCl or KCI. There is no noticeable difference in the presence of either

salt. 
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7.3.4 Comparison of Effects

The temperature of the midpoint of coacervation was determined for the

various parameters from the coacervation curves to examine trends (Figure

7.5a, b, c). The process was clearly highly dependent upon the concentration

of SHEL and NaCl and to a lesser extent on pH. The effect of SHEL

concentration was non—linear; as the concentration was lowered towards

1mg/ml the protein displayed a dramatically lowered propensity to aggregate

(Figure 7.5a). Overall, decreasing SHEL concentration from 40 to 1mg/m1

raised the coacervation midpoint from 33 to 56°C. At high tropoelastin

concentration (20 to 40mg/m1) the midpoint temperature was within the

physiological range. Similarly, NaCl concentration was found to have a

significant effect on coacervation temperature (Figure 7.5b). As NaCl

concentration was doubled from 100 to 200mM, the coacervation midpoint

temperature decreased from 61°C to 32°C. This trend mimicked that of

SHEL concentration but in a more linear manner in this concentration

range. The effect of pH was much more subtle but appeared linear (Figure

7.5c). Over all the analyses, changing the pH by 3 units resulted in only a

7°C coacervation temperature change. Coacervation was essentially

complete at 37°C for pH > 7.4.
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Figure 7.5 Comparison of difierent parameters on coacervation of SHEL. Temperature at

the midpoint of coacervation is plotted against a. SHEL concentration. b. NaCl

concentration and c. pH. Plots are presented to illustrate the trends.
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7.3.5 Coacervation of SHELA26A

SHELAZGA displayed similar coacervation characteristics to SHEL. The

curve shapes were the same as for SHEL and each of the parameters of

SHELA26A concentration, NaCl concentration and pH exhibited the same

trends (Figure 7.6). A direct comparison of the effect of peptide concentration

between SHEL and SHELA26A is shown in Figure 7.7. Where the same

peptide concentrations are used the temperature of coacervation is the

same for SHEL and SHEIAZBA. The effect of NaCl and pH cannot be

directly compared due to different peptide concentrations used but the

overall curve shapes are the same. As for SHEL, no difference was seen

with solutions of SHEIA26A containing NaCl or KCl (not shown).

7.3.6 Coacervation of SHELAmod

Despite containing numerous mutations and a large deletion near the

N-terminal end, SHELAmod displayed very similar coacervation

characteristics to SHEL and SHELA26A. The effect of increasing

concentrations of the protein, increasing NaCl concentration and pH all

showed the same trends (Figure 7.8). The coacervation temperatures were

slightly lower than for SHEL. No difference was seen between NaCl and

KCl containing solutions of SHELAmod (not shown).
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Figure 7.6 Comparison of different parameters on coacervation of SHELA26A.

Temperature at the midpoint of coacervation is plotted against a. SHELA26A

concentration. b. NaCl concentration and c. pH. The concentration of SHELA26A in b. is

8mg/ml and c. is 12mg/ml. Plots are drawn to illustrate the trends.  
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of the concentration dependence of SHEL and SHELA26A on

coacervation temperature. The temperature at 50% coacervation for different

concentrations of SHEL and SHELA26A as seen in Figures 7.5a and 7.6a are shown on the

same plot. Over the same peptide concentration range there is little difference in

eoacervation temperature with either isoform.
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7.3.7 Effect of S-GAL

The addition of the tropoelastin-binding peptide, S-GAL, to three different

concentrations of SHEL did not affect coacervation temperature in any

case. Coacervation curves for SHEL in the presence and absence of S—GAL

were superimposable for each concentration of SHEL (Figure 7.9).

7.3.8 Effect of Lipid Impurities

Impure samples of SHEL or SHEIAZBA exhibited very different coacervation

profiles from those shown in Figures 7. 1 to 7.4. Obtaining a stable baseline

was very difficult and starting turbidity was very high in these samples,

typically greater than 0.2 for low peptide concentrations but rising to

approximately 1.0 for high (40mg/m1) concentrations. Samples exhibited

coacervation at much lower temperatures and time courses were often

unusual, in many cases with biphasic curves (Figure 7. 10a). The coacervation

curves of such samples did not show a very sharp transition but rather

were more shallow and very broad (Figure 7.10b). Removal of the impurities

by centrifuging these samples for extended periods at room temperature

resulted in the formation of a coacervate which was separated from the

supernatant. Equivalent tropoelastin concentrations from either the

supernatant or coacervated pellet exhibited quite different coacervation

profiles (Figure 7.10b). The coacervation curve from the supernatant fraction

had a sharp transition and time courses were smooth as in Figure 7.1a,

while the pellet fraction resembled the total contaminated sample both in

the time courses and subsequent coacervation curves.
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Figure 7.10. Effect of impurities on coacervation. a. Representative time courses for

lipid-contaminated SHELAZGA at 6mg/m1. The temperature of each time course is
indicated in °C. Curves are biphasic in shape, unlike time courses seen in Figure 7.1a. The
same time courses were seen for contaminated samples of SHEL. b. The coacervation

curve for a sample of impure SHELA26A at 14mg/ml is shown with those for the
supernatant (8mg/m1) and coacervated pellet from the same sample that had been
adjusted to 7.5mg/ml. The curve shape of the coacervated pellet resembles the curve shape

of the total impure sample while the curve from the supernatant sample resembles the

coacervation curves of pure SHEL samples as seen in Figures 7.2. 7.3 and 7.4. The same

results were seen with SHEL.
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The level of endotoxin in the pellet fraction was measured at 14EU/g and

was equivalent to that of the supernatant at <15EU/g indicating that

endotoxin was not a contributing factor. All the tropoelastin samples used

for coacervation experiments were not affected by endotoxin because

endotoxin determination revealed that HPLC purificationreduced endotoxin

to levels consistently below 50EU/g.

During the purification of tropoelastin, a chloroform wash is used to separate

lipids solubilised during the butanol step. Typically, when the chloroform

wash is dried an oily, yellow residue remains. When this lipid sample was

subjected to gas chromotography analysis, the major peaks were identified

as fatty acids which were consistent with E. coli cell envelope origin (Table

7.1; Gurr and Harwood, 1991) and were similar to those published for E.

collB (Laskin and Lechevalier, 1973).

Table 7.1. Fatty Acid Analysis of Lipid Isolated From
Recombinant Tropoelastin Preparations
 

 

Fatty Acid ’ Amount Probable E. collB
(%) Identification (%) *

C 14:0 2 myristic acid 7

C 1 6:0 4 l palrnitic acid 42

C 16: l 8.5 palmitoleic acid 2

C 1 8:1 2 l oleic acid and/or 26

vaccenic acid

unknown 12.3.3 12,4,2
peaks     
 

* Laskin and Lechevalier (1973)
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The lipid residue was resuspended in PBS and centrifuged to clarify,

resulting in a large insoluble pellet. Adding a small amount (15 or 30ul) of

the lipid solubilised in the supernatant to 500m purified tropoelastin in

PBS resulted in altered coacervation curves (Figure 7.11) which start to

resemble those of the impure samples in Figure 7.10b with an increase in

the starting absorbance, alteration of the coacervation onset temperature

and unusual biphasic time courses such as those seen in Figure 7.10a.

The same concentration of the solubilised lipid fraction examined in PBS

in the absence of protein did not exhibit any detectable coacervation.

Therefore, the carry-over of lipid from the purification of tropoelastin was

probably responsible for the unusual coacervation profiles.

Lipid impurities could persist even after HPLC purification and :92; quite

troublesome in some preparations. This problem was not noted in earlier

experiments but seemed to gradually worsen. All the experiments with

SHEL described in this chapter were not noticeably affected by lipids

during purification. The problem was first noticed at a low level with

SHELAmod but was most acute with SHELA26A and also with later

preparations of SHEL. Various methods were tried to remove lipids from

HPLC-pure samples. Dried tropoelastin samples were washed with various

organic solvents; chloroform, dichloromethane and diethyl ether. The use

of these solvents did improve coacervation profiles and lowered the starting

absorbance but did not appear to be completely effective in removing

lipids as curves still had a tail resulting from early onset of coacervation

(not shown). The addition of lipase and phospholipase A2 to both the cell

lysate and purified protein samples was effective to a similar extent but

again did not appear to remove lipids completely (not shown). The only

totally effective way to remove the lipid contaminants was centrifugation

at the appropriate temperature to remove the components resulting in the

lower portion of the time course curves (Figure 7.10a).
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Figure 7.11 Efl‘ect of lipid addition on coacervation of SHELAZGA. The coacervation curve
for purified SHELAZGA at 5mg/m1 is shown. After addition of 15 and 30111 lipid extract
the coaeervation curves are no longer sharp and begin to resemble those contaminated

samples seen in Figure 7.10b. After addition of lipid, the time courses (not shown) were

identical in shape to those of Figure 7.10a.
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7.4 DISCUSSION

7.4. l Coacervation

The inverse temperature phenomenon of coacervation can be explained in

terms of the effects of water on the tropoelastin molecule. Water molecules

form hydrogen bonds and arrange themselves in an ordered configuration

around the hydrophobic regions of the protein keeping the protein unfolded.

Increasing the temperature results in breakage of the hydrogen bonds and

a disruption of the ordered clathrate water making it more disordered like

the surrounding bulk water. The tropoelastin molecules are accordingly

free to fold and interact with other hydrophobic segments including those

on other polypeptides forming a coacervate (Urry, 1995). The sudden

transition occurring over a narrow temperature range supports a model of

substantial increase in entropy and enthalpy, where tropoelastin molecules

aggregate more rapidly at higher temperatures (Figure 7.1a). Using the

time courses obtained with SHEL to produce Figure 7.2, preliminary

calculations of entropy and enthalpy (obtained by Sacha Jensen, University

of Sydney) confirmed the coacervation process as endothermic with a large

entropic component (Vrhovski et al., in press). The relatively rapid

aggregation of tropoelastin is in stark contrast to collagen self—association

which may typically take several hours (Kadler et al., 1987).

7.4.2 Parameters Affecting SHEL Coacervation

It is clear that the well defined isoform of human tropoelastin, SHEL,

displays coacervation ability. SHEL concentration, NaCl concentration and

pH were all found to affect the temperature at which coacervation initiated.

The effect of SHEL concentration on coacervation is clearly non—linear.

Increasing the concentration of tropoelastin resulted in a shift of coacervation
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towards lower temperatures and a sharpening of the curve, with a reduction

in the temperature range over which coacervation was essentially complete

(Figure 7.2). This suggests co-operativity in the intermolecular aggregation

process and is comparable with the effects seen with a-elastin and tandem

arrays of poly—VPGG and poly-VPGVG (Kondo et aL, 1987; Urry, 1978). In

contrast, poly-APGVGV was not found to exhibit such sharpening but was

simply translated to lower temperatures at higher polypeptide concentrations

(Urry, 1978). The forms of human tropoelastin used here, SHEL and

SHELA26A, contain a consecutive array of six of these hexapeptide

sequences, the most dramatic repeat in the sequences accounting for 5

and 6% of the protein respectively (see Figure 3.6) yet still showed co-

operativity. As tropoelastin concentration was further increased, the lowering

of the coacervation temperature became less pronounced and this resulted

in a clustering of the curves. This same effect has been seen with synthetic

polypeptides where it was suggested that the limit is dependent upon

molecular weight (Urry et al., 1985). In practice tropoelastin is near its

solubility limit at 40mg/ml and a much higher concentration may not be

possible. The clustering of the curves for human tropoelastin occurs in the

physiological range so that at concentrations of 20 to 40mg/m1 tropoelastin

is in the coacervated form at 37°C. The coacervate is, therefore, the

physiologically relevant form of the naked protein. In vivo, tropoelastin is

known to be hydroxylated at proline residues to a variable degree and this

hydroxylation is capable of affecting the coacervation temperature of

polypeptides of elastin (Urry et aL, 1979). Despite recombinant tropoelastins

lacking hydroxylation, the curves seen here are very similar to the curve

produced from chick tropoelastin (Urry, 1978) which presumably would be

hydroxylated.

NaCl concentration was found to significantly alter the coacervation

temperature of SHEL. The effect has been proposed to be due to NaCl
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decreasing the effective concentration of water by binding it in hydration

shells, thereby conversely increasing effective protein concentration (Urry,

1978). No coacervation was seen in the temperature range examined if

NaCl was below lOOmM. This was in marked contrast to the effect seen

with synthetic polypeptides and oc-elastjn, and even chick aortic tropoelastin,

where coacervation could still occur in distilled water (Urry, 1978). For

SHEL, increasing NaCl concentration from lOOmM to 200mM facilitated

coacervation and significantly lowered the temperature of this effect.

Coacervation curves were not appreciably sharper with increasing NaCl

(Figure 7.3a). Others (Miyakawa et aL, 1995; Urry and Long, 1977) have

noted that the effect of NaCl on polypeptides mimicked the effect of increasing

tropoelastin concentration such that if increasing tropoelastin concentration

caused coacervation curves to become translated to lower temperatures

and to steepen, then NaCl did the same. Such an effect was not detected

with SHEL, with each curve appearing similarly sharp. The dependence

upon NaCl addition was not the same as for tropoelastin concentration

and appeared to approach linearity in the region lOO—ZOOmM NaCl in

comparison with the more logarithmic effect of SHEL concentration (Figure

7.5a,b). Differential scanning calorimetry studies performed with synthetic

polypeptides clearly showed a linear relationship between NaCl

concentration and transition temperature of coacervation (Luan et aL,

1991) and our results are consistent with this. Significantly, extracellular

Na“r concentration is approximately 150mM (I‘ietz, 1982) and this amount

of NaCl was needed to bring about coacervation of SHEL in the physiological

temperature range of 30—40°C with an effective maximum at 37°C (Figures

7.3a, 7.5b). KCl appears to affect coacervation in the same way as NaCl

since there was no difference in curves in the presence of either salt

similar to results seen with polypentapeptides (Kondo et aL, 1987) and

oc-elastin (Kaibara et aL, 1992).
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The effect of pH on coacervation was more subtle, yet covered a IOOO—fold

range of [H*]. There was an approximately linear effect on coacervation

temperature which is consistent with the linear pH effect seen at high

ionic strength using chick and bovine tropoelastins (Sykes and Partridge,

1974; Whiting et aL, 1974). With higher pH, a lower temperature of

coacervation was seen (Figure 7.5c) but this was not as significant as

either NaCl or tropoelastin concentration. The effect is probably due to the

pH of the buffer approaching the isoelectric point of SHEL (11.2) and

therefore affecting the charges on populations of specific residues.

Coacervation is expected to be maximal at the isoelectric point as was

seen with a-elastin (Kaibara et aL, 1992), chick (Sykes and Partridge,

1974) and bovine (Whiting et aL, 1974) tropoelastins. Extracellular pH is

approximately 7.4 (Tietz, 1982) while intracellularly it is more variable but

is generally lower. For example, pH inside fibroblasts is 6.6 (Ritter et aL,

1992) and in muscle cells is 6.9 (Tietz, 1982). Thus, the normal pH

fluctuations seen in vivo are probably not enough to greatly affect

coacervation of tropoelastin, although it may be expected that coacervation

may be slightly more favoured extracellularly.

7.4.3 Comparison of Coacervation of SHEL. SHELA26A and SHELAmod

The two human tropoelastin isoforms used, SHEL and SHELA26A, differ

by a 33 amino acid sequence containing the most hydrophilic repeat

sequence in human tropoelastin, 26A. However, the two isoforms show

identical coacervation properties and coacervate at the same temperature

at equivalent peptide concentrations. Therefore the presence of this 26A

region does not affect the coacervation ability of tropoelastin despite altering

the hydrophobicity of the protein. Bedell-Hogan et aL (1993) found that

the isoform without 26A is a poorer substrate for lysyl oxidase and is not
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as readily cross-linked. The results shown here indicate that this difference

is not caused by a difference in the ability of the isoforms to coacervate.

Any difference in the physiological function of these isoforms or their

ability to be cross—linked into fibres may be due to changes in secondary

structure or some other undetermined function of 26A, e.g. binding of

molecules such as sugars, proteoglycans or microfibrillar proteins.

It is significant that SHELAmod also displayed very similar coacervation

characteristics to both SHEL and SHELAZBA. This protein is missing, in

addition to 26A, a substantial hydrophobic segment from the N—terminus

yet coacervates with the same overall characteristics as SHEL and

SHELA26A. This indicates that the deleted segment, which although is

hydrophobic, is not vital to coacervation. The remaining portion contains

enough hydrophobic repeat regions to maintain coacervation. Thus, even

relatively major mutations in tropoelastin do not necessarily abolish

coacervation. This raises the prospect that related mutant molecules, if

present in the extracellular matrix may still be able to coacervate and

possibly be incorporated into fibres. However, if these molecules have

reduced elastic properties, the overall effectiveness of the elastic fibre may

be consequently altered.

7.4.4 Effect of S-GAL on Coacervation

KCl in place of NaCl did not noticeably affect SHEL coacervation. This is

similar to results seen with OL-elastin (Kaibara et aL, 1992) and the

polypentapeptide of elastin (Kondo et al., 1987) where little difference in

coacervation temperature was seen by using K* or Na+ as the cation. This

indicates that intracellularly, where KCl is high and NaCl is low, tropoelastin

is in an environment conducive to coacervation. Presumably, however,
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tropoelastin does not coacervate intracellularly since this would inhibit

secretion and subsequently elastic fibre formation in the extracellular

matrix.

It has previously been suggested that intracellular binding of tropoelastin

to a companion protein such as EBP will protect tropoelastin from proteases

and inhibit its coacervation (Hinek and Rabinovitch, 1994). Other

tropoelastin binding proteins have also been recently identified which may

perform a similar role (Davis and Mecham, 1996b). To model EBP, S-GAL

has been used previously to demonstrate that coacervation of K-elastin will

be inhibited in its presence (Hinek et al., 1992b). However, the use of

S-GAL with SHEL, following the technique of Hinek et aL (1992) did not

have any effect on coacervation. There are differences between this

experiment with SHEL and that of Hinek et al. (1992). This study used

tropoelastin instead of K-elastin and a much lower NaCl concentration was

used, 150mM compared with 1.5M in the experiments described by Hinek

et aL (1992). These may have contributed to the different result seen.

However, it is possible that S—GAL binding to SHEL does not impair

coacervation noticeably since there are many other possible hydrophobic

regions for interaction. Altematively, S-GAL may not have bound adequately

to SHEL or was easily displaced. More definitive results may perhaps be

obtained by using EBP instead of S-GAL. In addition, other proteins proposed

to bind tropoelastin intracellularly, such as microfibrillar proteins, could

be studied this same way.
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7.4.5 A Model for Tropoelastin Assembly In Vivo

From the results obtained in this chapter, a model for tropoelastin assembly

can be proposed (Figure 7.12) which is based on and extends the model

proposed by Hinek (1995). If tropoelastin does bind a companion protein,

such as EBP, intracellularly (Hinek, 1995) the effective concentration of

free tropoelastin will be greatly reduced. Intracellularly, tropoelastin may

be produced at high levels but binds to the companion protein and therefore

never accumulates to a high enough effective concentration to cause

intracellular coacervation at body temperature where it would be detrimental

to the cell. Davis and Mecham (1996b) have suggested that two newly

identified tropoelastin companion proteins may act as molecular chaperones

for tropoelastin in the RER to assist in proper folding. EBP is the only

companion protein studied in detail to date and it has been shown that

the EBP—tropoelastin complex is exported to the extracellular matrix where

the tropoelastin component is separated from EBP and released directly

onto the microfibrillar surface where it free to interact with other components

(Hinek, 1995; Section 1.2.6; Figure 1.2). When all the variables are

superimposed, coacervation of greater than lOmg/ml tropoelastin (SHEL

or SHELA26A) at pH 7-8 and 150mM NaCl is essentially complete at 37°C,

conditions which are found in the extracellular matrix. No information is

available on the actual tropoelastin concentration in the extracellular matrix

but upon delivery to the surface of the microfibril and/or nascent elastic

fibre the local concentration of tropoelastin would be high. In addition, the

concentration of previously cross-linked elastin in the nascent elastic fibre

is very high, providing further hydrophobic domains for tropoelastin to

interact with and therefore effectively increasing the total concentration to

levels where coacervation would be rapidly promoted. Thus, when

tropoelastin is released the high effective concentration in the appropriate

NaCl, pH and temperature environment found in the extracellular matrix
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Figure 7.12. Proposed model for tropoelastin assembly. This model is based on that proposed by Hinek (1995). ’l‘ropoelastin made inside

the cell (e.g. fibroblast) is rapidly bound to a companion protein (Hinek, 1995) resulting in a relatively low effective concentration of free

polypeptide. Coacervation is therefore inhibited. The tropoelastin/companion protem complex is exported through the cell s rough

endoplasmic reticulum (RER) and Golgi secretion system to the extracellular matnx (Hinek, 1995). At the microfibnl (MF) and/or-growmg

elastic fibre surface, tropoelastin is released fiom the companion protein resulting in a high local concentration of free tropoelastm. ThlS,

coupled with the appropriate salt concentration, pH and temperature of the extracellular matrix induces rap1d coacervate formation. Lysyl

oxidase, which is present in the extracellular matrix can now initiate cross-linking. permanently fixmg the tropoelastin molecules into the

nascent elastic fibre.
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would induce rapid coacervation precisely where needed at the surface of

the microfibril and the nascent elastic fibre. Cross—linking, following

oxidation by lysyl oxidase, would make this process essentially irreversible.

7.4.6 Effect of Lipids on Coacervation

Impurities able to bind to hydrophobic domains on tropoelastin can

artificially lower the coacervation temperature. Endotoxins are

lipopolysaccharides from the bacterial outer membrane layer and are a

common contaminant in recombinant protein preparations. In the removal

of degradation products by RP-HPLC most of the bacterial endotoxins were

also removed by binding to the hydrophobic support. A high level of

endotoxin or other lipid contaminants can substantially affect the properties

of tropoelastin since, being highly hydrophobic, tropoelastin can aggregate

with the contaminants. This affects the coacervation curves causing an

artificial lowering of the coacervation temperature and a ‘tail' on the

coacervation curve as seen in Figures 7.10b and 7.1 1. This effect has been

noted by others (McPherson et aL, 1996) although not as dramatically as

that seen here and had been attributed to endotoxin contamination. However,

endotoxin contamination cannot be a contributing factor in this work

because endotoxin was consistently low after HPLC purification and there

was effectively no difference in endotoxin levels in samples which would

have explained unusual coacervation profiles.

A more likely contaminant is lipid from the bacterial cell membrane which

was solubilized during extraction of protein. Washing the dry SHEL residue

with chloroform serves to dissolve lipid but in some cases, some lipid is

carried over with the tropoelastin. Gas chromatography analysis of the

lipid fraction able to be extracted into aqueous buffer revealed that the
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fatty acid composition was consistent with that expected for E. coli

membranes. Only a small proportion of the lipid was solubilised in aqueous

buffer but the addition of small amounts of the lipid extract to pure

tropoelastin solutions resulted in altered coacervation properties (Figure

7.1 l) and time courses such as those seen in Figure 7.10a.

The biphasic time courses can be interpreted as an association of lipid

with tropoelastin which appears to occur more readily than tropoelastin

self-association. This forms the first part of the time course which plateaus

at a level dependent on the lipid concentration. The second phase of the

biphasic time course is therefore due to the unaffected tropoelastin—

tropoelastin interaction. This second phase always occurs at the same

temperature which is dependent on tropoelastin concentration as shown

in Figure 7.2. Centrifuging the contaminated sample at a temperature

conducive to the lipid-tropoelastin interaction will remove the lipid impurities

along with the tropoelastin to which it is bound, an effect clearly

demonstrated in Figure 7.10b. The failure of alternative methods to

adequately remove the lipid contaminants indicates that the tropoelastin-

lipid interaction is a very tight one. This illustrates the care that must be

taken to ensure removal of all impurities, particularly endotoxin and lipids

from recombinant samples of tropoelastin before embarking on physical

studies. However, what is not apparent is the reason why lipid contamination

appeared to worsen over time. No obvious change in the protocol or solutions

could be pinpointed as the source of these problems. C 18 RP-HPLC columns

can bind lipids and therefore lipid-laden columns if not cleaned could

possibly be a source of recontamination. However, lipid contamination

was apparent before samples were HPLC—purified and the use of new

HPLC columns did not alleviate the problem. In the experiments outlined

here, endotoxin and other lipids were effectively removed by a combination

of chloroform washes, followed by centrifugation where necessary, resulting
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in highly purified protein.

Elastin has long been known to be able to bind fatty acids and lipids

(Norde et aL, 1985; Tokita et aL, 1977; Claire et al., 1976), a feature which

has been proposed to be an important contributor in the development of

atherosclerosis. It is clear from these results that tropoelastin is also

capable of binding fatty acids and lipids and that this can affect its

coacervation properties. It has been proposed that lipid binding to elastin

chains would disrupt fibre formation because chains would not be able to

associate properly. The binding of lipids to extended chains would prevent

the chain from returning to its relaxed state and thereby remove some of

its elasticity (Urry, 1978). This has been demonstrated experimentally by

stress—strain measurements which indicate that elastin-fatty acid complexes

are less elastic (Norde et aL, 1985; Kagan et aL, 1977). Interestingly, when

lipids are present in SHEL solutions the coacervation process starts to

become irreversible. Even with extended treatment on ice the turbidity

does not return to its starting level (Figure 7.10a). Studies have also

demonstrated that longer chain fatty acids, especially 016 and C18, have

the highest binding affinity for elastin and produce the greatest effect on

elasticity (Norde et al., 1985: Kagan et aL, 1977). These fatty acids are

shown in Table 7.1 to be the most abundant E. coli fatty acids binding to

SHEL. In addition, the binding of fatty acids to elastin has been demonstrated

to inhibit lysyl oxidase mediated cross-linking, with oleate (C18) showing

the greatest inhibitory effect (Kagan et aL, 1981). The results shown here

indicate that the presence of excess lipids in the environment of the

forming elastic fibre may affect normal coacervation and cross-linking and

the subsequent function of the elastic fibre.
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7.5 CONCLUSION

These results are fully consistent with an essential role played by

coacervation in elastic fibre assembly during the major stages of elastin

formation. Coacervation is finely tuned to occur under extracellular

physiological conditions of temperature, NaCl concentration and pH.

Coacervation is strongly influenced by peptide and NaCl concentration

and to a lesser extent pH. The same trends were seen for the second

tropoelastin isoform, SHELA26A, with little difference in coacervation

temperature. SHEIfiAmod was also able to coacervate and exhibited the

same trends as the two isoforms of tropoelastin. S-GAL, a model of EBP,

did not appear to inhibit coacervation of SHEL. Contaminating lipids from

E. coli were shown to alter coacervation curves dramatically.
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8. l RECOMBINANT TROPOELASTIN PRODUCTION

Until recently, tropoelastin research relied exclusively on the availability of

tropoelastin from animal sources. This was a time-consuming process

involving the raising of animals under strict dietary conditions which

limited the amount of tropoelastin obtained (Rich and Foster, 1982; Rucker,

1982). Human tropoelastin became available for the first time through the

use of recombinant DNA technology (Indik et aL, 1990). This allowed the

production of a single isoform of tropoelastin and potentially increased the

total amounts available. However, recombinant tropoelastins have so far

only been available in limited quantities (Grosso et aL, 1991; Indik et al.,

1990) and thus the potential of recombinant systems for tropoelastin

production has not been fully exploited. It was a major aim of this work to

construct and optimise a recombinant system for the production of distinct

isoforms of human tropoelastin which would produce a high yield of protein

and therefore provide an easily accessible source of tropoelastin for future

work.

This aim was successfully achieved and two human tropoelastin isoforms,

SHEL and SHELAZBA, were produced in addition to an aberrant form

SHELAmod. SHEL and SHELA26A are produced at high levels with 50mg

routinely obtained from one litre of culture. This is 5—10 fold higher than

other published recombinant tropoelastin systems (Grosso et al., 1991;

Indik et aL, 1990) and emphasises the value of a systematic approach to

high—level protein production. The polypeptide sequence of tropoelastin is

repetitive and its natural gene demonstrates a particular codon bias which,

together with its overall size, may make it less than ideal for recombinant

production in E. coli. To preclude this as a possible source of overexpression

problems, the entire gene precursors for SHEL were synthesised with an

E. coli preferred codon bias and other convenient DNA modifications to
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assist cloning (Martin et al., 1995). Following the assembly of full-length

SHEL, four different expression vectors with very different properties

including one fusion system, were chosen for cloning of SHEL since it was

not possible to know a priori which system would be most appropriate.

Each one was assessed for overexpression. Fine-tuning of expression by

altering conditions of growth, induction and purification were successful

in improving the amount of SHEL produced and this approach allowed the

optimal two systems for SHEL production to be chosen. Following problems

with GST—SHEL purification the final system of choice for SHEL production,

and consequently SHEIA26A, consisted of expression of unfused SHEL

from pSHELF and this is the first published account of successful unfused

tropoelastin expression (Martin et al., 1995).

The purification protocol for SHEL and SHEIA26A was based on a protocol

for tropoelastin extraction from tissues and is essentially a single-step

procedure involving alcohol solubilisation. This work provides a simple

and highly effective method for purification of soluble unfused tropoelastin

from recombinant systems, eliminating the need for techniques such as

CNBr cleavage. Although some degradation products were usually present,

this was not unexpected due to tropoelastin’s protease suscetibility and

these were completely removed by RP-HPLC allowing the recovery of full—

length protein. An added advantage was that endotoxin was greatly reduced

by RP-HPLC, a critical requirement for future in vivo animal studies. One

problem encountered during the purification was the carry-over of lipids

from the E. coli extract into tropoelastin preparations. This demonstrated

that tropoelastin, like elastin, can effectively bind lipids and that this

binding is strong enough to allow co-purification to occur. This previously

unaddressed problem has the potential to affect tropoelastin from all sources,

tissue and recombinant, and could interfere considerably with further

tropoelastin studies. The only effective way found to remove lipids was
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through centrifugation at the appropriate temperature where both lipids

and affected tropoelastin were coacervated and thereby removed. Using

expression conditions and purification protocol defined by this work, further

work in this laboratory has successfully focused on high-cell density

fermentation to scale up production of both SHEL and SHEIAZGA with the

potential for the production of gram quantities.

Each of the two human tropoelastin isoforms was confirmed by N-terminal

sequencing and mass spectrometry as being the desired protein sequence.

Despite numerous mutations, SHEIAmod proved to be useful in coacervation

studies and provided a large stock for C-terminal domains obtained by

proteolytic cleavage. As an added advantage, the N—formyl methionine was

removed by E. coli resulting in the two tropoelastin isoforms having precisely

the same sequence as the naturally—derived isoforms and removing any

possible complications arising from the presence of an extraneous amino

acid. SHEL was further analysed by CD and, rather than being completely

random, the spectrum was found to be consistent with that of all—[3 proteins

within the resolution provided. The spectrum was identical to previously

obtained spectra for other elastin-related molecules and the data are

therefore consistent with SHEL having the same types of secondary structure

as these molecules. This work has led to more detailed structural

characterisation of SHEL, SHEIA26A and smaller domains of each currently

under way in this laboratory using CD (S. Jensen and A.S. Weiss,

unpublished).

8.2 PROTEOLYTIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

SHEL and SHELA26A each exhibited degradation products when purified

as a consequence of endogenous E. coliproteases. Thrombin readily degraded
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GST—SHEL during purification. Numerous reports of degraded tropoelastin

from many different sources are known (Franzblau et at, 1989; Rich and

Foster, 1984; Rucker, 1982; Sandberg and Wolt, 1982). Interestingly, the

patterns of degradation products are often similar, indicating tropoelastin

may have regions of increased proteolytic susceptibility.

This work confirmed previous reports of serine protease tropoelastin-

degrading activity in human serum (Romero et al., 1986) and extended

these results by precisely mapping the specific sites of cleavage. Significantly,

this work showed that all of the larger fragments were from the N—terminus

and were missing the highly conserved C-terminal region which is important

for interaction with microfibrils. Unprotected tropoelastin exposed to serum

can therefore result in degradation of tropoelastin which can remove the

C—terminus. If these molecules are cross—linked they may not be properly

incorporated into fibres or may result in decreased elastic function. The

enzyme responsible for serum degradation was not identified unequivocally

but was found to be trypsin—like. Complete mapping of thrombin and

plasma kallikrein cleavage sites of SHEL was also achieved which showed

that thrombin activity in serum was not primarily responsible for tropoelastin

degradation but that kallikrein activity was likely. One highly susceptible

cleavage site was identified as common to most of the enzymes studied

and serum. This region was supplied exogenously as a peptide to proteolytic

digests and was shown to slow degradation of full—length SHEL and

SHELA26A by serum and, variably, by all the proteases tested. This peptide

is therefore a likely inhibitor of serine-protease mediated tropoelastin

degradation and can be used as a starting point for developing more

efficient, non-cleavable inhibitors. In contrast, it was demonstrated that

S-GAL, a peptide representing the elastin binding site of EBP, did not

result in widespread inhibition of proteolysis. Only HLE was significantly

inhibited and thrombin also showed some inhibition. Serum and the other
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serine proteases studied did not show any reproducible inhibition. The

process of coacervation, on the other hand, was demonstrated to provide

significant protection from proteolysis by serum and all enzymes, except

plasmin. The protection was almost total for kallikrein but was reduced

for proteases which cleaved SHEL and SHEIA26A in many more places.

This work therefore demonstrated that coacervation can provide the

additional role of proteolytic protection for tropoelastin from exposure to

proteases found in serum and the extracellular matrix.

8.3 COACERVATION

Both human tropoelastin isoforms and the aberrant SHELAmod exhibited

coacervation. Coacervation has long been thought to be vital to elastic

fibre formation (Urry, 1978). The work described here is consistent with

this hypothesis. The temperature of coacervation of both SHEL and

SHEIAZGA was strongly influenced by protein concentration, NaCl

concentration and to a lesser degree pH. It was shown that for both

isoforms, optimal temperature, NaCl concentration and pH for complete

coacervation at high protein concentrations (>10mg/ml) converge at

conditions mimicking those found in the extracellular matrix, indicating

that the coacervate is the favoured form of unprotected tropoelastin in the

extracellular matrix. This raises many questions on the effect of other

matrix molecules, such as MAGP-l, fibrillin and proteoglycans on

tropoelastin coacervation. The coacervation assay is a powerful tool to

study such interactions and how they influence tropoelastin self-assembly.

In addition, the role of extra- and intracellular companion proteins such

as EBP, BiP and p74, thought to assist proper folding of tropoelastin and

therefore prevent inappropriate coacervation, could be studied using this

method.
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For the first time, the coacervation characteristics of two distinct isoforms

of tropoelastin were studied. The role of 26A in human tropoelastin is

unknown. This domain does not exist in any other species studied and

one study found that the isoform missing 26A was a poorer substrate for

lysyl oxidase (Bedell-Hogan et al., 1993). In this work it was found that

there were no differences in the coacervation characteristics of SHEL and

SHELA26A, indicating that the 26A hydrophilic domain does not alter the

coacervation temperature of tropoelastin. Any functional differences in the

two isoforms are therefore not related to coacervation of the unmodified

proteins. However, other as yet unidentified molecules may bind specifically

to 26A and may subsequently alter its coacervation characteristics.

Candidate molecules thought to bind to 26A could conceivably be studied

by coacervation with SHELA26A acting as a control. The mutant tropoelastin,

SHELAmod, exhibited very similar coacervation characteristics to both

SHEL and SHEIA26A. This is significant as it indicates that similar mutant

tropoelastin molecules may likewise coacervate and may therefore be

incorporated into elastic fibres where they have the potential to affect the

elastic properties of the fibre.

Lipids and fatty acids are known to interact with cross—linked elastin

where they can significantly affect the fibre integrity and are a marker of

atherosclerosis [Claire et al., 1976). This study found that tropoelastin

could also strongly interact with lipids and fatty acids. This interaction

was significant as it dramatically altered the coacervation properties of

both tropoelastin isoforrns. Lipids and fatty acids were also demonstrated

to be difficult to remove from tropoelastin. The lipid contaminants, although

of E. coli origin, associated with tropoelastin at a temperature lower than

that for tropoelastin-tropoelastin coacervation. This work demonstrated

that lipids and fatty acids have the potential to disrupt normal coacervation

and may result in inappropriate coacervation of tropoelastin in vivo if
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present during elastogenesis and may result in alteration of the properties

of the mature elastic fibre. This work also demonstrated the importance of

effective removal of impurities such as lipids from tropoelastin preparations

before embarking on studies with tropoelastin. The results here show that

coacervation is an easy and effective technique to recognize whether

tropoelastin preparations are contaminated with lipids and other

hydrophobic molecules and coacervation could therefore be used routinely

by researchers to assess tropoelastin purity.

8.4 CONCLUSION

This work has provided a significant advance in the study of human

tropoelastin and elastic fibres by the development of a high—level recombinant

expression system for two distinct isoforms of human tropoelastin. These

tropoelastin isoforms are now readily available in large quantities providing

the opportunity for new advances in physical and biological aspects of the

elastic fibre. Using these recombinant tropoelastins, some interactions of

tropoelastin with proteases, including human serum, were studied resulting

in highly susceptible protease recognition sites being mapped potentially

allowing new protease inhibitors and protease-resistant tropoelastins to be

produced. A significant advance in the understanding of tropoelastin

intermolecular interactions was made by a study and comparison of the

coacervation characteristics of individual tropoelastin isoforms and the

affect of lipids on this interaction. Significantly, coacervation was shown

to be tuned to the conditions of the extracellular matrix regardless of the

presence of the 26A domain and was also capable of protecting tropoelastin

from degradation.
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Appendix 1. Sequencing Primers

1R 5’ TGC C’IT TGC CGG TIT GTA CG 3’

3F 5’ TCC AGG TGG CTA CGG TCT GC 3’

3R 5’ GAG TAC CTA CGC CTG CGA TAC 3’

5R 5’ GGA GTA CCA ACG CCG TAC 'IT 3’

6F 5’ GGG TGT TGG CGT TGC ACC AG 3’

7R 5’ TGC ACC TAC AAC ACC GCC CG 3’

8F 5’ CAG CTC AGT TCG GTC TGG 'IT 3’

T7 forward 5’ TAA TAC GAC TCA CTA TAG GG 3’

pET forward 5’ GCA CTC ACT ATA GGG AGA CC 3'

pE’I‘ reverse 5’ GCC AAC TCA GCT TCC ‘I'I'I‘ CG 3’
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APPENDIX 2

DNA Sequence and Protein Translation of SHELAmod

1/1 31/11

ATG GGT GGC GTT CCG GGT GCT GTT CCG GGT GGC GTT CCG GGT GGT GTA TTC TAC CCA GGC

M G G V P G A V P G G V P G G V F Y P G

61/21 91/31

GCG GGT TTC GGT GCT GTT CCG GGT GGC GTT GCA GAC GCA GCT GCT GCG TAC AAA GCG GCA

A G F G A V P G G V A D A A A A Y K A A

121/41 151/51

AAG GCA GGT GCG GGT CTG GGC GGG GTA CCA GGT GTT GGC GGT CTG GGT GTA TCT GCT GGC

K A G A G L G G V P G V G G L G V S A G

181/61 211/71

GCA GTT GTT CCG CAG CCG GGT GCA GGT GTA AAA CCG GGC AAA GTT CCA GGT GTT GGT CTG

A V V P Q P G A G V K P G K V P G V G L

241/81 271/91

CCG GGC GTA TAC CCG GGT TTC GGT GCT GTT CCG GGC GCG CGT TTC CCA GGT GTT GGT GTA

P G V Y P G F G A V P G A R F P G V G V

301/101 331/111

CTG CCG GGC GTT CCG ACC GGT GCA GGT GTT AAA CCG AAG GCA CCA GGT GTA GGC GGC GCG

L P G V P T G A G V K P K A P G V G G A

361/121 391/131

TTC GCG GGT ATC CCG GGT GTT GGC CCG TTC GGT GGT CCG CAG CCA GGC GTT CCG CTG GGT

F A G I P G V G P F G G P Q P G V P L G

421/141 451/151

TAC CCG ATC AAA GCG CCG AAG CTT CCA GGT GGC TAC GGT CTG CCG TAC ACC ACC GGT AAA

Y P I K A P K L P G G Y G L P Y T T G K

481/161 511/171

CTG CCG TAC GGC TAC GGT CCG GGT GGC GTA GCA GGT GCT GCG GGT AAA GCA GGC TAC CCA

L P Y G Y G P G G V A G A A G K A G Y P

541/181 571/191

ACC GGT ACT GGT GTT GGT CCG CAG GCT GCT GCG GCA GCT GCG GCG AAG GCA GCA GCA AAA

T G T G V G P A A A A A K A A A K

601/201 631/211

TTC GGC GCG GGT GCA GCG GGT TTC GGT GCT GTT CCG GGC GTA GGT GGT GCT GGC GTT CCG

F G A G A A G F G A V P G V G G A G V P

661/221 691/231

GGT GTT CCA GGT GCG ATC CCG GGC ATC GGT GGT ATC GCA GGC GTA GGT ACT CCG GCG GCC

G V P G A I P G I G G I A G V G T P A A

721/241 751/251

GCT GCG GCT GCG GCA GCT GCG GCG AAA GCA GCT AAA TAC GGT GCG GCA GCA GGC CTG GTT

A A A A A A A A K A A K Y G A A A G L V

781/261 811/271

CCG GGT GGT CCA GGC TTC GGT CCG GGT GTT GTA GGC GTT CCG GGT TTC GGT GCT GTT CCG

P G G P G F G P G V V G V P G F

841/281 871/291

GGC GTA GGT GTT CCA GGT GCG GGC ATC CCG GTT GTA CCG GGT GCA GGT ATC CCG GGC GCT

G V G V P G A G I P V V P G A G

901/301 931/311

GCG GGT TTC GGT GCT GTA TCC CCG GAA GCG GCA GCT AAG GCT GCT GCG AAA GCT GCG AAA

A G F G A V S P E A A A K A A A K A A K

961/321 991/331

TAC GGA GCT CGT CCG GGC GTT GGT GTT GGT GGC ATC CCG ACC TAC GGT GTA GGT GCA GGC

Y G A R P G V G V G G I P T Y G V G A G

I
O

3
’

3
’
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1021/341 1051/351

GGTTTCCCAGGTTTCGGCG‘I'I‘GGTG'I‘TGGTGGCATCCCGGG’I‘GTAGCTGGTGTTCCGTCT

GFPGFGVGVGGIPGVAGVPS
1081/361 1111/371

GTT GGT GGC GTA CCG GGT G'I'T GGT GGC G’I‘T CCA GGT GTA GGT ATC‘ TCC CCG GAA GCG CAG

VGGVPGVGGVPGVGISPEAQ
1141/381 1171/391

GCAGCTGCGGCAGCTAAAGCAGCGAAGTACGGCG'I‘TGGTACTCCGGCGGCAGCAGCTGCT

AAAAAKAAKYGVGTPAAAAA
1201/401 1231/411

AAAGCAGCGGCTAAAGCAGCGCAGTTCGGACTAGTTCCGGGCGTAGGTGTTGCGCCAGGT
K A A A K A A Q F G L v P G V G v A P G
1261/421 1291/431

G’I‘TGGCGTAGCACCGGG‘I‘G’I‘TGGTGT'I‘GCTCCGGGCGTAGGTCTGGCACCGGGTGTTGGC

V G V A P G V G V A P G V G L A P G V G

1321/441 1351/451

G’I'I‘ GCA CCA GGT GTA GGT GTT GCG CCG GGC GTT GGT GTA GCA CCG GGT ATC GGT CCG GGT

v A P G v G V A P G V G v A P G I G P G
1381/461 1411/471

GGCG‘I'I‘GCGGCTGCTGCGAAA'ICTGCI‘GCGAAGG’I'I‘GCTGCGAAAGCGCAGCTGCGTGCA
G V A A A A K S A A K V A A K A Q L R A
1441/481 1471/491

GCAGCTGGTCTGGG'I‘GCGGGCATCCCAGGTC'I‘GGGTGTAGGTGT‘I‘GGTG'I'I‘CCGGGCC‘IG

A A G L G A G I P G L G V G V G V P G L

1501/501 1531/511

GGTGTAGGTGCAGGGGTACCGGGCC‘I‘GGGTG‘I'I‘GGTGCAGGCG’I'I‘CCGGGTTI'CGGTGCT

G V G A G V P G L G V G A G V P G F G A

1561/521 1591/531

G‘I'I‘CCGGGCGCGC‘IGGCTGCTGCGAAAGCGGCGAAATACGGTGCTG'I‘TCCGGG’I‘GTACTG

v P G A L A A A K A A K Y G A V P G v L
1621/541 1651/551

GGCGGTC'IGGGTGC’I‘CTGGGCGGTG'I'I‘GGTATCCCGGGCGGTG‘I‘TGTAGGTGCAGGCCCA
G G L G A L G G v G I P G G V V G A G P
1681/561 1711/571

GCTGCAGCTGCTGCTGCGGCAAAGGCAGCGGCGAAAGCAGCTCAG'I‘TCGGTC'IGGTTGGT

A A A A A A A K A A A K A A Q F G L V G
1741/581 1771/591

GCAGCAGG'I‘CTGGGCGGTC‘I‘GGGTG’ITGGCGGTCTGGGTGTACCGGGCGTTGGTGGTCTG

A A G L G G L G V G G L G V P G V G G L

1801/601 1831/611

GGTGGCATCCCGCCGGCGGCGGCAGC’I‘AAAGCGGCTAAATACGGTGCAGCAGGTC'I‘GGGT

G G I P P A A A A K A A K Y G A A G L G
1861/621 1891/631

GGCGTTCTGGGTGGTGCTGGTCAGTTCCCAC’I‘GGGCGGTGTAGCGGCACGTCCGGGTTTC

G V L G G A G Q F P L G G V A A R P G F

1921/641 1951/651

GGTCTGTCCCCGA’I'CTI'CCCAGGCGGTGCA'IGCCTGGGTAAAGCTTGCGGCCGTAAACGT

G L s P I F P G G A C L G K A C G R K R

1981/661

AAATAA'IGATAG
K ‘k 'A'
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APPENDIX 3

DNA Sequence and Protein Translation of SHELA26A

4089/1 4119/11

ATG GGT GGC GTT CCG GGT GCT ATC CCG GGT GGC GTT CCG GGT GGT GTA TTC TAC CCA GGC

M G G V P G A I P G G V P G G V F Y P G

4149/21 4179/31

GCG GGT CTG GGT GCA CTG GGC GGT GGT GCG CTG GGC CCG GGT GGT AAA CCG CTG AAA CCG

A G L G A L G G G A L G P G G K P L K P

4209/41 4239/51

GTT CCA GGC GGT CTG GCA GGT GCT GGT CTG GGT GCA GGT CTG GGC GCG TTC CCG GCG GTT

V P G G L A G A G L G A G L G A F P A V

4269/61 4299/71

ACC TTC CCG GGT GCT CTG GTT CCG GGT GGC GTT GCA GAC GCA GCT GCT GCG TAC AAA GCG

T F P G A L V P G G V A D A A A A Y K A

4329/81 4359/91

GCA AAG GCA GGT GCG GGT CTG GGC GGG GTA CCA GGT GTT GGC GGT CTG GGT GTA TCT GCT

A K A G A G L G G V P G V G G L G V S A

4389/101 4419/111

GGC GCA GTT GTT CCG CAG CCG GGT GCA GGT GTA AAA CCG GGC AAA GTT CCA GGT GTT GGT

G A V V P Q P G A G V K P G K V P G V G

4449/121 4479/131

CTG CCG GGC GTA TAC CCG GGT GGT GTT CTG CCG GGC GCG CGT TTC CCA GGT GTT GGT GTA

L P G V Y P G G V L P G A R F P G V G V

4509/141 4539/151

CTG CCG GGC GTT CCG ACC GGT GCA GGT GTT AAA CCG AAG GCA CCA GGT GTA GGC GGC GCG

L P G V P T G A G V K P K A P G V G G A

4569/161 4599/171

TTC GCG GGT ATC CCG GGT GTT GGC CCG TTC GGT GGT CCG CAG CCA GGC GTT CCG CTG GGT

F A G I P G V G P F G G P Q P G V P L G

4629/181 4659/191

TAC CCG ATC AAA GCG CCG AAG CTT CCA GGT GGC TAC GGT CTG CCG TAC ACC ACC GGT AAA

Y P I K A P K L P G G Y G L P Y T T G K

4689/201 4719/211

CTG CCG TAC GGC TAC GGT CCG GGT GGC GTA GCA GGT GCT GCG GGT AAA GCA GGC TAC CCA

L P Y G Y G P G G V A G A A G K A G Y P

4749/221 4779/231

ACC GGT ACT GGT GTT GGT CCG CAG GCT GCT GCG GCA GCT GCG GCG AAG GCA GCA GCA AAA

T G T G V G P Q A A A A A A A K A A A K

4809/241 4839/251

TTC GGC GCG GGT GCA GCG GGT GTT CTG CCG GGC GTA GGT GGT GCT GGC GTT CCG GGT GTT

F G A G A A G V L P G V G G A G V P G V

4869/261 4899/271

CCA GGT GCG ATC CCG GGC ATC GGT GGT ATC GCA GGC GTA GGT ACT CCG GCG GCC GCT GCG

P G A I P G I G G I A G V G T P A A A A

4929/281 4959/291

GCT GCG GCA GCT GCG GCG AAA GCA GCT AAA TAC GGT GCG GCA GCA GGC CTG GTT CCG GGT

A A A A A A K A A K Y G A A A G L V P G

4989/301 5019/311

GGT CCA GGC TTC GGT CCG GGT GTT GTA GGC GTT CCG GGT GCT GGT GTT CCG GGC GTA GGT

G P G F G P G V V G V P G A G V P G V G

5049/321 5079/331

GTT CCA GGT GCG GGC ATC CCG GTT GTA CCG GGT GCA GGT ATC CCG GGC GCT GCG GTT CCA

V P G A G I P V V P G A G I P G A A V P
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5109/341 5139/351
GGT GTT GTA ch CCG GAA GCG GGA GCT AAG GCT GGT GCG AAA GCT GCG AAA TAG GGA GCT
G V V S P E A A A K A A A K A A K Y G A

5169/361 5199/371
CGT CCG GGC GTT GGT GTT GGT GGC ATC CCG ACC TAC GGT GTA GGT GCA GGC GGT TTC CCA

R P G V G V G G I P T Y G V G A G G F P

5229/381 5259/391
GGT TTC GGC GTT GGT GTT GGT GGC ATG CCG GGT GTA GCT GGT GTT GGG TGT GTT GGT GGG
G F G V G V G G I P G V A G V P S V G G

5289/401 5319/411
GTA CCG GGT GTT GGT GGC GTT CCA GGT GTA GGT ATC TCC CCG GAA GCG CAG GCA GCT GCG

v P G v G G v P G v G I s P E A Q A A A
5349/421 5379/431
GCA GCT AAA GGA GCG AAG TAG GGC GTT GGT AGT CCG GCG GCA GCA GCT GCT AAA GCA GCG
A A K A A K Y G v G T P A A A A A K A A
5409/441 5439/451 '
GCT AAA GCA GCG GAG TTG GGA CTA GTT CCG GGC GTA GGT GTT GCG GGA GGT GTT GGC GTA
A K A A Q P G L V P G V G V A P G V G V

5469/461 5499/471
GGA CCG GGT GTT GGT GTT GGT GGG GGC GTA GGT GTG GGA CCG GGT GTT GGC GTT GCA GGA
A P G v G v A P G v G L A P G v G v A P
5529/481 5559/491
GGT GTA GGT GTT GGG CCG GGC GTT GGT GTA GCA CCG GGT ATC GGT CCG GGT GGC GTT GGG
G v G v A P G v G v A P G I G P G G v A
5589/501 5619/511
GCT GGT GCG AAA TGT GCT GCG AAG GTT GGT GCG AAA GCG GAG CTG CGT GGA GCA GGT GGT
A A A K S A A K V A A K A Q L R A A A G

5649/521 5679/531
CTG GGT GCG GGC ATC CCA GGT CTG GGT GTA GGT GTT GGT GTT CCG GGC CTG GGT GTA GGT

L G A G I P G L G V G V G V P G L G V G

5709/541 5739/551
GCA GGG GTA GGG GGC CTG GGT GTT GGT GCA GGC GTT CCG GGT TTC GGT GGT GTT CCG GGC
A G v P G L G v G A G v P G F G A v P G
5769/561 5799/571
GCG CTG GGT GGT GCG AAA GCG GCG AAA TAC GGT GCA GCG GTT CCG GGT GTA CTG GGC GGT
A L A A A K A A K Y G A A V P G V L G G

5829/581 5859/591
CTGGGTGCTC‘I‘GGGCGGTG‘I'I‘GGTA‘I‘CCCGGGCGGTGT‘I‘GTAGGTGCAGGCCCAGCTGCA

L G A L G G V G I P G G V V G A G P A A

5889/601 5919/611
GGT GGT GCT GCG GGA AAG GCA GCG GCG AAA GCA GCT GAG TTC GGT GTG GTT GGT GCA GCA
A A A A A K A A A K A A Q P G L V G A A

5949/621 5979/631
GGT CTG GGC GGT CTG GGT GTT GGC GGT CTG GGT GTA CCG GGC GTT GGT GGT GTG GGT GGC
G L G G L G v G G L G v P G v G G L G G
6009/641 6039/651
ATc CCG CCG GCG GCG GCA GCT AAA GCG GCT AAA TAC GGT GGA GCA GGT CTG GGT GGC GTT
I P P A A A A K A A K Y G A A G L G G V

6069/661 6099/671
CTG GGT GGT GCT GGT GAG TTC CCA CTG GGC GGT GTA GCG GCA GGT CCG GGT TTG GGT GTG
L G G A G Q F P L G G V A A R P G F G L

6129/681 6159/691
TCC CCG ATC TTG CCA GGC GGT GCA TGc CTG GGT AAA GCT TGc GGC CGT AAA CGT AAA TAA
s P I F P G G A G L G K A C G R K R K *
6189/701
TGA TAG
‘k *




